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INTRODUCTION
1 .
This discussion divides into two quite separate parts, chapters 
I - IV and chapter Vo The first four chapters are concerned with a general­
ization of the partition properties k — and k — (q)^ ' extensively
studied by Erdos and his collaborators (see [5] and [6] for further references)»
Chapter I is devoted to establishing notation, the definition of 
these properties and immediate consequences of these definitions. A brief 
mention of a. few well known results concerning the Erdos cardinals is included. 
Chapters II and IV are concerned with a generalization of the relation 
K —■ > a generalization obtained by considering not partitions of the
n-element subsets of k , but rather partitions of certain finite sequences of 
n-element subsets. This is in fact a special case of the polarized partition 
relation defined in [6, p.100]. Chapter II contains a general method for 
obtaining positive relations from Erdos relations. An apparently different, 
although in many cases equivalent, form of the definition is discussed. 
Consideration is given to extending the generalization to cover partitions 
of the infinite sequences of finite subsets of a given set. In the course 
of this, the answer is provided to a problem of Moschovakis ([13, P2061]). 
Chapter IV deals directly with the question of extending the methods and 
results of [6] to the more general situation. Chapter III deals with an 
analogous generalization of the property k — (q)^W .
In Chapter V, forcing (see [3]) is developed for classes of conditions 
and theorems of Easton [4] and Jensen [9] are re-proved. The original intention 
was to use similar methods to obtain corresponding results for cardinals 
having the generalized form of the Ramsey property, K — (k) . Subsequently,
it was found that no cardinals rejoice in these properties (see §III*2).
2.
Since the development of the forcing method is done in a manner slightly 
different to that in [4], and a. couple of points of minor independent interest 
appear, the chapter is included anyway.
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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTORY
§1. Notation
The set theory in which this thesis takes place is the system ZF 
of Zermelo-Fraenkel, together with the axiom of choice, AC. (See, for example, 
[12] or [19] for details») The generalized continuum hypothesis is abbreviated 
GCH.
Set inclusion is written c: , with cz denoting proper inclusion»
For a set A and formula $ of ZF , the set of those members of A which 
have the property 0 is denoted {x e A ; 0) » Sequences are written
(x ; a e A) , except that for finite n an ordered n-tuple is usuallya
written (x ,...,x^) . The concatenation of two sequences u and v is 
represented as uAv . The domain, Dx , and the range, Rx , of x are
respectively [y ; 3z((y,z) e x)} and [z ; 3y((y,z) e x)} » The restriction,
A["B , of A to B is ((x,y) € A ; x e B} . The set of all functions with
Xdomain x and range contained in y is denoted y » The cartesian product
of a family (x^ ; i e I) is written IT{x^  ; i e I) . The powerset of x
is Px , and x-y denotes set-difference.
Ordinals are defined in some standard manner (e.g. [17]) so that if 
a is an ordinal, a = [ß ; ß is an ordinal and ß < a) . The initial ordinals, 
i»e. ordinals having power larger than that of any of their members, are 
identified with the cardinals. The sequence of infinite cardinals is 
ojq, co2 **°* ° I shall usually write oo in place of ooq . Ordinal sum
and ordinal product are denoted by + and * respectively. Cardinal sum 
is + and cardinal product is indicated either by X or by juxtaposition.
V-» v
Unless the contrary is stated, k' means cardinal exponentiation and 
means the infinite sum of cardinal numbers. If ß is a limit ordinal (in
4.
particular, a cardinal) Cf(ß) is defined, as in [1], to be the smallest 
cardinal K such that ß is the union of K smaller ordinals. This is 
related to the cofinality index of [23]. For k a cardinal, is the
cardinal next after k , and k~ is the cardinal immediately before K if 
there is such a cardinal, whereas otherwise k~ = K . A cardinal K is 
called regular if Cf(/c) = K , and singular if not regular. A cardinal K 
is termed strongly inaccessible if k is regular and A < K => 2^ < k .
It is measurable if the powerset of k supports a non-trivial, /c-additive, 
two-valued measure.
The cardinality of a set x is denoted |x| . The set
{y e Px ; |y| = k ) of exactly /c-element subsets of x (for k a cardinal)
is denoted [x]\ Similarly, [x]</<: , [x]~K and [xf K stand for the
sets of subsets of x which have cardinality less than k , at most K and 
at least k . In particular, [x]<v~ is the set of finite subsets of x .
The symbol y*X is used for {f e X([y]< ° ) ; Va,b e x(|f(a)| = |f(b)|)} , 
the set of mappings from x to the finite subsets of y such that all 
function values have the same cardinality.
A relation < is said to be well founded when, if a is any set, 
then a A jÖ => 3x g a Vy e a(y x) . Definitions by transfinite recursion 
over a well founded relation will frequently be used (see [14]). If A is 
a set of ordinals, sup(A) , the strict supremum of A , is defined by: 
sup(A) = U{a+1 ; a e A} , and min(A) is the least member of A . For any
set x , the rank rk(x) of x is defined inductively as:
rk(x) = sup{rk(y) ; y g x} .
The cardinal beths are denoted 2 (k) , (where a is an ordinal“ a
and k a cardinal), and are defined inductively by
5 .
1 (k)
2 (k) = K , A (k) = 2 a , a = Ua > 0 => 2 (k) = U{2 (/c) ; ß < a} . o a+l a ß
Beth a , written 2 , stands for 2 (co) .a a
If A is a set well ordered by a relation < , then the lexico-
Agraphic ordering «  on PA (or on 2 ) is defined so that a «  b iff
the first point, under < , where a and b differ is a member of b (or 
is given the value 1 by b ).
Let £ be a first order language. Let t be a formula (or term)
of £ and let A be a set or class of ZF . Then t . or (t)4 denotesA A
the relativization of t to A , i.e. the result of replacing in t (or 
in the definition of t ) all occurrences of ¥ by V° e A and all occur­
rences of 3 by 3° e A . If 0(vQ,...,vn) is a formula of £ with exactly
the free variables shown, if A is a model of £ and if a ,...,a areo n
points in the underlying set of A , then A |= $[a ,...,a ] expresses
that the formula 0 is true in A at the point (a ,...,a ) .
A partition A = {A ; $, < v) of a set A into V parts is a
Ju
decomposition A = U{A ; Z < v] where no A is empty. Given such a
X/ Ju
partition, if a,b e A then a = b (mod A) indicates that there is some 
class A which has both a and b as members. The partition is called
Ju
disjoint if the A are pairwise disjoint.
Ju
Finally, a word on the conventions concerning variables. Unless 
the contrary is stated or implied, i , k , A denote infinite cardinals.
Other small Greek letters denote ordinals, as also frequently do i,j,k,i . 
Natural numbers, usually non-zero, are represented by m,n . In the first 
four chapters, p,q,r,s also represent arbitrary natural numbers. Logical 
formulae are represented by 0 , T and logical variables by u,v . For 
partitions of some set, A , T , A will be used. Capital Roman letters 
and the remaining small Roman letters denote arbitrary sets.
6 .
§2 o Definitions
The partition relations k — (q Z < V ) n and k — (q)^ 
defined below, have been extensively studied in the literature, in 
particular in [6].
2.1 DEFINITION K — (q^ ; z <  v) if for all partitions A = {A ;
Xj
Z <  V]
of [/<]n into V parts , there exist Z < V and H e  K having order type
(in the ordering < amongst ordinals), such that [H]n c A
X
2.2 DEFINITION K — (t))^ W if for all partitions A = (A ; Z <  V]
Xj
of
[ K ]
<  co . .into V parts, there is a set H e K having order type q , which
is homogeneous for A , in the sense that for all n < co there is Z < V
for which [H]n e A
X
The partition relations that I shall be considering are generaliz­
ations of these, obtained by considering not partitions of finite subsets, 
but rather partitions of finite sequences of finite subsets«
2 . 3 DEFINITION k -  m (r) ; Z < V)n if for all partitions 
of m( [/c]n) into V parts, there are Z < V and a sequence 
(where each th e /c and has order type q^ ) , such that 
[H 3n X. . .X [H ]n £  A. .
2.4 DEFINITION K - m(q)^W if for all partitions A = {A^ ; Z < V) of
K into V parts, there is a sequence H (where each H_^  e K
and has order type q ), which is homogeneous for A , in the sense that
for all n < w there is Z < V for which [H ]n X..«X [H ]n c A.m — Z
A = [Ag ; Z < V] 
H . ,Hm
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Thus the properties 2.1 and 2„2 correspond, respectively, to the 
special cases of 2.3 and 2*4 for which m = 1 . The special case of 2.3 in 
which Tj^  = T) for all Z < V will be written k  — m ( r ] ) ^  . The property 
K  —- m(T]i ; Z <  V , 0^ ; k < u)n has its obvious meaning.
Property 2.3 itself is a special case of the general polarized 
partition property defined, but not discussed, in [6]. This may be expressed 
as follows.
2.5 DEFINITION
4 A ,r> u ni
, . . . , nm
\'k  ) m i<v
nl[/c1 ] X. ..X
n
if for all partitions A  =  [ A £  i £ <  V) of [k  ] m into V m
parts, there are Z < V and a sequence . . , H (wherem for each i ,
H. a  k . and hasl ~ l order type ) such that
ni[Hp 1 X. ..X m JO
Thus property 2.3 is that case of 2.5 in which n, = ... = n = n ,1 m
K. =  ... =  K =  K and T] _ = . . . = t) = q for each Z < V . Referencem I jo vcijo JO
will rarely be made to the general property in the sequel, although some 
of the results do extend to it, and a few of the proofs do actually establish 
a stronger property of the general relation.
A symbol similar to that used in any of 2.1-2.5, but with — 
replaced by -/■ , indicates that the appropriate property fails to hold.
§3. Simple observations
Before a more detailed discussion of the various partition relations, 
a few simple remarks are in order (see also [11]).
8 »
The use of the ordinal V to index the classes of the partition 
A is not essential« Any set with the same power as V will serve equally 
well, and the truth or falsity of the relation will remain unchanged» In 
particular, the ordinals q , for £ < V in the relation k — m (q„ ; 3 < V)n
J j  * J
may be permuted without effecting the relation.
If K has a partition property and A is any cardinal at least 
as big as K , then A has that same property.
If k enjoys a partition property with V classes and p is any 
ordinal smaller than V , then the corresponding property with p classes 
also holds for k , since a partition with a small number of classes can be 
extended to a partition with a larger number of classes by adding superfluous 
parts (of, for example, one element).
If K has a partition property in which the homogeneous sets have 
order type q „ (or q ), then for any ordinals 0 ^ q^ (or 0 ^ q ) the 
corresponding property with q replaced by 0 (or q by 0 ) also holds
for k .
If K — m ( q ) ^ t0 j then also k —  m(q)^ for any n < oj .
If K has a partition property involving sequences of length m , 
and if m ! ^ m , then k has the corresponding property for sequences of 
length m' . (Given any partition involving sequences of length m' , choose 
a partition of m-length sequences for which membership of any partition class 
depends on only the first m' places of the sequences involved.)
In the case that all the q^ of 2.3 are cardinal numbers (and 
similarly for the q of 2.4), rather than requiring that the homogeneous 
sets have order type exactly q ; , it suffices to specify that their power 
be q . Thus, when the q^ are cardinals, K —  m ('n^  ; i < V)n if and
only if for all partitions m( [/<]°) = U{A ; & < V) there are i < V and
X
9.
a sequence H , ...,H from [/<] h such that [Ht]n X. ..X [H ]n c: A n .1 m I m ~ £
The "only if" is clear. And if H^,...,H e [k ]^ then by cutting down 
H , ,  if necessary, it may be assumed that each has order type
exactly q , so the "if" part holds also. Frequent use of this equivalence 
will be made in the following chapters, without further comment.
The relations 2.3 and 2.4 are of interest only if the following 
conditions hold (see [6, p.98] for a discussion of the degenerate cases 
for m = 1 ):
m ^  1 n ^ l ,  2 g V ^ K , go ^ q ^ , n < q ^ ^ / <  (for all £ < V) .
Thus, unless the contrary is stated, these conditions are assumed to be in 
force.
The definitions 2.1-2.5 are expressed as properties of cardinal 
numbers. They could equally well be expressed as properties of arbitrary 
sets of the appropriate power. For example, k — m(q),^   ^ is equivalent to 
the following:
For any sequence of sets S ,...,S where each S, has power k and isI m l
well ordered by a relation , let there be given any partition
A = (A„ ; i < v} of U{[S ]n X...X [S ]n ; n < w} . Then there is a 
£ I m
sequence where each FL c: and has order type q in <^ ,
such that for each n < go there is £ < V for which [H_]n X. . . X [H ]n a A1 m ~ £
There is an obvious extension of the relation 2.3 to the case 
that n is an infinite cardinal. A well known example of Sierpinski [21] 
shows that any such relation with infinite n is false. Similarly, there 
are obvious extensions of 2.3 and 2.4 to the case that m is an infinite 
ordinal. These will be discussed in §11.3, where it will be shown that 
they, likewise, are false.
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§/jf• Comments on the Erdos relations
In this section, I mention, very briefly, a few well known properties 
of the relations 2.1 and 2.2. The properties are either for later use, or 
to illustrate the surprising effects that partition cardinals can cause.
The first are Ramsey's theorems [16]:
4.1 THEOREM For all a,r 6 u  , go —  (go) ^  .
4.2 THEOREM For all Ü, n,r e go there is k = k(i,n,r) € go such that
k - ( <  •
The next few results may all be found in [6].
4.3 T H E O R E M If V < Cf(K) , , + then k 2- 0 0  v •
4.4 T H E O R E M If a S 0 and V <  Cf(oo ) a ’ then “a+(n-1) ~ (u )“ • a V
4.5 T H E O R E M If n ^ 3 and K is not inaccessible, then K 4» (K, n+1)n
Theorems 4.3-4.5 depend on the GCH. Without assuming the GCH , 
one can show (see, for example [15]):
4.6 THEOREM 2 (k )+ - (k+)0+1 .~n K
Let us turn now to the property k — (r))^ • It has long been
known that go /  (go) ^ . In fact (see [22, p.84]):
n.
4.7 THEOREM If t) is a limit ordinal and /c is least such that 
K "* ("0)2" ° 5 then k is strongly inaccessible.
Since it is consistent with ZF + AC to assume that there are no 
inaccessible cardinals, it follows that the existence of a cardinal with the 
property K — (rj)^ cannot be proved in ZF + AC . Whenever I discuss
such cardinals, I shall tacitly assume that they do in fact exist.
A frequently used theorem of Rowbottom [18] states the followings
Let q be a limit ordinal. Then if K — (q)^ " ° > also
In fact, Silver has shown [22, p.83] that if k is least such 
that K — (r))2 0^3 f°r limit ordinal q , then k — (q)^ for any V < K .
The existence of cardinals with these partition properties has a 
remarkable bearing on the size of the constructible universe of Gödel [7]. 
Work by Rowbottom, Gaifman and Silver has shown that if there is a cardinal 
K with the property K — ' ’ t^ ien on^y a countable number of subsets
of co are constructible. (And much more. See [22] for full details.) 
Silver shows that cardinals k with the property k — (co)^ '° , however, 
are too small to have this effect - if their existence is consistent with 
ZF + AC , then it is also consistent with ZF + "V = L" (where "V = L" 
is Gödel"s axiom of constructibility).
Cardinals K such that k — (/c)^  ( are called Ramsey cardinals. 
It is well known:
4.8 THEOREM
<  GO(q)
4.9 THEOREM If k is Ramsey, then k is strongly inaccessible.
12.
In §111.2, it will be shown that the Ramsey cardinals are, in a sense, the 
largest cardinals with any of the partition properties that are under 
consideration. They are by no means the largest cardinals whose existence 
has been postulated. If k is measurable, then k is Ramsey. And in fact, 
from [18],
4.10 THEOREM If /c is measurable, then there is a Ramsey cardinal A 
such that A < K •
I conclude this section by mentioning a characterization of the 
property K — (q^ in terms °f models.
4.11 THEOREM Let t) be a limit ordinal. Then the property K — (q)^ U 
is equivalent to the following:
Take any model A = (A,<,...) of a language having at most countably many 
relation and function symbols, for which < well orders A . Then for any 
A" e [A] there is a set H c: A ! , having order type q , which is homo­
geneous for A , in the sense that for any formula 0(v ,...,vn) in the 
language of A , given two increasing sequences aQ < ... < a^ and
b < ... < b from H , o n
A |= $[a , ...,a ] <=> A |= $ [b , . . . ,b ]= o n = o n
13
CHAPTER II. THE RELATION k - m(n„ ; £ < V)n—  -- _______— — ---- — ----  I ß — -— —
§1» Some positive and negative results
The following simple observation forms one of the most general 
methods I have for obtaining positive relations-
1.1 THEOREM Let V be a cardinal and for £ < V let t] 0 be ordinals.X
Put t) = sup{r)^  ; £ < V) . Suppose k is a cardinal such that k — (r]<>m)™ri
_ m . „ x nThen k - (t)^, ; £ < V)
PROOF! Let A = [A ; £ < V} be any partition of m( [/c]n) . ChooseX
any partition T = {T ; £ < v} of [/c]mn which satisfies:X
if a, < a0 < . . . < a < K then for all £ < V ,1 2  mn
.CL 1 3 & 2  ? • > o }mn e r„ <=> {{< 1” CL },»•», {(X . •n mn-n+1 cl } >mn e A
Since k — (r)*m)^  , there is H cz k having order type t)
[H]mn cz T for some £ < V . Divide H into m pieces,X
each having order type r) , such that sup(H^) g min(H^_^) 
However, then (H ]n X. ..X [H ]n c A  , and since r] £ tj
k -  m (n£ ; £ < v ) n .
m such that
for each i . 
it follows that
Coupled with the results mentioned in §1.4, this leads for example 
to the following corollaries:
1.2 COROLLARY For all i3m,n,r e co there is k = k(^,m,n,r) e go such
, , m, nthat k — (£)r
14.
1.3 COROLLARY If a ^  0 and n „ < oo for Z < oo , then
'Z a+1 a
m. . . nw ^ (t) ; i < w ) .a+mn Z a
In particular, co , —  m (co ) na-hnn a coa
Corollary 1.3 assumes the GCH . Without the GCH , one has
1.4 COROLLARY If a ^ 0 , < u) .j for Z < , and provided
mn > 1 , then 2 (w )+ - m(r] . ; Z < co )n .~mn-1 a 'Z a
Theorem 1.4.1 shows that there exist cardinals K with the property 
K — m(/c)^  for m = 1 . When m > 1 , this is not the case. The following 
theorem shows that, even the weakest such property fails to hold.
1.5 THEOREM For all K , k  2 •
PROOF: Take any cardinal K , and define a partition A = (A ,A.} ofo 1
[/c]1 X [k ]^  as follows:
((a},{ß}> € Aq <=> a ^ ß ; ((a}»{ß}> € A^ <=> ß ^ a •
Let H , be any pair homogeneous for A . Suppose, say, that
[H ]  ^ X [H ] cz A If ß = min(H ) and a e H then a ^ ß . But
ß e K , and so |Hq j < k . Similarly, if [H^ ]^  x [H^]  ^c: A^ then 
IH I < K . Thus no pair homogeneous for A can have |Hq | = [H | = k .
This proves the theorem.
This same partition shows that there is little future in trying 
to strengthen the property k  — m(T) g ; Z < V)n by demanding that all the
15.
sets in a homogeneous sequence should be the same. For suppose H, H is a pair 
homogeneous for A . Then for all a e H it must be that a ^ min(H) .
Hence |H j = 1  .
§2. The property k - m(r])^
The proof of theorem 1.1 used a sequence of homogeneous sets in 
which the supremum of one was no larger than the minimum of the next. 
Provided that the partition has a sufficiently large number of classes, 
this may always be assumed for the relation k — m(r))^  . I prove it only 
in the case that q is a limit ordinal.
2.1 THEOREM T m , . n ,Let k — (q)^ where V is infinite and r) is a limit
ordinal. Then for any partition A = (A ; £ < V} of ([k ] ) there is 
a sequence H ,„„.,H homogeneous for A (where each H. c K and has 
order type q ) for which there is a permutation cr of {1,...,m} such
that s u p ( H - min H^(j( i+i ) ^ f°r each i
PROOF: If m = 1
k = ml and let cr.J
Let a partition A =
r = (T ; i < V°k}
for j < k , £ < V
there is nothing to show; so suppose m > 1 . Put 
for j < k enumerate all permutations of (l,...,m) .
(A ; £ < V} of m( [/c]n) be given. Define a partition
Jj
of m([K]n) to refine A as follows:
and a,,. . . , a e [/c]n ,I m
( am > e rV» j+£ < = >  ( a ^ o . a ) e A. and nr £
Vi e [2,.o. ,m) [min(a^ i min(a^ ^)] .
16 .
Since V ^ u) , it follows that |v°k VI and so by the property
K — (q ) there are £ l < V-k and a sequence H , ...,H (each H. <e~ K
1' V 1 m l ~
Supposeand having order type q ) such that [Hi] X...X [H ] c  T ,
c;
) for each i e {^,...,111} . For take a e H
£ 1 = V' j + £ (where 0 ^ £ < V) . Then [H ]n X. . .X [H ]n : . Further,
1 *  m — £X
sup(H -v) ^ min(H
O-j(l-l) 0\(l)
and ß e H ... . Since n
h (1)
b e  [H /.\]n such that a 
d .  C i )J
the definition of T , 
to prove 2.1.
v. ;+£
h (i'1)
is a limit ordinal, choose a e [H 1 1 and
: min(a) and ß = min(b) . Then it follows from
that a = min(a) ^ min(b) = ß , This suffices
The property k m n(n),. is concerned with sequences of finite
subsets. Theorem 1.5 shows that this condition is too strong to allow for
2a generalization of the property k
m
U) Consequently, let us consider
a weakening of K (q) which ignores the ordering in the sequence,
2.2 DEFINITION k - m (q)n if for all partitions A = [A ; £ < V} ofV £
,n.m[[/C] ] into V parts, there are £ < V and a sequence H , (where
each c K and has order type q ) such that |ll(H^  ; i < m} | ^ m and
(1) Vi € (1,. . . ,m} (a± e [Ht]n) and I (a-|» • • • , am) I => (a.|, . . . , a^} e
(Such a sequence H , ...,H will be called weakly homogeneous for A  . The
1 m
requirement |u{H^ 5 i < m}| ^ m is to ensure that the condition (1) is 
non-vacuous.)
That 2.2 is certainly no strengthening of the original property 
is shown by the following theorem.
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2.3 THEOREM If K  -  m (q)^ then k -  m (q)^ .
PROOF: Take any partition A = {A ; i < V} of [|>]n]m . Choose any
partition F = {F ; £ < V) of m ( [/c]n) such that:
if a l9...,a e [/c]n are all distinct, then for all £ < V I m
<ai ......... am) e h  <=> ( a l ” ' - , a m) e •
Then any sequence homogeneous for F is weakly homogeneous for A  . This 
establishes 2.3.
The surprising fact about 2.2 is that when n > 1 and V is infinite, 
then 2.2 is equivalent to k — m (q)^ . The following lemma is needed (the 
analogue of 2.1).
2.4 LEMMA Let k ™ m (q)^ where 1 < n < q and V is infinite. Then 
for any partition A  = [A^ ; £ < v] of [[/<]n]m there is a sequence 
H (each H, c  ic and having order type q ) weakly homogeneous for
A  , for which there is a permutation cr of (l,...,m) such that 
sup(H^,^) ^ min(H^^+ ^) for each i .
PROOF: If m = 1 there is nothing to be shown-; so suppose m > 1 .
n,mConsider any set {(c^ , • • • ,cc^}, . . . , {amn_n+] a }} e [ [ k ) ] mn
suppose that <
(a!,•••,a ) «  • n
< a amn-n+1 ^ < amn
We may 
and also that
«  {a a } j (where «  is the lexicographicmn-n+1 mn
ordering). Let L^ for j < k enumerate all possible arrangements of the
1 8o
ordering of the amongst, themselves (for example,
%  = %+l ’ a2n < a2n+l >•••' %n-n < Sm-nH-P' Then Certainly k < “
n ,mTake any partition A  = {A ; Z < V} of [[>:] JJu Define a
n ,mpartition F = (T ; Z < V*k) of [ [/c] j to refine A as follows;SJ
for j < k , Z < V and a , >a e [k ] with | (a ,. .. ,a }! m 1 m
amJ £ rv.j« <=> € Ai
and the elements of a.,.., a , written out1 m
in the order in which they occur, fall under 
the ordering .
—  U^>vJeJeY> (f n > e  = it -f/ow
Since |v| ^ oj , it follows that |v*k| = j V| . Hence there are Z' < V°k 
and a sequence H ,...,H (each H^ c  K and having order type q ) such 
that
Vi e {1,...,m}(a. e [H.]n) and |{a_,.*.,a }| i x  I m (a , ...» a } e F ,m Jj
Thus H_,...,H is weakly homogeneous for A , and further, if Z' = V-j + Z I m
(where 0 ^ Z < V) then the elements of any distinct sets a , ...,a (where1 m
each a^ e [H^] ) are arranged in the order Since q > n , this can 
happen only if there is a permutation cr of {1,.„.,m} such that for each i ,
if a e H ... and ß e H then a < ß » This establishes the result.a(i) ct(i+1)
2.5 THEOREM Let n > 1 and V ^ co . Then if k - m(q)™ , also 
m n
K - (T)).. •
PROOF: Consider a sequence (a^,...,am ) where a^ a are distinct m
elements from [/c] Put k and let L. for j < k enumerate all J
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possible arrangements of a^, a under the lexicographic ordering, m
Let any partition A  = {A ; £ < v} of m([/c]n) be given,
Ju
rumDefine a partition T = [F ; £ < V-k} of [[k ] ] such that:
Ju
for j < k , <  V and a r am € I Ca , am51
{ai’- " ’am3 6 L-j+i <=> <al’" - ’am> £ A  ’
where (a',...,a') is that sequence with 1 m
entries in the order L. built from a,,...,aJ 1 m
m, » nBy the property k ™ (t)) » there are j < k and £ <  V , together with
a sequence H , ...,H (each H, c  k and having order type ri ) such that1 m l ~ 1
for distinct sets a, e [H ]n . „ . a e [H ]n always {a,,...,a } e T •1 1 m m I m V° j +J&
When q > n (and otherwise the theorem is trivial), by Lemma 2.4 it may be
assumed further that there is some permutation cr of (1,...,m] for which
sup(H ...) ^ min(H . Take distinct sets a, e [H_]n,...,a e [H ]n .cr(i) cr(i+l) 1 1 m m
always (a',...,a^> e A  , where (a^,...,a^) is a ,...,a^ arrangedThen
in the lexicographic order L^ . By the additional property of ,
these sets can be renamed so that always if a! e [H ']n then1 m  l l
(a^,...,a^) is already in the order L^ . Thus the sequence ,..., 
is homogeneous for A  . This proves 2.5*
Theorem 2.5 excludes the case n = 1 . In this case, however:
2.6 THEOREM 
K  ~  (T))v  •
Let t] be a limit ordinal, and suppose K — (q) . Then
20c
PROOF: Identify [/(]m and [[/<] ]m . Take any partition
A = (A. ; £ < v} of [[/c]1 ]m . Since K — (ri)m there is He K , having 
Jo V
order type r) , homogeneous for A , as a partition of [/c]m . Enumerate
H in increasing order, H = {h ; a < n} . For i = 1,...,m puta
H. = [h ; a < n )  • Then each H. has order type n , and H_,...,Hl m* a+i-1 l 1 m
1 inis weakly homogeneous for A , as a partition of [[/c] ] . This establishes
the theorem»
Thus, by Theorem 1.4.1, there are cardinals k for which
2 1
K ™ (/c)2 y as opposed to the result of Theorem 1.5. The negative result
is not far off, however.
2 22.7 THEOREM For no k is it true that k ™ (/c)£ •
PROOF: Given k , consider the disjoint partition A = {Aq ,A^} of
[ [/C]2 j defined by
[{a,ß},{7,5}} e A q <=> a < ß < 7 < 5 .
Take H , H^  c: k , both having order type k • Then each is cofinal in the
other. Thus given a,ß € H^ , there are 7,5 € H^  such that a,ß < 7,0
so that {{a,ß},{7,5}} € Aq . Equally well, given a e H^ there are
7,0 e H^  such that a < 7,5 and then there is ß e H^ such that 7,5 < ß .
Then {{a,ß},(7,5}} e A^ . Thus A has no weakly homogeneous sequence
H , H, where both H and H, have order type k . o 1 o 1
§3. The case m = oo
The definitions 1.2.3 and 1.2.4 have obvious extensions to the
case of infinite m . In this section, it will be shown that all non-trivial
such relations are false, by establishing that for no k does K — J(2)j, 
hold. This supplies an answer to an open problem of Moschovakis [13, P2061], 
who asks if ^(2)^ . This same problem has been answered recently also
by Kunen, with a different example. The first result involving infinite m 
was obtained by D.A. Martin, who showed that no k has the property
oo i
K — (co ^ ^  . Martin's result follows from ours, for the relation
K /- W(2)^ certainly implies k ^(go) ^  •
The extension of 2.2 to infinite m will be considered also. 
Several lemmas are needed. The first is a theorem (unpublished)
of Galvin.
3.1 LEMMA For any infinite set S , there is a function f mapping
[S]^ into 2U which has the following property:
for any t e 2 and any two sequences (a^ ; i <  go) , <bt ; i < g o) of
disjoint finite subsets of S such that a. n l b. =l 0 and
|U{a. u b. ; i <  to) 1 = GO , there is a sequence <Ci ; i < g o) , where
ci e ’ such that 1 U{c^ ; i < co) | =  go and f(U(ci ; i < go}) =
The next lemma gives a similar result for a mapping of the infinite 
sequences of finite subsets. The proof is a trivial modification of Galvin's 
proof of Lemma 3.1.
3.2 LEMMA For any infinite set S , there is a function f mapping 
W( [S] °) into 2U> which has the following property:
for any t e 2U> and any two sequences (a^ ; i < go) , (b^ ; i < go) of 
finite subsets of S such that a. n b. = 0 and |Ufa. u b. ; i < co] I = go ,l i  l i
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t h e r e  i s  a s equence  (c^ ; i  < go) , where  e { a ^ b  } ’ s u c ^ t h a t  
l Ufc^ ; i  < co} I = go and f ^ c ^  ; i  <  go)) = t  .
PROOF: I f  ISI ^  2(-) , t h e r e  a r e  2U such p a i r s  (a., ; i  < go) ,
(b^ ; i  < go) . Each p a i r  g i v e s  r i s e  to  2W s u i t a b l e  s e q u en c e s  
(c ; i  < go) , and i t  f o l l o w s  by a d i a g o n a l i z a t i o n  a rgument  t h a t  t h e  
r e q u i r e d  f u n c t i o n  f  can be d e f i n e d .  Hence t h e  lemma h o l d s  i f  |S |  ^  2^ .
Now l e t  S be a r b i t r a r y .  For  each  A e [ S ] J , choose  f
mapping °J( [A ] < a ) ) i n t o  2W t o  s a t i s f y  t h e  r e q u i r e m e n t s  o f  t h e  lemma f o r  
t h e  s e t  A . Le t  [S]°J be w e l l  o r d e r e d ,  and f o r  each A e [S]^ , l e t  A'
be t h e  f i r s t  s e t  i n  t h e  w e l l  o r d e r i n g  f o r  which  jA r\ A' | = go . Take a
sequence  (c  ; i  < co) e W( [ S] < u  ) . Pu t  C = U{c^ ; i  <  go} I n  t h e  c a s e  
ICI = go , d e f i n e
f ( ( c i ; i  < go))  = f c , ( ( c i  o C  ; i  < go)) .
I f  ICI < go , t h e  v a l u e  o f  f ( ( c ^  ; i  < go)) i s  i m m a t e r i a l .  We show t h a t
t h e  f u n c t i o n  f  so d e f i n e d  has  t h e  r e q u i r e d  p r o p e r t y .
Take two s e q u e n c e s  (a^ ; i  < go) , (b^ ; i  < go) o f  f i n i t e  s u b s e t s
o f  S such t h a t  a .  n b.  = jö and l u f a . u b .  ; i  < go) I = go . Put1 1 1 1
A = U{a^ u b^ ; i  < go) , so A e [S]W . Put  a^ = a^ n A ’ and
b^ = b^ n A* o Then |u {a ^  u b |  ; i  < go) | = |A n A' | = go = Thus f o r  any
t  € 1L) , t h e r e  i s  a s e q u e n c e  (d^ ; i  <  go) where  d^ e such t h a t
| l){d ; i  < go) I — go and f ^ , ( ( d ^  » i  < w)) = t  • Choose a s equence
( c .  : i  < go) such t h a t  c .  e ( a , , b . )  and i f  c! = c.  n A'  t h e n  c! = d.  .1 1 1 1 1  1 1  1 1
Then |U{c^ ; i  < go) j = go , and f  , ( ( c ^  » 1 < w))  = t  . However,
(U(c^ ; i  < go) )  1 = A' , s i n c e  |A' r\ u f c ^  ; i  <  go) | = | l l{c j  ; i  <  go) | = GO
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and Ulc^ ; i < go} c A . Thus f((c ; i < go)) = f , ((c! ; i < go)) = t . 
This completes the proof of the lemma.
3.3 LEMMA For any set S , there is a function g mapping [S]<u) 
into 2 which has the following property:
for any t e 2 and any sequence ({a^ > Pt) ; i < go) such that
(cu , 3£} e [S]2 and |U{{ai, ß.^} ; i < gl01 < go ,  there is a sequence
•r-l
O ft•Hc-v
-v- < go) such that y± e {ai,ßi} and g( (7i ; i < w}) = t .
PROOF: Define g mapping [S]<w into 2 by:
for a e [S]< w , g(a) = |a| (mod 2) .
To show that g , so defined, has the required property, given any suitable 
sequence ({ c l. , ß^} ; i < go) , it suffices to find sequences (7^  ; i < go) 
and (8 ; i < go) such that 7 ,8 G Ca^ß^ and | (Sj '» i < go] | =
= I (7i l i < oj) I + 1  .
Since ; i < go) | <  go , there must be some ot^ or ß ^
occurring in more than one pair - say for instance aQ = . For i > 1 ,
choose  ^ € {a^jß^} such that ^  ß . Define the sequences (7^  ; i < g o)
and (5  ; i <  go) as follows:
7o = ao ’ So = ßo ; 71 - 61 = a1 ; 7i - 61 = h  for 1 > 1
Then I { 5 ^  ; i < go} I = I { 7 ^  ; i < go} | +1 . The lemma is proved,
For all K , K -A ^(2)^  .3.4 THEOREM
24.
PROOF: Let k be given. Let f be a function as provided by Lemma 3.2
for the set K , and let g be a. function as provided by Lemma 3.3 for K • 
Identify '([<]') and Let A = (Ä.A,) be that disjoint partition
of w/c defined by:
(a. ; i < w) € <=> ( I {a^  ; i < go} I = GO and fCUaJ ; i < go)) = 0)
or ( I (a. ; i < (o) I < go and g( {o^  ; i < go} ) =0) .
2Consider any sequence (H ; i < go) where each e [k ] , say
H. = {a. > ß.} • If lu{H. ; i < go} I < go , by Lemma 3.3 there arei l l  l
{y± ; i < go) , <&i ; i < go) e IlfH^  ; i < to} such that g( C 5 1 < w}) = 0
and g({5 % i < go}) = 1 . If IlKH^  ; i < go} | = go , apply Lemma 3.2 to the
sequences {{o^ } % i < go) and ((ß_^ } ; i < go) to find {y^  ; i < go) ,
(5 I i < go) e II{H^  ; i < go} such that f(((7^} ; i < go)) = 0 and 
f(((§ . } % i < to)) = 1 • Thus no such sequence (fL ; i < go) can be homo­
geneous for A . The theorem follows.
Let us turn now to the case of weak homogeneity. The definition
reads:
3.5 DEFINITION k - W(n)n if for all partitions A = {A ; Jl < V) of
V Jo
l U j V  into V parts, there are $, < V and a sequence (H ; i < go) 
(where each H c= k and has order type q ) such that | UCH^ ; i < go} | ^ go 
and
Vi e Go(a, e [FL]n) and |{a, ; i < go} | = go => [a^  ; i < go} e A , .
A negative result comes from Galvin's theorem, 3.1.
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3 .6  THEOREM For no k i s  i t  t r u e  t h a t  K ^  ^ ( go)^  •
PROOF: Le t  k be g i v e n .  Le t  f  be a f u n c t i o n  mapping [K ]° i n t o
2 as  g iv e n  by Lemma 3.1 f o r  t h e  s e t  k . I d e n t i f y  [ [/c]  ^ ] ' and [/<]'" . 
Le t  A = be t h a t  d i s j o i n t  p a r t i t i o n  o f  [/c]'J d e f i n e d  by:
f o r  A e l>;]ü , A e A <=> f(A) = 0 .o
C o n s i d e r  any se quenc e  (H^ ; i  < g o )  where each  e [/<] J .
?
For each  i  < go , choose  € " U{{cGj,ß.} ; j  <  i} ] . Then
t h e  s e q u e n c e s  ( { c u }  ;  i  <  g o )  and ( { ß ^ }  ;  i  <  g o )  s a t i s f y  t h e  c o n d i t i o n s  
imposed by Lemma 3 . 1 ,  and so t h e r e  a r e  7 ^ , 6 ^ e {a^>ß^} such t h a t  
I {7 i  ; i  < g o } I = I {5i  ; i  < g o} I = go , f o r  wh ich  f ( { 7  ; i  < g o} )  = 0 and 
f ( { 5 .  t  i  <  g o } )  h 0 . Thus no such sequence  (H. ; i  <  g o )  can  be w e a k ly  
homogeneous f o r  A . T h i s  p r o v e s  t h e  p r o p o s i t i o n .
T h i s  l e a v e s  open t h e  q u e s t i o n :
3 .7  PROBLEM I s  t h e r e  k such t h a t  k ™ ^ ( 2 ) ^  i s  t r u e ?  In  p a r t i c u l a r ,  
does go ha v e  t h i s  p r o p e r t y ?
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CHAPTER III. THE RELATION K - m(q)^ W
§1. Equivalent forms of the definition
Definition 1.2.4 is restricted to a consideration of those sequences 
of finite subsets of k for which all entries in the sequence have the same 
power. Provided that q is a limit ordinal, this restriction may be ignored. 
Theorem 1.2 contains the result. Its proof depends, however, on the following 
lemma (the analogue of Rowbottom's theorem, 1.4.8).
1.1 LEMMA Let q be a limit ordinal, and suppose K — m(q)7' • Then
PROOFS Let k — m(q)^( for some limit ordinal q . Take any disjoint
partition A = (A^ ; f e W2) of k. . Choose some fixed enumeration of
a) X Q) which has the property that if (p,q) is the n-th pair then always
p,q ^ n . Select some partition T = (T ,T,} of k which satisfies, for
o 1
each n :
if a ( i ) < * * * < a ( i ) < K  for i = 1,...,m, and if (p,q) is the n-th o n
pair of co X go in the chosen enumeration, then for j < 2
((aQ(l),•••,an( l ) { a o(m),...,an(m)}) e T <=>
3-f«{a0(l),...,a (l)},...,(ao(m),...,a (m)}) € A f and f(q) = j).
Take any sequence H ,...,H homogeneous for F , as given by the propertyI m
K — m(q)2  ^ . Then H ,...»H^ is also homogeneous for A  , as follows.
For each i , take any (aQ(i),•••,a (i)},{ßQ(i),•••,ßp(i)} c  H. , 
and it may as well be assumed that each set is listed in increasing order.
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Take any q < go , and let n be such that (p,q) is the n-th pair. Since
q is a limit ordinal, there are y .,(i) < ... < y (i) in H. such that7p+1 'n 1
ap(i)j ßp(i) < 7 p+1(i) • Suppose ({aQ(i),.••,a (i)} ; i = e A f
and ({ß (i),...,ß (i)) ; i = l,...,m) e A • (Since A is disjoint, f o p  g
and g are unique.) Then by the homogeneity of H , ...,H for T , when1 m
j < 2 :
f(q) 11 t_i. A <{ao(i),..•,ap(i),7p+1(i),••.,7n(i) } ; i = 1,... ,m) e T
<=> <(ßQ(i),...,ßp(i),7p+1 Ci),...,7n(i)} ; i = 1,... ,m) e T . 
' J
<=> g(q) = j •
Thus f(q) = g(q) for all q < go , and so f = g . Hence ,. . . ,H ism
homogeneous for• A . This proves the lemma.
1.2 THEOREM Let t] be a limit ordinal; let K -* m(q)^W Then for
any partition A = {A ; & < V} of m( [k ]< °° - {0}) there is a sequence
H^,...,H^ where each PL c: K and has order type q , which is homogeneous
for A in the extended sense, i.e. for each sequence n,,...,n where each1 m
n. > 0 , there is fr < V for which [H ]  ^ X...X [H ] m c A. .1 1 m *" Ü
PROOF: Let a partition A = {A ; Z < V] of m([/c]<fxJ - {0}) be given.
Sj
For each n > 0 , put
F = (f ; f maps {1,...,m} into {1,...,n}} .
For each f e F , define a partition F(f) = (T (f) ; Z < V} of m([K]n)
if a,(i) < ••• < a (i) < K for i = 1,...,m then 1 n
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(fctj (i) ,.. . ,an(i) } ; i = € F v(f) <=>
( (cl-j ( i) , . . . ,a^  ^  ( i) } j 1 ~ 1,...,m) £ A  ^
Then F = {F (f) ; f e U{F ; n < co} and & < v} is a partition of K*m .
jo n
Now IF I < co for all n , and so |r| g co|v| . Since k — m(r))^') , also
K — m (T,)<Jvl - either trivially if |v| ^ co , or by Lemma 1 .1 if |v| < co .
Thus there is a sequence H , ...,H (each c: K and having order type rj )
which is homogeneous for T . This same sequence H , ...,H is also homo-1 m
geneous for A in the extended sense, as follows.
Take any sequence n ,...,n where each n. > 0 . Let
n = max(n^,... ,n ) , and define m f e Fn by f (i) = th . For each i , take
sets a.j(i) < • • • < a f ( i ) ^ and ß^i) < •‘* < ßf(i)(l) from H.l . Since
T) is a limit ordinal, there are 7f(i)+l (i) < ... < 7n (i) in H .l with
ttf(i) (i) »ßf(i> (i) < 7f(,i^+1 • But now for any i < V , by the homogeneity
of H , . . . , H for T ,I m
, . . .,<xf (i) (1> ) ; i = 1,...,m> € A
<=> ((aQ(i),..' * ,af ( i ) ^  ,7f(i)+1^ ’ *..,7n(i)} ; i = 1,..>•,m) € ri(f)
<=> <{ß0(i)...' ° ,ßf(i)(l),7f(i)+l(l)’’..,7n(i)) ; i = 1,..• • ,m) € r^(f)
<=> <(ßo(i)...••»ßf(i)(i)} ; i = 1,••• ,m) £ A/; .
Thus H , ...,H is indeed homogeneous for A  in the extended sense. This 1 m
concludes the proof.
In analogy with Theorem 1.4.11, there is a formulation of the property
m ,  x < c o  
K - (t))2 in terms of models. This is as follows.
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1 . 3  THEOREM L e t  r) be  a l i m i t  o r d i n a l .  Then t h e  p r o p e r t y  K m(r ) ) ^
i s  e q u i v a l e n t  t o  t h e  f o l l o w i n g :
Take an y  m od el  A = (A, < , . . . , <  , . . . ) o f  a l a n g u a g e  h a v i n g  a t  m os t  c o u n t a b l y  
— 1 m
many r e l a t i o n  a n d  f u n c t i o n  s y m b o l s ,  f o r  w h i c h  t h e r e  a r e  s e t s  A , . . . , A c  A
1 m —
s u c h  t h a t  A, X . . . X A c  A and A. i s  w e l l  o r d e r e d  by < , f o r  e a c h  i  .
1 m ~  l  l
Take any s e q u e n c e  A ' , . . . , A '  w h e r e  A! e [A. 1^ . Then t h e r e  i s  a  s e q u e n c e
1 m l  l
H , , . . .  , H ( w h e r e  a l w a y s  H. a  A! an d  h a s  o r d e r  t y p e  p i n  <. ) .  w h i c h  i s1 m l — i  1 l
homog eneous  f o r  A , i n  t h e  s e n s e  t h a t  f o r  a n y  f o r m u l a  $ ( v  , . . . , v  ) i n  t h e  
= o n
l a n g u a g e  o f  A , g i v e n  f o r  e a c h  i  = l , . . . , m  s e q u e n c e s  a ( i )  a ( i )
-  o l  l  n
an d  b ( i )  b ( i )  f r om  H. ,o l  i n  i
A |= $ [ ( a o ( 1 ) , . . . , a Q( m ) ( a n ( l ) , . . . , a n ( m) >]
<=> A |= $ [ ( b o ( 1 ) , . . . , b Q( m ) ( b n ( 1 ) , . . . , b n ( m) ) ]  .
PROOF: The p r o o f  i s  a s i m p l e  e x t e n s i o n ,  o f  t h e  p r o o f  o f  T h eo r em  1 . 4 . 1 1 ,
so  I  s h a l l  m e n t i o n  i t  b u t  b r i e f l y .
S u p p o s e  f i r s t  t h a t  k  — m( ,n ) ^ Cd > and  l e t  A , A , . . . ,  A and1 Z = 1  m
A ' , •  • • , A'
1 m
be a s  c a l l e d  f o r  by t h e  t h e o r e m . We may a s w e l l  s u p p o s e  t h a t
A' =
A-l **•
= A' 
m = K • D e f i n e  a f u n c t i o n  F w i t h domain
*m
K by, i f
a ( i )  < . .
O 1
a ( i )  
n
i n  A! f o r  e a c h  i  ,i t h e n
F ( ( U 0 ( i ) 9 • • •  9 a n ( i ) } ; i  = 1 , . . . , m))
= {$ ; A |= $ [ (a  ( 1 )  , . . = o ' • ’ a o
(m) >, . . • , < a n ( l ) , . . . , a n (m) >]}
Then  F maps
*m
K i n t o  a s e t  o f  power  a t most pOO^ 5 nam ely  t h e s e t  o f  a l l
s e t s  o f  f o r m u l a e  o f  t h e  l a n g u a g e  o f  A . C o n s i d e r  F a s  d e f i n i n g  a
30»
partition of
(each H c: A
H ,...,H is m
Ki(m . An application of Lemma 1 . 1 gives a sequence 
and having order type q in <.) homogeneous for 
also homogeneous for A .
Then
Conversely, suppose the condition stated in the theorem holds.
Take any disjoint partition A = (A^jA^} of /c'”m . For each n ^ 0 define 
A(n) by, if a ( i ) < . . . < a ( i ) < K  for i = 1, . . . ,m then
((aQ0 ),...,aQ(m)),...,(an( l ) , a n(m))> e A(n)
<=> ({ao(1) ,anO) },..., (ao(m), ... ,an(m)} ) e Aq
Let £ be a language with binary relations g , <; and relations
-A,( 1) ,^(2) , . . . where £(n) is (n+l)-ary. Form the model
A = (k u m/c, €, <, A(l), A(2),...) of £ . Then there is a sequence
H. ,...,H where each H. cz k and has order type ti (under < ), which I m L — '
is homogeneous for A . Then H ,...,H is also homogeneous for A .
= 1 m
This completes the proof.
There is also a characterization of the property k — m(T])^ 'L°,
where q is a limit ordinal, in terms of sequences H ,...,H homogeneous 1 1 m
in the extended sense for particular types of models. This is a combination 
of Theorems 1.2 and 1.3, and is sufficiently clear not to need stating.
§2. Some order properties
Let us first mention a negative result. It is immediate from 
Theorem II. 1.3 that if m > 1 then k -A "'(k )^ W . Thus there is no useful
extension of the Ramsey property.
Along the lines of Theorem II.1.1, there is a method for obtaining 
positive results of the form k — . The proof is analogous to the
proof of Theorem II.1.1.
2.1 THEOREM Let V be a cardinal and q an ordinal. Suppose K is
a cardinal such that k — (rj * m)^^ • Then k —
Thus in particular, if K — then k — m(oo)^ W for all
m . (See, however, the comments after Theorem 1.4.7.) Also if K is 
Ramsey, i.e. if k — (k)^U , then k — for aH  m and all T) < K .
Having now seen that it is reasonable to assume that these cardinals 
exist, let us examine the order in which they occur, and how they fit amongst 
the cardinals with the properties K — (q)^w . For simplicity, in the rest
of this section I shall consider only the case V = 2 , and write 
K — (t]) m  place of k - (q)2
2.2 THEOREM Let £ and q be infinite ordinals and suppose q • m < £ .
Let k be the least cardinal such that k — m(q)<C° , and let A be any
cardinal such that A — • Then k < A .
PROOF: Let k and A be as mentioned in the theorem. By Theorem 2.1,
K ^ A . Suppose that in fact k — (£)<W , and seek a contradiction.
Now |ß| < k for any ß e k , and so there is a partition 
A(ß) = {AQ(ß), A^(ß)} of ß*m which has no homogeneous sequence H^,...,H^ 
where each H^ has order type at least q . Take any partition 
T = {T ,T ) of [/c]^ 10 which has the following property: for all n ,
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if ß-jO) < ... < ßn(l) < ß1 (2) < ... < ßn(2) < ... < ß (m) < ... < ßn(m) < 
< ß < K , then
(ß1(1),...,ßn(m),ß} € Tq <=> ({ß1(i),...,ßn(i)) ; i = 1j•••,m) e AQ(ß) .
By virtue of the assumption k — (£)^J » there is H c K , having 
order type £ , which is homogeneous for T . However, for each a € H ,
let (a1 e H : a' < a} be split into m sets H . ( a )  all havingI m
the same order type, such that sup(H.(<x)) ^ min(H. (a)) . (Any elementsl l+l
of {a1 G H ; a 1 < a} left over may be ignored.) Then H (a),.••,H^(a) is 
a sequence homogeneous for A(a) , and so each H.(a) has order type less 
than q • From this it follows that the order type of (a1 G H ; a* < a} 
is smaller than q •m . Hence the order type of H does not exceed q .m .
This contradicts the order type of H being £ . The proof is complete.
The following lemma is required in order to establish the effect 
of changing the value of m .
2.3 LEMMA Let k — m(q)^  where q is a limit ordinal. Then for any
>vrnpartition A = (A^ ; £ < v] of K there is a sequence H^,...,Hm homo­
geneous for A , (where each H^ c: K and has order type q ), for which 
there is a permutation cr of [l,...,m] such that sup(H ^ min(H_^+.^ )
for each i .
The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 11.2.1, using Lemma 1.1
in the case that V is finite.
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2.4 THEOREM Let. t] be a limit ordinal. Suppose k is the least- 
cardinal such that k — and let A be any cardinal with the
property A - m+1(q)<tA) . Then k < A .
PROOF; Let k and A be as mentioned in the theorem. Clearly k  ^A .
Suppose that k does have also the property k — m+ (q)< W  , and seek a 
contradiction.
As in the proof of 2.2, for each ß < k there is a partition
A(ß) = (A^ß), A^(ß)} of ß*m which has no homogeneous sequence H ,...,
where each has order type at least q . Choose a partition F = {T^ , 1^  }
Vein1j 1of Kn which satisfies the following condition;
if ßi(i) < ... < ß (i) for i = l,...,m+l , and there is some j for which ! n
ß-,(j) > max{ßn(i) ; i e [1,...,m+1) - {j}} , then
<{ß1(i), —  ,ßn(i)} ; i € {1,..., m+1}) e ro
<=> <{ß1(i),...,ßn(i)) ; i e {l,...,m+1} - {j}) e A ^ ß ^ j »  .
Let H , ...,H be any sequence homogeneous for T , where each 1 m+l
H. c; k and has order type q . By Lemma 2.3, it may be assumed further
that in some reordering the H are increasing - suppose in fact that always
sup(H.) g min(H. M ) . Then if a is an enumeration of H ini l+l o I m+l
increasing order, it follows that if a,(i) < ... < a (i) are arbitrary1 n
from (for each i) , then
({a1 (i),. . • ,an(i) } ; i = 1,...,m) e AQ(%)
<=> ({a-| (i) , . . . ,an(i)} ; i = 1 , • • • ,m)A({ao, . . . ,an_ 1} > € Fq .
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H e n c e  t h e  s e q u e n c e  H _ , . . . , H  i s  h o m o g e n e o u s  f o r  A ( a  ) , a n d  e a c h  H. cz a1 m o l — o
a n d  h a s  o r d e r  t y p e  q . H o w e v e r ,  t h i s  c o n t r a d i c t s  t h e  c h o i c e  o f  t h e  p a r t i ­
t i o n  A ( a  ) . The  t h e o r e m  i s  t h u s  p r o v e d ,  
o
T h e o r e m s  2 . 2  a n d  2 . 4  s u f f i c e  t o  d e t e r m i n e  c o m p l e t e l y  t h e  o r d e r i n g  
o f  the.  s m a l l e s t  c a r d i n a l s  w i t h  t h e  p r o p e r t i e s  k
o r d i n a l  p o w e r  o f  w . T h e  l e a s t  c a r d i n a l s  w i t h  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p r o p e r t i e s
m < o )  _
( q )  f o r  T) a n
f o r m  a  s t r i c t l y  i n c r e a s i n g  s e q u e n c e s
< oo
K -  (oo) 
3
2 ( U) <W
(oo*oo) 
< 00
< 0 0
K -  (oo1)
K -
< 00
3 <w 
(oo)
2 (to1) <tJ
K — (oo- oo) 
3
> K -
< 0 0 2 ( u . u ) <U
(w. | )
<00
K
K -  ( k )
I n  t h e  c a s e  t h a t  q i s  n o t  a  p o w e r  o f  oo , some q u e s t i o n s  r e m a i n ,  
T h e  f i r s t  s u c h  q u e s t i o n s  a r e  t h e  f o l l o w i n g :
2 . 5  PROBLEM L e t  k b e  t h e  l e a s t  c a r d i n a l  w i t h  t h e  p r o p e r t y  K — (oo»2)<  ' , 
l e t  A b e  t h e  l e a s t  c a r d i n a l  w i t h  t h e  p r o p e r t y  A — ^ ( co) < I jJ a n d  l e t  l 
b e  t h e  l e a s t  c a r d i n a l  w i t h  t h e  p r o p e r t y  i — ^(oo)<L° .
I s  i t  t r u e  t h a t  A <  K ? Or t h a t  K < i ?
§3.  An i n a c c e s s i b i l i t y  r e s u l t
I n  t h i s  s e c t i o n ,  i t  w i l l  b e  e s t a b l i s h e d  t h a t  t h e  l e a s t  c a r d i n a l  
K f o r  w h i c h  k — m( q ) <W , w h e r e  q i s  a  c a r d i n a l ,  i s  s t r o n g l y  i n a c c e s s i b l e .  
T h i s  r e s u l t  f o l l o w s  f r o m  T h e o r e m s  3 . 1  a n d  3 . 2  b e l o w .  T h e i r  p r o o f s  f o l l o w  
t h e  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  p r o o f s  i n  [ 1 5 ]  f o r  t h e  c a s e  m = 1 .
3 . 1  THEOREM L e t  q b e  a  c a r d i n a l ,  a n d  l e t  k b e  t h e  l e a s t  c a r d i n a l  f o r
, .  , m < w
w h i c h  K — ( q ) . T h e n  k i s  r e g u l a r .
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PROOF: The proof is sufficiently well illustrated by the case m = 2 .
So let k be least such that k 2(n)<W , and suppose that in fact K is
singular. Hence there are pairwise disjoint sets g [k ] " for i e I ,
where jI| < k , such that k = UlA^ ; i e I) .
that k — 2(t])<U , for all i,j g I there are
A(i,j) = (Ao(i,j), of [A.]< U xfA.J
A(i) = fAo(i), A^i)) of [A.]< U X [I]<U ,
A* ( j) = (A'(j), Aj(j)} of [I]<u X [A.]<u ,
A {Ao, A p  of [I]<u X [I]<u ;
< GO
and
none of which possess a homogeneous pair H^, with |H | = |H | § rj
Define a partition T = [T , of [/c]<f'°X [/c]<U) as follows:
o  /
if a,b g [k ]< jJ and a,b f JÖ then for Ü - 0,1
(a, b) G <=> 3i, j g I[ac A, and b c= A and <a,b) g A^(i, j) ] ,
(a,b) g r <=> [ I b I = 1 or j3j G I(b c: A.)] and 3i G I [a c: A. and
J 1
(a, (j g I ; b n A^ £ jö) ) g A^(i)] > 
(a,b> G r <=> [ I a j = 1 or Ji G I(a c A.)] and 3j G I [ b c: A. and
4+i> 1 J
({i € I ; a n  Ai f 0},b) e A^(j)] ,
(a, b) g T, <=> [ I a I = 1 or 2i g I(acA,)] and [|b| = 1 or $j € I(b c A.)]i J
and ({i € I ; a n A^ £ 0} , (j e I ; b n £ 0} ) g .
Because k 2(n)<CJ , by Lemma 1.1 and Theorem 1.2, there is a pair
H,K (where H,K cz k with |H| = |K| = t] ) which is homogeneous for F in
the extended sense. Suppose that for some i g I there are distinct elements 
h , h g H n A. . Choose any k e K . Then for arbitrary h e H - {h ,h } ,
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U V V J k } )  = <{ho , h } , { k ) >  (mod T)
By t h e  d e f i n i t i o n  o f  T , i f  <(h , h  } , { k } )  e T t h e n  i  g 3 , and so
iy O 1 ü
(h 0 ,'b} c  A^( , f o r  some i '  e I . S in c e h e A.
O 1
and t h e A  ^ a r e  p a i r -
w i s e d i s j o i n t ,  i '  = i and so h € A. .i Thus H in > H*
S i m i l a r l y ,  i f  f o r
some
t h a t
j e I t h e r e  are
K c= A .
“  J
d i s t i n c t e l e m e n t s k , k e 
o 1
K n A. , 
J
then  i t  f o l l o w s
There a r e  now f o u r  c a s e s  t o  c o n s i d e r .
1. There a r e  i , j  e H f o r  wh ich  | H n  A_^  | ^ 2 and | K n  | ^ 2  .
In t h i s  c a s e  H c= A  ^, K c  A^ . and H , K i s  homogeneous f o r  A ( i ,  j )  .
2„ There i s  i  £ I f o r  which  |H n A^| ^ 2 and y e t  |K n A^| ^ 1
f o r  a l l  j € I . Here H e  A, , | ( j e I ; K o A . 4  0} | = | K | and
H, { j e I  ; K n A^  f  t>) i s  a p a i r  homogeneous f o r  A ( i )  .
3 .  There i s  j e I f o r  w hich  |K n A . |  ^ 2  and y e t  |H n A . |  ^ 1
f o r  a l l  i  e I  o Then K c A ^ .  , | { i e  I ; H n A^ /= jö] | = |H|  and
{ i e I ; H n A ^ 0 } ,  K i s  a homogeneous p a i r  f o r  A' ( j )  .
4.  |H a A.I g 1 and |K a A j  g 1 f o r  a l l  i  e I . In t h i s  c a s e ,
! { i  g I  ; H n A. 4 (0} I = |H| , I { j e I ; K o A. ^ 0} I = |K| and
( i  e I ; H n A. M ) , ( j  e I  ; K a A,  H ]  i s  a p a i r  homogeneous f o r  A .
By t h e  c h o i c e  o f  t h e  v a r i o u s  p a r t i t i o n s ,  each o f  t h e  c a s e s  1 -4  l e a d s  t o  t h e
c o n c l u s i o n  | H| , j K|  <  r) ° T h i s  c o n t r a d i c t s  t h a t  |H| = | k | = r] « T h i s
c o n t r a d i c t i o n  e s t a b l i s h e s  t h e  r e s u l t .
3 . 2  THEOREM Let  r) be a c a r d i n a l ,  and s u pp o se  K 4+ m( rj) ^ co 0 Then
I 0K /  m/ . Cl)
a l s o  l  b  Ct) )
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PROOF: Suppose k / m (T])<a)
A % ) < co co
By Lemma 1.1, it suffices to show that
Let A  = (Aq ,A } be a partition of k''™
sequence H , ,..,H where each H. e [/c]1^ • Let I m l
a partition of U{m (n/c) ; 1 ^ n < co) which refines
which has no homogeneous 
A* = [A'' ; i < co) be
Xj
A  , in the sense that if
<<a1(i),...,an(i)> ; i = ((ß,(i),•••,ß (i)> ; i = (mod A'),n
then also
<(a (i),••.,a (i)} 1 n i = 1,•..,m) <(ß(i),...,ß (i)} ; i = l,...,m> (mod A), n
Let A'V have the further property that if
((a1 (i), • • • ,an(i) ) i = l,...,m) ((ß1(i),...,ßn(i)) ; i = l,...,m> (mod A*),
then for each i , the ordering arrangement of (i),•••,a^(i) is the same
as that of ß_(i),...,ß (i) .I n
fSLet «  be the lexicographic ordering of 2 . For distinct 
elements x,y e 2 , define 5(x,y) to be the least a < K for which 
x(a) /= y(a) . For x,y,z e 2 , the following simple properties hold:
(1) if x «  y «  z then 5(x,y) j= 5(y,z) and 5(x,z) = min{5(x,y),5(y,z)} ,
(2) if x «  y «  z and &(x,y) < 5(y,z) then S(x,y) = 5(x,z) .
(3) if x «  y «  z and 5(x,y) > 5(y,z) then 5(x,z) = 5(y,z) .
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Choose  a p a r t i t i o n  F = [F ^  ; i  < g o } o f  ( K2 ) * m wh i c h  s a t i s f i e s :
i f  x  ( i )  «  . . .  « X  ( i )  f o r  i  = t h e n  f o r  e a c h  £ <  go
o n
<{ x q ( i ) , ° . . , x n ( i ) } ; i  = e T
<=> « 5 ( x o ( i ) , x 1 ( i ) ) , . . . , B ( x n _ 1 ( i ) , x n ( i ) ) >  ; i  = 1 , . . . , m )  €
L e t  be  homogeneous  f o r  r  ( e a c h  H. c  K2 ) .  Fo r  e a c h  i  , t a k e
XQ( i )  «  x ] ( i )  «  x 2 ( i )  and y Q( i )  « y ^ i )  «  y 2 ( i )  f r om H . Then
<{xo ( i ) , x 1 ( i ) , x 2 ( i ) }  ; i  = l , . . . , m >  S <{yQ( i ) , y^  ( i ) , y 2 ( i ) } ; i  = ] , . c . 5m>
(mod T ) ,
and  so
<( 5 ( x Q( i ) , x l ( i ) ) , 5 ( x ^ ( i ) , x 2 ( i ) ) )  ; i  = 1 , . . . , m )  =
<( 5( yo ( i ) , y 1( i ) ) , 5 ( y 1( i ) , y 2 ( i ) ) >  i  = 1 , * * - , m )  (mod Ax ) .
Hence  by t h e  c h o i c e  o f  A'V , and i n  v i r t u e  o f  ( 1 ) :  
f o r  e a c h  i  e i t h e r
i n  H , &(x ( i ) j x  ( i ) ) <  &(x ( i ) , x  ( i ) ) ,  
l  o I 1 2
i n  H„ , 5 ( x Q( i ) , x 1 ( i ) )  > 5 ( x ^ ( i ) , x 2 ( i ) ) .
Thus  by ( 2 )  o r  ( 3 ) ,  f o r  e a c h  i  e i t h e r
(4)  f o r  a l l  x  ( i )  «  x ( i )  «  x  ( i )
o 1 2
or
(5)  f o r  a l l  XQ( i )  < < x ^ i )  «  x 2 ( i )
( 6 )  f o r  a l l  x Q( i )  « x ^ i )  < < x 2 ( i )  i n &(xQ( i ) , x 1 ( i ) )  = &(xQ( i ) , x 2 ( i ) ) ,
o r
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(7)  f o r  a l l  x ( i )  «  x  ( i )  «  x  ( i )  i n  H. , 5 ( x  ( i ) , x 0 ( i ) )  = S ( x  ( i )  , x 0 ( i ) ) o I z i  o z I z
For i  = 1 , . . . , m put
Ki  = »X1 ( i - ) )  J x Q( i ) , x 1 ( i ) € H. and x  ( i )  «  x  ( i ) }  . 1  o
Then by (6 )  and ( 7 ) ,  t h e r e  i s  a o n e i o n e  c o r r e s p o n d e n c e  be t we en  fL and ,
so IH.I = IK. I . F u r t h e r ,  t h e  s e q u e n c e  K , . . . , K  i s  homogeneous  f o r  A . 
l i  I m
T h i s  may be s e e n  as  f o l l o w s .
Take 5 ( x  ( i ) , x  ( i ) )  <oo o 1 < 5 ( x  ( i ) , x  , ( i ) )  from K. , whereno n I l
f o r  j = 0 , . . . , n we may assume t h a t  x . ( i )  «  x . . ( i )
j o  J 1
Then i f  ( 4 )  h o l d s ,
( 8 ) x ( i )  «  . . . «  x ( i )  «  x  ( i )  , oo no nl
and i f  ( 5 )  h o l d s ,
(9 ) x  ( i )  « X  ( i )  « . . .  « X  ( i )  .no nl ol
For s u p p o s e ,  s a y ,  (4)  h o l d s  and y e t  x^Q( i )  «  x^^Ci)  . Then
£>(x ( i ) , x  ( i ) )  <  5 ( x  ( i ) , x  ( i ) )  ; however  5 ( x  ( i ) , x  ( i ) ) = 5 ( x  ( i ) , x  ( i ) ) ,
l o  oo oo ol  lo oo l o l l
c o n t r a d i c t i n g  t h a t  5 ( x Qo( i ) , x q ( i ) ) <  5 ( x 1q( i ) , x  ( i ) ) .
Thus i f  ( 4 )  h o l d s ,  by (6)  and (8)
( 5 ( x o o ( i ) , X q 1 ( i ) ) , 5 ( x l o ( i ) , x ] 1 ( i ) ) , . . . , 0 ( x n o ( i ) , * n ] ( i ) )>
( 5 ( x  ( i ) , x  ( i ) ) , 6 ( x  ( i ) , x  ( i ) ) , . . . , 5 ( x  ( i ) , x  ( i ) ) > ,oo l o  l o  zo  no nl
and i f  ( 5 )  h o l d s ,  by ( 7 )  and ( 9 ) ,
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(5(xno(1)’Xn1(i))’5(V l  o(1)’V l  ,(!)).•••.&(xoo(i),xo1(i))>
= <5(xtl0( i-) ,xnl (i)) ,&(xnl(i) ,xn_! 1 (i) &(x11 ( i) ,xq ] ( i) ) >
Let s (£>(x (i),x (i)),...,5(x (i),x (i))) bel oo o I no n I
(SCXooU) ,XQi (i)) , “ • ,8(xno(i) ,xnl (i) ) > if (4) holds, or
<5(x (i),x (i ) 5 ( x  (i),x (i))) if (5) holds. Then by (8) or (9),no n! oo ol
there are x (i) «  ... «  x ,,(i) in H. such that o 7 n+1 l
s.(5(x (i),x (i ) 5 ( x  (i),x (i))) = (5(x (i),x (i ) 5 ( x  (i),x (i)))l oo ol no nl o 1 n n+1
Thus, for all i <  go ,
(s.(&(x (i),x 1(i ) & ( x  (i),x (i))) ; i = l,...,m> e Al oo ol no nl ' J
<=> <{x (i),...,x (i)) ; i = 1 , . . . , m> e To n+1 Jo
From the homogeneity of H for T , it now follows that all such1 m
sequences (s.(6(x (i),x (i)),...,5(x (i),x -(i))) ; i = l,...,m> are inl oo ol no nl
the same class of A , and so since A refines A , all sequences
’> i = whereoo no
(5(xoo(i),x q 1(i)),...,5(xno(i),xn1(i))) e [K t ] n+1 are in the same class
of A . Thus the sequence K^,...,K is indeed homogeneous for A .
This means, from the choice of A , that |K^ | < q for some i 
Then |H | < q , and so it follows that F  is a partition of 2 which
has no homogeneous sequence where each 11+ | = q . Thus
0/C . m, .<u>2 (+u , and the proof is complete.
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The main obstacle in establishing Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 for the 
more general case that q is a limit ordinal (as has been done for the 
case m = 1 - see Theorem 1.4.7) seems to lie in answering the following
question.
3.3 PROBLEM Let r) be a limit ordinal, let m > 1 and let k be
the least cardinal such that k — m(rj)^  ^ . Take any V < k . Is it true
m. . < üo 0that k — (r)) ?
As mentioned in §1.4, Silver has given a positive answer in the 
case m = 1 .
§4. The constructible universe
This section is devoted to showing that the methods used by Silver 
[22, pp.87-90] admit an obvious extension leading to the following theorem.
4.1 THEOREM Let q be a constructibly countable ordinal and suppose
that ZF +  3k (k —  m(q)<aj) is a consistent theory. Then so also is 
ZF + "V = L" +  3k C / C  — m(q)< W ) .
The case when k has the property k —• m(q)<C° in virtue of 
having the property k — (q*m)< 'u is already covered by Silver’s result. 
However, since k -* m(q)< " is possibly a weaker property than K — (q»m)<a 
(see Problem 2.5), the theorem retains some value. The proof comes immediately 
from Theorem 4.3 below. The following definitions and lemma will be needed.
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Let r) be an ordinal., let £ 
and suppose k is a cardinal with A = 
Define
be a bijection from go
{A ,A.} a partition of o I
to q ,
jvm
K
(k
T (A, f) = ((k ) ; ]n < u  Vi e (1,...,m}m I m
is an order preserving map from (f(p) ; p < n} to k 
and Rk ,...,Rk is a homogeneous sequence for A ) .
)
For (h ,...,h ) and (k. I m . .,k ) from T (A, f) , define rrr m
(h1,...,hm> < <k],...,km> <=> Vi e (1)...)m}(k. c h.) .
4.2 LEMMA There is a sequence H ,...,H (where each H. c: K and1 m l —
has order type q ) which is homogeneous for A if and only if < is not 
well founded.
PROOF: Suppose a sequence H , ...,H where each H . a  K and has order1 m l —
type t] j is homogeneous for A . Enumerate H. in increasing order by
the function h_ = { (a > b^Ca)) ; a < q} • For each n < w , put
h. = h. f {f(p) : p < n} . Then the sequence (<h, ,...,h ) ; n < go)in l n In mn'
forms an infinite descending <-chain, and so < is not well founded.
On the other hand, suppose ((h, ,...,h ) ; n < go) forms anIn mn' '
infinite descending <-chain. Then for each i , it follows that 
h_ = ; n < go} is a function, and since there are infinitely many
sets (f(p) ; p < n} contained in Dip , it must be that Dh. = q . Thus
since h_ remains order preserving, Rh^ has order type q . However,
Rhp...,Rh^ is a sequence homogeneous for A . This proves the lemma.
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4.3 THEOREM Let (M,e) be a transitive model of ZF , let q € M 
be an ordinal such that M f= (q is countable) , and let k be a cardinal 
in M such that k — m(q)^ " . Then in fact M |= ( k  — m ( r ] ) < t  ) •
PROOF: Since q € M is countable in M , there is a function f € M
such that M (= (f maps go onto t]) • Then indeed, f maps go onto r) .
Take any A e M[ for which ii<]JLg ,A } is a > 1 partition of /<'rm ) .
Since m < (0 , it follows that (k 'fm). =M
*m ,K , and so A  really is a partition
£ *mof K
Form T (A, f) . m Observe that T (A, f) = m (T (A, f)) , so thatm M
T (A,f) e m M . Hence since M is transitive, < = (<)„, , so that also M
< € M . Since m/ v < go K - (T)) , there is a sequence H_,...,H homogeneous m
for A , where each c K and has order type q • Thus < is not well
founded. However, "not well founded" is absolute for M (see [22, p.89]),
and so since < e M , also M |= (< is not well founded) . Hence by
Lemma 4.2, applied inside M , it follows that M |= (there is a sequence
H_,...,H homogeneous for A , where each H. <z k and has order type q ). I m l —
Thus M |= (k —  m(r])^Uj )• This concludes the proof.
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CHAPTER IV. MORE ON THE RELATION k - *V : ; £ < v)n
' X'
§1o The ramification lemma
Corollary II. 1.3 gives the result that provided all r) n < w ^
then oo , — m(Ti „ : £ < ou )n . This can hardly be the best possible. Ina+mn '£ a
the present chapter, the methods of [6] will be extended to the case 
K — m(rj ; £ < v)n in an attempt to improve this result. In most cases,
Xj
the improvements gained are but marginal. It is clear that a new, more 
powerful, method is required before significant further progress can be 
made.
The following notation will be in force throughout this chapter.
The class of all functions with domain cr and taking ordinal values will 
be denoted by SEQ^ » If X e SEQ^ for a non-limit ordinal cr , say 
cr = t + 1 , then X [ t will be abbreviated to X . Thus 
X = X u [(t ,X(t))} . The GCH will be assumed wherever it leads to a 
simplification in the result. Theorems reached with its aid will be 
marked (*) .
Many of the positive results obtained in [6] depend on the following 
lemma, the Ramification Lemma.
1.1 LEMMA Let p > 0 be a limit ordinal. For all sequences X e SEQ^
and Y e SEQ where cr < p let there be given sets S(Y) , F(X) and 
cr+1
an ordinal n(X) . Let a set S = S(0) be given. Put
N = {X e SEQ ; cr ^ p and VT < cr(X(T) < n(X hr))) ,cr
and for X € SEQ define
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S'(X) = S n n{S(X f T + 1) ; T < d} .
Suppose that whenever cr < p and X e N n SEQ thencr
(a) S'(X) = F(X) u U[S(Y) ; Y e SEQ and Y = X and Y(cr) < n(X)} ,cr+1
(b) F(X) n U{ S(Y) ; Y e SEQ^+1 and Y = X and Y(tj) < n(X) } = 0 .
Under these conditions,
(i) t < (J < p and X g N n SEQ^ => F(X) n F(X P t) = 0 ,
(ii) S = U{F(X) ; 3cr < p(X g N n SEQ^ _)} u U(S'(X) ; X g N n SEQ } ,
(iii) Suppose go ^ K ^  | S | , |p| < Cf(/c) and | F(X) | < k whenever X g N .
For cr < p let there be given cardinals A such that A ^  ^ < Cf(/c) ,cr cr
and suppose that
T < cr < p and X g N r> SEQ => |n(X P t) | ^ Acr cr
Then there is X e N n SEQ^ for which S'(X) is non-empty.
(iv) Suppose k is strongly inaccessible. Let |S| ^ k , |p| < K and
assume that for cr < p ,
X g N o SEQ^ => IF(X)I < k and |n(X)| < K .
Then there is X e N n SEQ^ for which S'(X) is non-empty.
The proof is in [6], pp.103-105.
4 6.
The system R of sets N , F(X) and S(X) is called a ramification 
system on S of length p . In all references to the Ramification Lemma, 
the symbols p , N , S(X) , ... are to have the significance ascribed to 
them in that lemma. In applications, the ramification system R will be 
constructed inductively. To do this, it is sufficient to assume for any
er < p that S'(X) has already been defined for some fixed X e SEQ , and
cr
to define n(X) , F(X) and each S(Y) for Y e SEQ such that Y = X
cr+1
and Y(u) < n(X) .
As a first application of this principle, the following theorem 
will be established.
1.2 THEOREM Let ^ oo and A2 be cardinals such that
1 2 1Aj -  (t)^ -2 ; i < v) and A2 — (0^ ; k < p) . Suppose k is a regular
cardinal such that A* , A^ -  X , and i < A^  => (|v |A2)“ < K . Then
2 1K - (9k ; k < p , t) ; ü < v) .
PROOF: Consider first the case where the v\ () are all cardinals. Suppose
JU
K X K is partitioned,
k x k = u(a  ^; k < p) u ; i < V} .
It may be assumed for all H ,H. a  k with |H I,|H_ I ^ A„ thato 1 “ o 1 2
H x H £ > k < p} , since otherwise the theorem follows from the
2 1property A2 -* (0^ ; k < p) . Thus it suffices to find i < V and
H , H c K such that H , H have power ti . and H X H c T . 
o 1 o 1 1 !o o 1 Xj
Define a ramification system R on k of length p = A^  as 
follows. Take cr < p and X e SEQ^ . Suppose S'(X) has already been 
defined, and consider two cases.
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Cas e 1 : cr ev en
I f  f o r  no x  e S ' ( X )  i s  i t  t h e  c a s e  t h a t  ( x , x )  e U[A^ ; k <  M-} , 
c h o o s e  x  e S ' ( X )  an d  p u t  F(X) = {x} . O t h e r w i s e ,  c h o o s e  F(X) c  S ' ( X )  
m axim al  w i t h  t h e  p r o p e r t y  F(X) X F(X) c  U(A^ ; k <  p} . I n  e i t h e r  c a s e ,
IF(X)I  <  • Choose  Q(X) c= S ' ( X )  max im al  s u c h  t h a t  F(X) c: Q(X) an d
Q(X) X F(X) c  U{A^ ; k <  p} , e x c e p t  t h a t  i f  t h e r e  i s  no x  e S ' ( X )  w i t h
( x , x )  e U{A^ ; k <  p} t h e n  t h e  r e q u i r e m e n t  F(X) cz Q(X) i s  t o  be  i g n o r e d .
Then i f  y e S ' ( X )  - Q(X) , t h e r e  i s  x  e F(X) s u c h  t h a t
( y , x )  0 U{A^ ; k <  p} , by t h e  m a x i m a l i t y  o f  Q(X) . Thus  t h e r e  i s  a 
d e c o m p o s i t i o n
S ' ( X )  - (Q(X) u  F ( X ) ) = U{S(Y) ; Y = X and Y(p)  <  n ' ( X ) }  ,
w h e r e  g i v e n  Y e SEQ s u c h  t h a t  Y = X , f o r  some x(Y)  e F(X) and
cr+l
i ( Y )  <  V ,
y e S(Y) <=> ( y ,  x(Y)  ) e ^ ( y )  *
F u r t h e r ,  | n ' ( X ) |  g | v |  XQ | F ( X ) |  g |V|A~ . F i n a l l y ,  i f  n (S (Y )  ; Y = X and 
Y(cr) <  n ' ( X ) }  - F(X) = S ' ( X )  -  F(X) , p u t  n(X) = n ' ( X )  ; o t h e r w i s e  
n(X)  = n ' ( X )  +  1 an d  S(X u { ( p , n ' ( X ) >}) = Q(X) - F(X) .
C ase  2 ; cr o d d ,  s a y  cr = £ +  1
I f  X(£ )  <  n ' ( X )  , p u t  F(X) = D , n(X)  = 1 and 
S(X u { <cr, 0 ) ) )  = S ' ( X )  . I f  X (^ )  = n ' ( X )  , s t i l l  p u t  F(X) = 0  . Ho we ve r ,  
i n  t h i s  c a s e  S ' ( X )  c= Q(X) - F(X) . Hence  by t h e  m a x i m a l i t y  o f  F(X) , f o r  
a n y  y e S ' ( X )  e i t h e r  ( y , y )  i  U(A^ ; k <  p} o r  t h e r e  i s  x  e F(X) s u c h  
t h a t  ( x , y )  t  U{A. ; k <  p) . Thus  t h e r e  i s  a d e c o m p o s i t i o n
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S'(X) = U{ S(Y) ; Y = X and Y(cr) < n'(X)} ,
where given Y such that Y = X , for some x(Y) e F(X) and i(Y) < V ,
y e S(Y) <=> (x(Y),y) € or (y,y) e r ^ y) .
Again, In'(X)| g |v| Xc |F(X)| g | V | A~ • Put n(X) = n'(X) .
This completes the definition of the ramification system R . 
Further, Lemma 1.1(iii) applies to R . Hence there is a sequence 
X e N n SEQ^ f°r which S' (X) ^ (Ö . Choose such a sequence X . For
each a < p , put x = x(X P er + 1) whenever x(X P er + 1) is defined,cr
By Lemma l.l(i), if t + 1 < cr then x ^ x . Now it followst cr
(1) t < cr < p and X(2-T) ^ n'(X f 2-T) => (x2 . cy’ x2 . T ^  G ^ ( x ^ - t+I) ’
for x2 e F(X P 2-cr) c  S' (X P 2-cr) c  S(X P 2 -t + 1) . Also
(2) T < 0- < P and X(2-t) = n'(X f 2-t) => <x2 .T+1» x2 -o+H 6 A i(xr2-T+2) ’
for x e F(X [~ 2- cr) c  S'(X f 2-ct) c  S(X [" 2-t + 2) .
For t < P , either X(2•t ) = n'(X P 2 * x) or X(2 ° x) f= n'(X P 2 • x) 
Hence there is H e p  with |H| = p such that either
(3) t e H => X(2•t ) £ n'(X [ 2-T) , or
(4) t e H => X(2* t ) = n'(X P 2 -t ) -
Let H be partitioned, H = U{A ; i < V} where
JU
4 9 .
A = {t € H ; i ( X  f  2 . t +  1) = £ )
Xj
i f  ( 3 )  b o l d s ,  o r  i f  (4 )  h o l d s
A = [ t e H ; £ ( X  f  2 ‘ t +  2)  = i }  .
S i n c e  by a s s u m p t i o n  A, — (t) *2 ; £  <  v) and | h | = p = A ,
Xj
t h e r e  a r e  I  c  H an d  £  <  V s u c h  t h a t  I  h a s  o r d e r  t y p e  t)^*2 and 
I  c  . E n u m e r a t e  I  a s  {t ( cc) ; a  <  t] ^ ‘ 2} , i n  i n c r e a s i n g  o r d e r .  I f  
(3 )  h o l d s ,  p u t
Ho = ^X2 • t ( cc) ’ 1 £  "  a  <  ’ H1 = t x 2 - T( a )  ’ a  <  V  ’
w h e r e a s  i f  ( 4 )  h o l d s ,  p u t
Ho = t x 2 - T ( a ) + l  ; a  <  ^  ’ H1 f x 2 - T ( a ) + l  ’ T]£  '  a  <  *
Then  H , b o t h  h a v e  power  t)^ » and i t  f o l l o w s  f rom  ( 1 )  and ( 2 )  t h a t
H X H, c  r „  .
o 1 ~  £
T h i s  p r o v e s  t h e  t h e o r e m  when t h e  r) a r e  a l l  c a r d i n a l s .  A s l i g h t
Xj
m o d i f i c a t i o n  o f  t h e  a r g u m e n t  a b o v e  a l l o w s  t h e  x t o  b e  c h o s e n  so t h a t
<T
T +  1 < c r  => x  < x  . The g e n e r a l  c a s e  t h e n  f o l l o w s .
t cr
1 . 3  COROLLARY (* )  L e t  a  ^  0 , V < Cf(co ) an d  n fl <  Cf(oo ) f o r  £  <  V .
a  ' £  a
Th en  ua+1 -  2 ( Ua+1 , ^  ; l  <  v ) 1 .
PROOF: P u t  A, = Cf(co ) an d  A0 = oo . Then A, i s  r e g u l a r ,  so t h a t
I a  £  a+1 I
A^  — ( A p ^  an d  h e n c e ,  i n  p a r t i c u l a r ,  A^  — ( t) ,^* 2 ; £  <  V) 1 . S i n c e
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A. ^ go , if l < A, then1 a I
( I V I A^ ,) L ^ (Cf(00 ) X GO ) 1 = (oo ) J = GO < GO .2 a t a a a a+1
2 1Further A0 — (A0). • Thus Theorem 1.2 applies with k = go . . This2 2 1 cc+1
yields the result.
A similar result can be reached for inaccessible cardinals.
1.4 THEOREM (*) Let k be strongly inaccessible. Take V < k and
2 1for each £ < \> let t] . < K . Then k - (K, t) ; £ < v)
PROOF: The proof is very similar to that of Theorem 1.2. Put 7\^ = K , so
A2 -  2(/c)^j • Put A.J = ( Z  ( |t]^|+  ; £ <  v})+ , so A.| <  K • Then
Ai I4 * ^  <  v>1 » so certainly -^| -  ^< v)1 •
Suppose k X K is partitioned, k X K = A o U{r ; £ < V} . The
Ju
proof now becomes almost identical to that of Theorem 1.2, except that the 
application of Lemma 1.1(iii) is replaced by an appeal to Lemma 1.1(iv).
As another application of the ramification method, I shall establish 
a theorem of which the case m = 1 is the Stepping-up Lemma of [6, p.107].
The conclusion obtained for m > 1 has not, however, the strength of the 
case m = 1 . This means that the most powerful method in [6] of generating 
new relations from known relations loses much of its force in the course of 
this generalization.
1.5 THEOREM Let m,n_,...,n ^ 1 . Let A be a cardinal such that1 m
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(0
A
A
nr - - nr
& < v
and s u ppose  k i s  such t h a t  | v | ^  < Cf(/c) . Then
( • ^ j  * + 1 \/
^  u rW '
PROOF: The method i s s u f f i c i e n t l y  w e l l
n +1, n , . . . , n
£ < v
So suppose
\ n , P
' U  )
r]2£ JL < v
w i t h  n , p  ^  1 , and t a k e  k so  t h a t  | v j ^  < C f ( /c) .
Le t  any d i s j o i n t  p a r t i t i o n  A = (A^ ; i  < v) o f  [k ] U ’ X [k ] P 
be g i v e n .  D e f in e  i n d u c t i v e l y  a r a m i f i c a t i o n  sy s tem  R on k o f  l e n g t h
p = A*2 , t o g e t h e r  w i t h  e l e m e n t s  x(X) f o r  c e r t a i n  X e SEQ w i t h  cr < p
<T
Then p < C f ( k) * Le t  cr <  p  and suppose  S ' (X)  h a s  a l r e a d y  been  d e f i n e d  
f o r  some X e SEQ . I f  | S ' ( X ) |  < K , p u t  F(X) = S ' (X)  and n(X) = 0 . 
O t h e r w i s e ,  choose  x(X) e S ' (X)  such that:  t  <  cr => x(X [ r )  <  x(X) , and 
pu t  F(X) = ( x ( X ) } . P l a c e  G(X) = U{F(X f T) ; t ^ cr} . D e f i n e  a p a r t i ­
t i o n  T(X) o f  S ' (X)  - F(X) as  f o l l o w s :
y = z (mod F(X)) <=>
Va e [G(X)]n Vb e [G(X)]P( ( a  u ( y ) ,  b )  = (a  u [ z ] ,  b)  (mod A))
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Put n(X) = Ir(X)I , and let S(Y) , for Y € SEQ such that Y = Xo t I
and Y(cr) < n(X) , range over the classes of T(X) . This defines R „
n p
For cr < p , put A^ = I VI ^  where p = | cr + 1 |n p . Then
In(X t)I ^ A whenever X e SEQ and x < cr < p . Moreover, from thecr cr
choice of k it follows that A^' < Cf(/c) when cr < p » Hence Lemmacr
l.l(iii) applies to R , and so there is X e N n SEQ^  for which S’(X) A 0 
Choose such a sequence X . Then for no cr < p can it be that |S'(Xjcr)| < K
Put x = x(X [ cr) . Then t < cr ^ p => x < x  . Further, for any t < p ,cr t cr
if y,z e S'(X f t) then
y = z (mod T(X ("t)) <=>
Va. e [{x ; a ^ t )]0 Vb € [{x ; a ^ T}]P((a o (y},b) = (a u (z),b) (mod A))a a
Now if t < cr ^ p then
and so for x. < ... < t < t < P  1 n
x e F(X a) c S'(X f cr) c= S(X f t + 1)cr _ _
and cr- < . . . < cr < t ,1 P
<(: ^ }»{xT T (T,n P
<{: X ,x },{x ,x }) (mod A) 
QP
Put K- = (x ; A ^ cr < A*2} and K0 = {x : cr < A} . Then1 cr 2 cr ’
|K1 I = I I  = A . Moreover, [K^  ]n X [K^  ]P = U{Aj, ; Z < v) where for
Z < V ,
Aj = {(a,b) e [Kp" X [K2]P ; <a u (xp),b) € A f ] .
By the relation (1), there are Z < V and H cz K1 — 1 , h2 c such that
the order type of H is q
' 1 Jo , the order type of H2 iS r>2i a n dand
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[H ]n X [H ]P c: A' . But then [H u [x } Jn+  ^ x [H f  c A . This proves I l —  Z ] p l —  Z
1.5.
1.6 COROLLARY (*) 
m
a+2m + 1 Z < V)
Suppose 
n+1
(B i < V) Then
PROOF: Since gj — m (r] ; Z < V)n , certainly | V | ^ co . Take anyCL a / G,
ß 1 a • Then, by virtue of the GCH , it follows that
iß wßv| F g CO p  a G0ß+  ^ < Cf(G0ß_p) . Thus Theorem 1.5 may be applied m
successive times to prove the corollary.
In the case 
conclusion that from 
(see [5, p.468]).
m = 1, the proof of Theorem 1.5 leads to the better 
co ^ (T) ; Z < V)n follows wa+1 — (t)^  + 1 ; Z < v)n+1
§2. Negative relations
In this section, some cases where a partition property fails to 
hold will be discussed. In particular, a method will be given whereby a 
negative relation for a cardinal K may be extended to a negative relation 
for 2K .
2 iTheorem II.1.5, that k / (K ) 2 is the first negative result.
2.1 THEOREM (*) Provided k  >  to , then /c+ ^(k + ,k )^ .
This follows from Theorem 43 of [6]. The proof will not be given
here.
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As i n  §11 1 .3 ,  l e t  «  be t h e  l e x i c o g r a p h i c  o r d e r i n g  o f  2 ,
jS
and f o r  x  f  y i n  ‘2 , d e f i n e  8 ( x , y )  t o  be t h e  l e a s t  a  < K f o r  which. 
x ( a )  A y ( a )  o
2 .2  THEOREM Suppose A < K  ^ 0A => 2 < Then
(
u ' 2 /r 2
PROOF“ D e f i n e  a d i s j o i n t  p a r t i t i o n  [ 2 ] *  x  [ 2 ]  = A u A_ by
o
((V xi5>(V yi]> e Ao <=> &(x , x  ) ^ 5 ( y  » y j  .O 1 O 1
£
Take any yQ, y  € 2 w i t h  y^ A y^ • Then S ( y o »y.|) < K • However,  i f
x  , x ,  e “2 a r e  such  t h a t  5 ( x  , x , )  ^ 6 ( y  , y , )  , t h e n  x and x ,  d i f f e r  o 1 o 1 o I o 1
Kno l a t e r  t h a n  a t  ö ( y  , y ^ )  • Hence i f  H e  2 h a s  t h e  p r o p e r t y
2
{x , x  ) e [H] => B(x , x  ) g 5 (y  , y n) ,o 1 o 1 o I
| 5 (yo > V + l  It h e n  IH| g 2 < k . Thus t h e r e  a r e  no H e [ '2]  , H e [ '2 ]
o 1
2 2 
such t h a t  [HQ]~ X H| c: Aq . S i m i l a r l y ,  t h e r e  a r e  no H^ e [ ' 2 ]  ,
H. e [K2 ] K such t h a t  H x  [H_]~ e  A. . T h i s  p r o v e s  Theorem 2 . 2 .1 — 1
2 . 3  COROLLARY (*) I f  K K t h e n + , K +
2
( * )
2
2 °
A s i m i l a r  c o n s t r u c t i o n  may be used to  show:
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2 . 4  THEOREM Suppose A < K => 2 >x < K . Then
2 K \  ^  f  k  2 x2,1
K 1 K
L e t  X be a s e t  and < a b i n a r y  r e l a t i o n  on X . I n  t h e  n o t a t i o n
o f  [ 6 ] ,  i f  x  , . . . , x  e X t h e n  fx  , . . . , x  } d e n o t e s  t h e  s e t  {x , . . . , x  } o n  o n < o n
and,  i n  a d d i t i o n ,  e x p r e s s e s  t h a t  x < x ,  < . . .  < xo 1 n
K
Choose a w e l l  o r d e r i n g  < o f  2 which  h a s  o r d e r  t y p e  2 . For
t h e  r e s t  o f  t h i s  s e c t i o n ,  l e t  n ^ 3 be f i x e d .  We s h a l l  need t h e  f o l l o w i n g  
s e t s :
o 1 {{x , . . . , x  } c  K2 ; x «  x and x »  x } , 1 n < 1 2 2 3
K. = {{x , . . . , x  } c  2 ; x »  x and x «  x } , I o 1 n < I Z  ^ j
Lo = { ( x 1, . . . , x n) < e  K2 ; x ,  «  . . .  «  x j  , 
lj1 = ( ( x ] , . .  . c  K1 ; x 1 »  . .  . »  x n ) ,
Lo U L 1 ’
{{x , . . . , * n ) < g  L ; 5 ( x  , x 2) < . . . <  5 ( x n_ -| »x n) ) •
The n e x t  t h r e e  lemmas o c c u r  i n  §13 o f  [6]
2 . 5  LEMMA Let  X a  K2 . Then i f  [X]n cz L , e i t h e r  [X[n cz L o r“  "  ~  o
[X ]n c  L1 .
PROOF: The lemma i s  t r i v i a l  i f  |X| g n , so assume |X| ^  n + 1 .
Suppose t h e r e  a r e  a , b  e [X] such  t h a t  a £ L and b A L. . Choose
o I
x e X - a , and l e t  fx] u a u b = f x , , . . . , x  J , so p ^ n + 1 . S in c e1 p <
56c
[X]n c: L always , . . . >xr+n) e L for r + n ^ p . Thus
x , «  . . . «  x or x »  , . . »  x for r + n ^ p , and so itr-fl r+n r~H r+n
follows that x, « . . .  «  x or x, »  . . . »  x . Hence a,b e L or 1 p 1 p o
a, b e , contrary to the initial assumption. This proves 2.5c
2.6 LEMMA Let X e [^ 2]^ ' for some A § go , and suppose [X]n n K , = 0
or [X]n n K. = 0 . Then there is X' e [X]/X such that [X1 ]n c: L orJ lo - o
[X']n c L1 .
K — A2.7 LEMMA Let X e [2] for some regular cardinal A , and suppose
[X] n c L or [X]n cz L . Then there is X' e [X]^' with [X1 ]n c P— o \ — o
The proofs of Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7 may be found in §§13.7 and 13.8
of [6].
2.8 LEMMA Let X e [^ 2]~ ° . Then there is Y e  [X]° such that
[Y] n c .o
2PROOF: Let X be given, and define a partition [X] = A^ u by
{x, y} e A <=> x «  y ; {x,y} e A. <=> x »  y .< o < 1
2 2 Since co — (co)2 > there is X 1 e [X] such that [X1 ] cz A or
2[X1 j c A^  . Thus if X1 = [x^ ; r < go} , listed in increasing <-order,
either x «  x. «  x. «  . . . or x »  x. »  x„ »  . . . . o 1 2 o 1 2
p < q < r < go => 5(x ,x ) A 5(x ,x ) .p q q r
Hence
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Define a partition [X! = Tq u by
{x,y,z} € T <=> £>(x,y) < S(y,z) ; (x,y,z} e F <=> 6(x,y) > 5(y,z) .
< o < 1
Since go — (go)^ > there is Y e  [X1 ]u such that [Y]^ c: or [Y]^ c  F^  .
Thus if Y = {y^ _ ; r < go} , listed in increasing <-order, either
5 (yo ’ yl) < 5(yi,y2') < 5(y2’y3^  < *•’ or 5(y0jyP  > 5(yi’y2) > 5(y2,y3') > * 
However, the second possibility gives an infinite descending sequence of
ordinals. Thus 5(y ,y.) <5(y,>y0) < ... , and so [Y]n a  P . This
establishes the lemma.
2.9 THEOREM
T] 05T] -| — co and tj 
K 4- ra(T)i  ; l < V)
Let n § 3 o Let
iso regular. If K
n-1 > then 2K m(lL
for i < V be cardinals such that 
is a cardinal such that
; & < v) .
PROOF: The result is trivial if any q < n , so suppose all q ^ n .
AJ AJ
The method of proof is sufficiently illustrated by the case m = 2 . So 
choose a disjoint partition
[k ]"'1 X [/<]n_ 1 = U{Ai ; £ < V}
where for each i < V there are no 
[H ]n_1 X [H.]n_1 <= A. . Put
o 1 —  Xj
H ,H e 
o 1
such that
{((x1>...,xn}< , ty,....e Po x Po ;
({s(x ,x ), . ..,5(x ,x )},[S(y ,y ) , . . .,S(y , y ) } ) e A }  ] Z n- I n I Z n- I n Jo
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Define a disjoint partition T = {T ; i < v} of [ 2Jn X [ 2]n as followstX
r = (K . X P ) Ü (P X K .) u A'1 ol o o ol 1
r = A' for 2 g i < V .
X X
T]
Let X,Y e [2] ° be such that [X]n X [Y]n c T . By Lemma 2,8,
there is ye [Y]n for which y e P . Since [X ]n X {y} cz T , it must.
T)
be that [X]n n K = 0 . Thus from Lemma 2.6, there is X! e [X] ° such ol
that [X1]n c L or [X!]n c: L^  . But then, in virtue of Lemma 2„7, there is
*n
X" e [X] ° such that [X"]n c Pq . Similarly, [Y]n n K = 0 , and there
'n
is Y" e [Y] ° such that [Y"]n g P . Thus
[X"]n X [Y"]n c (P X P ) n T = A' .” o o o o
T)
Now let X,Y e [ '2]  ^ be such that fX]n X [Y]n c r . Then
lX]n £  Kol w P ,o and so [X]n n K =1 o 0 . Hence by Lemma 2o6, there is
X' e [xf' such that [X' I n  Tc  L or—  o [X']
n  T
£ L i • Thus fX']n c  P . “  o
Similarly, there is Y' e [Y]1^  such that [Y’ ]n c P o o Hence
[X-]n X [Y! ]n C (P X p ) a r. = A! o — o o 1 1
Thus, to prove the theorem, it suffices to show, for any i < V %
If X,Y d 2 are such that [X]n X [Y]n c: A'— “ £
(1) and X , Y have the same order type t) under
< , where r) is a limit ordinal, then r] < .
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Take such sets X  , Y  and let X  =  [x ; cr <  rj} , Y = (y^ ; cr <  i]} , listed
in increasing <-order. Put C = (5(x ,x ) : cr <  ri} andcr cr+l 1
D = (5(y ,y ^ ; cr <  r)) ° Since [X Jn, [Y]n c  Pq , it follows that
8(VJt0+l) < 8(X0+1'X0Ha) and 5(V V l)<6(ya+l’W  for (T<T1-
Hence C and D both have order type n .
n_ i i
Take c e [C] and d € [D] . It follows as in the proof of
Theorem III. 3.2 that there are cr, < • • • < cr < n and t , < • • • < t < p1 n 1 1 n 1
such that c = (&(x ,x ),...,S(x ,x )) and
G1 °2 cr - crn-1 n
d = {&(y ,y ) , . . . ,5(y ,y )} . Hence, by the definition of A' , itT , T0 T , T £1 2  n-1 n n_,
follows that (c,d) e A  . Thus [C]n X [D]n c  A  , and so, since C
Xj Xj
and D have the same power, |C| < r) . Thus t] < T) . This proves (1),X X
and completes the proof of the theorem.
2 1Theorem II. 1.5 yields that k -A (k) ^ (for any k) , and so certainly
2 2
K 4- Thus by Theorem 2.9, K+ -A ^(/c)^ If K K , applying
Theorem 2.9 to Corollary 2.3 ( )  leads to the stronger result that
K+* / 7 (/C) 2 • 
k+ 4- 2(K+,K)2
+ 2 + 1Likewise, Theorem 2.1 gives that k -A (k , k) 
Then 2.9 yields that -/■ ” (/<+ ,/c)^  .
so that
§3. The special case n = 1
In the case n = 1 , some particular constructions are available 
which lead to positive relations. The results in this and the following 
sections have their genesis in part II of [6] , where relations of the form
*1 k2 
^1 ^2
1,1
are discussed extensively.
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3.1 LEMMA Let p < oo , and suppose
(1)
Then the following relation holds:
(
Z < v
PROOF: Use induction on p . If p = 0 the lemma is trivial. Assume
the result true for some q < go . Take a disjoint partition
+
K X K A u U{A^ ; Z < V) ,
and suppose that for Z < V there are no sets Ho C K, H, c having
order types q
Xj
and £ respectively, for whichZ H X o
<1Ul . By the
inductive hypothesis, there must then be sets S e [k )K and T € [A]q
such that S X T c A .
For ß < K+ , put Q(ß) = [a e k  ; (a,ß) e A] . If there is
ß e - T such that |S n Q(ß) | = k , then (S n Q (ß)) X (To {ß}) c: A ,
and the result follows. So suppose that |S n Q(ß)| < k for all 
"f-ß g k  ~ T . We shall show that a contradiction results.
+For k ' <  K , put T(/c' ) = {ße/c - T ; | S o  Q(ß) | = k ' ) . There
Write S as a disjoint union,
K • If ß e T(A) , then
must be some A < K with |T(A) | =
S = UfS : p. < A+) , where each I S I =M- U+ +|S n Q(ß)I = A < A , and hence there is p(ß) < A for which
Sp(ß) n = $ e Since K+ — , there are Y € [T(A) and
\1 .+p <  A such that ß e Y => [i(ß)
Hence S X Y c UfA,, ; £ < V} p — i
Then S n Q(ß) = 0 for all ß e Y
Now
P
K and + Thus by
the relation (1), for some £ < V there are H a  S and H c: Y , having
O ~  p I ~
order types r\ 0 and f respectively, for which H X H cz A . This
ÄJ AJ O I JO
contradicts the assumed property of the partition.
Thus the induction step is completed, and the lemma proved.
3.2 LEMMA(*) Let k be a singular cardinal with the property
(1) _+ 5
1 , 1
£ £ < V
For some i ^ k. let there
L X K+ A u U[A^ ; £ < V}
such that for no £ < V are there sets H c l and cz , having order
types T) and respectively, for which X c A^ . Let A be any
K -f-regular cardinal with Cf(k ) < A < K . Let A e [i] and B c K . Then
/V ”^\ ^  ^there is a set A" cz [A] with |A | g k and there is a map f from A
to the subsets of B such that a e A"' => a X f(a) cz A , and 
IB - U{f(a) ; a e A"}| ^ k .
PROOF: Take A e [l]K and B c /c+ . For ß < /c+ put
Q(ß) = {a < l ; (a,ß) e A} . Let B1 = {ß e B ; |A n Q(ß)| < A} and
B^ = B - B^  . Lemma 3.1 applied to the relation (1) yields in particular
X ‘)i < V
1 , 1
+
Now A X B.| c: A u U{A^ ; i < V) . Thus if | B^  | =/<"*", either there is
ß G B^  such that |A n Q(ß) | = K (contrary to the definition of B^),
or there are i < V and K a A , L  c B. such that the order type ofo  —  1 — 1
K is p „ , the order type of K- is t . and K X K., c: A„ (contrary to o ' A  1 o 1 — £
the choice of the partition). Hence it must be the case that |B^  j  ^k .
Choose cardinals k < K for a < Cf(k) such thatcr
K = Z [k i <j < Cf(/c)} . There is a disjoint partition
A = U{A ; cr < Cf (AC) ) where | A | = k . Put A * = U{ FA ; <7 < Cf (k) } ,cr cr cr or *
so I A"'I g E {/c ^  ; d < Cf(/c) } ^ K . For a € A ? , def ine
f(a) = [ß g B^  ; a <z A n Q (ß)} , so a X  f(a) c; A and f maps A"‘ into
ft
PB . Further, for each ß e B^  there is a e A for which ß g f(a) , 
since otherwise |A^  n Q(ß) | < A for all a < Cf(/c) , and so by the 
regularity of A and the definition of B2 ,
A S IA n Q( ß) I = E (|AffnQ(P)| ; cr < Cf (k) } < A .
ftHence B^  = U{f(a) ; a e A ]  . This leads to the required result.
The following theorem is Corollary 17 of [6]. For later reference, 
I include the proof.
3.3 THEOREM (*) For all infinite k +K 12 *
Let a partition + +K X K A u A, be given. Assume for all o 1PROOF:
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H ,H e [/c”^ ] that H X H <fc A , and seek H ,H e [k+]H such that o I o 1 — I o 1
H X H c A .o 1 — o
For a,ß < K+ define
p (a) = (ß e K+ ; (a,ß) e A } ; Q (ß) = [a e K+ ; (a, ß) e A } . o o w o
Then if A g [k+]K and B c k+ , since A X (B - U{PQ(a) ; a e A}) c A^  
it follows that |B - U{Po(a) ; a € A}| < k . Similarly, if Be [k+]K 
and A c K+ , then |A - U(Q (ß) ; ß e B}| < k •
Suppose first that k is regular. Define a ramification system
R on k+ of length p = k as follows. Take er < K and X e SEQ- cr
Suppose S'(X) has already been defined. If |S'(X)| ^ k , put F(X) = S'(X) 
and n(X) = 0 . If |S'(X)| = k+ , put n(X) = k and consider two cases.
Case 1 : cr is even
Choose R(X) e [S'(X)]K and for Y e SEQ such that Y = Xcr+1
and Y(cr) < K , let a(Y) be the Y(cr)-th element of R(X) . Put
F(X) = R(X) u (S' (X) - U{PQ(a(Y)) ; Y = X and Y(cr) < k}) .
Then S'(X) - F(X) = U{S(Y) ; Y = X and Y(cr) < k) , where for Y such that 
Y = X and Y(cr) < K ,
S(Y) = (S'(X) n P (a(Y))) - F(X) .o
Case 2; cr is odd
Choose R(X) g [S^X)]^ and for Y such that Y = X and 
Y(cr) < K , let ß(Y) be the Y(cr)-th element of R(X) . Define
6 4 ,
F(X) = R(X) u ( S ' ( X )  - U{Qo ( ß ( Y ) )  ; Y = X  and Y(a )  <  k ) )  .
Then S ' ( X )  - F(X) = y{S(Y) \ Y = X an d  Y(cr) <  k ] , w h e r e  f o r  Y s u c h  t h a t  
Y = X and Y(cr) <  K ,
S(Y) = ( S ' ( X )  n Q ( ß ( Y ) ) )  - F(X) .
o
By d e f i n i t i o n ,  jR(X)j  = k . From an e a r l i e r  r e m a r k ,  i t  t h u s  
f o l l o w s  t h a t  !F ( X) |  = k • Hence t h e  R a m i f i c a t i o n  Lemma, l . l ( i i i ) ,  a p p l i e s
t o  R . T h i s  y i e l d s  a s e q u e n c e  X e N n SEQ w h e r e  e a c h  X(cr) <  K , su ch
K.
t h a t  S ' ( X )  £ 0 . Choose  an d  f i x  s u c h  a s e q u e n c e  X . P u t  = a ( X  [ er +  1 ) ,
ß = ß(X f er +  1) f o r  a  < K . Then e i t h e r  a  o r  ß i s  d e f i n e d  f o r  a l l
cr cr cr
<T <  K .
P u t  H = ( a 0 ; O' < k ) an d  H = {ß0 , .  ; cr <  k ) - S i n c eo Z - er I Z • Cnrl
a ( X  [ t +  1) e F(X ß t ) an d  t h e  F(X ß t ) a r e  p a i r w i s e  d i s j o i n t  ( b y  Lemma
1 . 1 ( i ) ) ,  i t  f o l l o w s  t h a t  |H j = k • S i m i l a r l y ,  ( H I  = k . M o r e o v e r ,
o 1
H X H„ a  A . For  l e t  cr b e  e v e n ,  t be  odd . I t  s u f f i c e s  t o  show t h a t  
o 1 — o
( a  , ß ) e A . Suppose  cr <  t . Then
cr r o
ß = ß(X ß T  + 1) e R(X ß T) c  S ! (X ß t )  c=  S(X ß  < j  +  1) .
T
Th us  (a , ß  ) € ( a  } X S(X  ^ a +  1) c  ( a  } X P (a ) c  A . S i m i l a r l y ,
cr t cr cr o cr — o
(a , ß ) e A i f  t <  a • T h i s  p r o v e s  t h e  t h e o r e m  i f  k i s  r e g u l a r ,
cr t o
F o r  t h e  c a s e  o f  s i n g u l a r  k , p u t  p = Cf(/c) and c h o o s e  r e g u l a r
c a r d i n a l s  K f o r  cr < p s u c h  t h a t  p < K <  K .  <  Kn • • • andcr o 1 l
K = Z  [k ^  j cr <  p] . N o t e  t h a t  t r i v i a l l y
6 5 ,
+
1 , 1
"f“  4 “
an d  so Lemma 3 . 2  may be  a p p l i e d  t o  t h e  p a r t i t i o n  /c X K = u A .
“f “
D e f i n e  a  r a m i f i c a t i o n  s y s t e m  R on k o f  l e n g t h  p a s  f o l l o w s .  
Take  cr <  p and  X e SEQ^ • S u p p o se  S ' ( X )  h a s  a l r e a d y  b e e n  d e f i n e d .  I f
| S ' ( X ) |  g K , p u t  F(X) = S ' ( X )  an d  n(X) = 0 . 
n(X) = k an d  c o n s i d e r  two c a s e s .
+S ' ( X ) |  = K , p u t
Case  1 : cr i s  ev e n
Choose  R(X) e [ S ' ( X ) ] ^  . A p p ly  Lemma 3 . 2  w i t h  A = R(X) ,
B = S ' ( X )  , A = K and A = A t o  o b t a i n  a s e t  A( X)  an d  a map f , r
d o  X
w i t h  t h e  p r o p e r t i e s  s t a t e d  i n  t h e  lemma. W r i t e  A'f (X) = ( a (Y )  ; Y = X an d  
Y(cr) <  k ) . D e f i n e
F(X) = R(X) u ( S ' (X) - u ( f x ( a ( Y ) )  ; Y = X an d  Y(cr) < k } )  .
Then  S ' ( X )  - F(X) = u{S(Y)  ; Y = X an d  Y(cr) <  k ] , w h e r e  f o r  Y s u c h  
t h a t  Y = X an d  Y(cr) <  k ,
S(Y) = f x ( a ( Y ) )  - F(X) .
C ase  2 :  cr i s  odd
Choo se  R(X) € [S'  (X) ]'
K
A s y m m e t r i c a l  a r g u m e n t  shows t h a t  t h e r e
i s  Brt(X) cz [R(X) ] ° w i t h  |B'V(X)| ^  k an d  t h e r e  i s  a map gv f r o m  B'f (X)
Ä
t o  t h e  s u b s e t s  o f  S ' ( X )  s u c h  t h a t  b e B“ (X) => gv (b )  X b c  A , and
X o
I S ' (X) - u [ g x (b )  ; b e B "( X ) } |  g k . W r i t e  B*(X) = (b (Y)  ; Y = X an d  Y(cr) <  k ) ,
an d  d e f i n e
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F(X) = R(X) u (S’ (X) - u{gx(b(Y)) ; Y = X and Y(cr) < k }) .
Then S’(X) - F(X) = u{S(Y) ; Y = X and Y(cr) < k } , where for Y such that 
Y = X and Y(cr) < K ,
S(Y) = gx(b(Y)) - F(X) .
This completes the definition of R .
Then, as in the regular case, there is a sequence X e N n SEQ
,K p
where each X ( c r )  < K , such that S'(X) £ 0 . Put a = a(X [ cr + 1) and
/o
u
b = b(X h  cr + 1) for icr er < X  • Put H = U{a0o 2 - cr ; er < X } and
fi
H1 = u(b2-a+l ; <J<] ■ Then |
iiiio Thus, to prove the theorem,
it suffices to show that H X  H1o 1 cz A . Let cr “ o be even, t be odd. We
shall show that a X brr t cz A .— n Suppose cr < t . Then
b = b(X f t + 1) c R(X f T) <= S' (X r t) c  S(X f" a + 1) c= fv , (a ) .T — — —' X| CT CT
Thus a X b cz a X f.. ^ (a ) cz A . Similarly, also if t < (J then
cr t  — (J X| cr cr - o
a X b cz A . This completes the proof for singular K , and concludes the
cr t — o
proof of 3.3.
The following lemma could appropriately be called the Stepping-out 
Lemma. Working from Theorem 3.3, it yields a result for m > 2 .
2 13.4 LEMMA (*) Let m 1 1 and suppose co ., —  (co )AI . Thena+l a V
m+1 . . 1
w . -  (co ) .a+m a V
67.
PROOF: By induction on m . The case m = 1 is true by assumption.
The method of the inductive step is shown sufficiently well for m = 2 .
3 I IPut u) = K . Take any partition A = (A„ : & < v} of (/c ) .a £
3 H—h -(-Define a ramification system R on (/c ) of length p = k as follows.
+Take ct < K and X g SEQ^ • Suppose S'(X) has already been defined.
If S'(X) = 0 , put F(X) = 0 and n(X) = 0 . Otherwise, choose
<x(X),y(X),z(X)) g S'(X) and put F(X) = {(x(X),y(X),z(X))} . Place
G(X) = [x g k ** ; 3t ^ cr(x = x(X f t) or x = y(X [ t) or x = z(X Is t) )) .
Define a partition T(X) of S'(X) - F(X) by:
(x ,y ,z ) = (x2,y2,z2) (mod r(X)) <=>
¥u,v g G(X)((x^,u,v) = (x2,u,v) (mod A) and 
(u>y-|>v) = (u,y2,v> (mod A) and (u,v,z.j) = (u,v,z2) (mod A)) .
Put n(X) = IT(X)I . For Y g SEQ^+1 such that Y = X and Y(cr) < n(X) ,
let S(Y) range over the classes of T(X) . This defines R .
For cr < p , put A = |v| . Then | n(X f' t) | = ^  whenever
X g SEQ and t < cr < p . Moreover, if cr < p thencr
A  ^ ^ \v\K ^ U +)K = K+ < Cf(/c++) , for certainly |v| ^ k+ . Hence
Lemma 1.1(iii) applies to R , and so there is X g N n SEQ for which 
S'(X) ^ 0 . Choose such a sequence X . Then S'(X f cr) A 0 for all
cr < p . Thus we may define x = x(X f cr) , y = y(X Is cr) and z = z(X ^ cr)cr cr cr
for cr < p = K+ . Then by Lemma l.l(i), (x , y ,z ) 0 (x , y ,z ) for anycr cr cr t t t
6 8 .
-p K 2
er < T < K . Hence t h e r e  i s  H e [k ] such t h a t  {er, t } € [H] => x A x ,
2 2 
o r  {er, t } e [H] => y A y , o r  ( ct, t } e [H] => z A z .er T er T
2
Suppose i n  f a c t  t h a t  {ct, t } e [H] => x A x . (The s i t u a t i o n  i ser T
a n a lo g o u s  i n  t h e  o t h e r  c a s e s . )  Take p,cr < t ^ p , and p u t  £ = max{p,cr} + 1 . 
Then
( x ^ . y ^ . z ^ )  £ F(X r  t) C S ’ (X t ) c  S(X f  £ ) .
Thus (x , y  , z  ) and (x , y  , z  ) a r e  i n  t h e  same c l a s s  S(X Is Q  o f
T T %'  P P p '
F(X f-1). Hence (x , x  , x  ) = (x , x  , x  ) (mod A) .
' b t p cr p ’ p ’ cr
D e f in e  a p a r t i t i o n  A = (A ; i  < v) o f  H X H by, f o r  i  < V ,Ju
X  , x  € H => ( ( x  , x  ) e A <=> (x , x  , x  > e A ) .
p e r  p e r i  p p e r i
S i n c e  |H |  =
+K a n d
+K - 2 ,  N1( / t ) v , t h e r e a r e i  <  V a n d H , H 2 e [ n f
s u c h  t h a t  H^ X Ulrg
sd A  .
i
F u r t h e r ,  t h e r e i s H e  [ H ] ^  
o
s u c h  t h a t i f
x  e  H a n d X € H u» H t h e n  p  <  t  • T h e n  H X H_ X H c  A . T h i s
T o P 1 2 o 1 2 ~  i
c o m p le te s  t h e  p r o o f  o f  3 . 4 .
I i  -I
3 . 5  COROLLARY (*)  . I f  m i l  t h e n  go , -  ( go ) '  .a+m a  Z
Theorem I I . 1 . 1  a p p l i e d  t o  t h e  b e s t  p o s s i b l e  r e l a t i o n
U)  . —  ( go , , ) o  y i e l d s  t h a t  go , — m(co ) 1  . Hence 3 . 5  i s  a s l i g h t  s t r e n g t h e n -a+m a+1 z a+m a  Z
i n g  o f  t h i s  r e s u l t .  I  have  been  u n s u c c e s s f u l  i n  im prov ing  3 . 5  f u r t h e r .  S in c e
go A m(G0 ) 1  f o r  m > 1 , t h e  most  s im p le  open q u e s t i o n s  a r e  s e e n  t o  beia  a Z
3 . 6  PROBLEM (*) I s  K+ — t r u e ?  I s  k ^~ — ^(/c)^ t r u e ?
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The method of Lemma 3.4 shows that a positive answer to the second 
question is implied by a positive answer to the first.
The question of extending 3.3 to partitions involving more than two 
classes is also unsolved in general. Inspection of the proof leads to the 
following observation.
3.7 THEOREM (*) Suppose the relation
to hold. Then k+ — 2(k )-j+v .
PROOF: Take a partition
(2) + +K X K A u U{A^ ; i < V} ,
r -(- K .and assume for all H ,H e [k ] that H X H £ A for any Z < Vo ' o I Z
We must find H ,H e [k ]^K such that H X H cz A .
o 1 o 1 —
For a,ß < K+ define
P(a) - {ß g k +  ; (a,ß> e A) ; Q(ß) - [a € k + ; (a,ß) e A} .
K +Note that if A e [/c ] and B c K then
A X (B - U{P(a) ; a e A}) c U{A^ ; Z < v} .
Thus if IB - U{P(a) ; a e A} | = /c+ , by the relation (1) there are Z < V
and H e [A]K , H e [B - U{P(a) ; a € A}f such that H X H c A .o I o 1 — Z
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This contradicts the choice of the partition (2), and so 
I B - U{P(a) ; a € A} I ^ k . Similarly, if A c . k +  and B e [/C+] then 
IA - U{Q(ß) ; ß e B}| g k . The proof of 3.7 for regular k now proceeds 
as did the proof of 3.3.
In the event that k is singular, the proof goes as before, by 
applying Lemma 3.2 to the relation (1) and partition (2). Thus Theorem 3.7 
is established.
The relation (1) above is proved in [6], Theorem 42(*), for the 
case V =  2 and Cf(k) =  go . In the following section, this result will 
be extended to cover the situation V  <  go and Cf(/c) =  go . To the best of 
my knowledge, when Cf(/c) >  go the truth of the relation (1) is still open.
§4. Results for cardinals cofinal with go
The following sequence of lemmas is required in order to discuss 
the relation (1) of the previous theorem for the case Cf(/c) = go • The 
main result of this section is expressed in Theorem 4.11 below.
4.1 LEMMA Let k ^ go and Cf(A) > K • Let p € go and suppose
(1)
Then it follows that
Z < V
i < V
(2) K
A
1,1
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PROOF: By induction on p . The case p = 0 is trivial. Assume (2)
holds with p = q . Take a disjoint partition
K X A = A u u{A^ ; £ < v) ,
and suppose that for i < V there are no sets g  K , g A having
order types q , £ respectively, for which H X H g  A . By the
Xj Xj O I Z
inductive hypothesis, there must then be sets S e [/c]^  and T e [A]^ 
such that S X T g A .
Put P(a) = {ß e A ; (a,ß> e A) . Then
(k - S) X (T - u{P(a) ; a e K - S)) g u{A^ ; i < v] .
Now \k - S| = k , and so by the relation (1) and the choice of the partition,
|T - U{P(a) ; a e K - S)| < A . Hence |T n U{P(a) ; a € k - S}| = A •
Since Cf(A) > K , there must be a € k - S for which |T n P(a)| = A . But
(S u {a}) X (T n P(a)) c A ,
and so since |S u {a}| = q + 1 , the induction step is complete. This 
establishes Lemma 4.1.
The following two lemmas are quoted without proof. They follow 
from [6], Lemma 8(*) and Lemma 3A(*), respectively.
4.2 LEMMA(*) Let k and A be infinite cardinals with Cf(k ) A Cf(A) .
Let IAI = K , IBI = k+ and for each b e B let there be given a set
A e [A]- ^  . Then there is B' e [B]^ such that |H{A ; b e B1}| ^ A .
4.3 LEMMA (*) Let K be singular, and let the cardinals K for(J
cr < Cf(/c) be such that u < t < Cf(/<) => k < K < K , and
cr t
K = E [k ; cr < Cf(/<)) . Let V < k and suppose a disjoint partition
is given, k X K = U{A. ; i < v) . Then there are sets A , B and
xj cr cr
ordinals h(cr,T) < V such that
K
e [k ] 0
K
B e [/< ] ^ ; t A cr => A n A = B n B = jÖ ;cr cr t cr t
cr, t < Cf(/c) => A X B cz A  .a t — n(cr, t)
4.4 LEMMA(*) Let k be infinite, and suppose
(1)
£ < v
Then for any A < K ,
(2)
PROOF: The case K = co is immediate from Lemma 4.1, so suppose K >
Define l as follows: if Cf(k ) = K then l = A ; otherwise 
L = A+ 4^ (Cf (/c)) . In either case, A ^ i < K and Cf(i) A Cf(/c) .
Take any partition, K X K+ = A u U{A ; i < v} • To establish
/O’
(2), we must find sets H e [k ]^ , H_ e [k+ ]k such that H X H c= Ao I o I —
or else £ < V and sets c ic , cz /c"*” , having order types t) , ^
respectively, such, that H X H. c A„ .o 1 — £
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+Put T = (ß e K ; IQ (ß) | ^ l} , where Q (3) = [a e k ; (a,ß) € A}
Suppose ITI + Then by Lemma 4.2, there is T" e [T]K such that
|n{Q(ß) ; ß e T1}I ^  t . Since H{Q(ß) ; ß € T'} X T' c: A , there is nothing
more to be shown. So consider the case when |T| < k . Then |k - T| = K
Since i"*" ^ k , there is a disjoint partition k. = 1){S ; p < l + } whereM-
I S I = k for each p < o + • However, |Q(ß) | < i for ß e k+ - T . Hence 
for each ß e - T , there is p(ß) < for which S  ^n Q(ß) = 0 .
■ -f- K+Moreover, there must be p < l*1- and T  ^ e [k - T] for which
ß e T1 => p(ß) Now S o Q(ß) = 0 for ß e T and so
P*
S X T c: U{A ; i < V} . SinceI Ju K and IT.p' '1
follows from the relation (1). This concludes the proof
K , the result
4.5 THEOREM(*). If Cf(/c) = oo , then for any p < oo ,
+ oo x p
1 , 1
PROOF: By induction on p . The case p = 0 is trivial. Assume the
result is true for some q < g o  . Take a partition
K X K+ = A u UA I1A hQ v-w y
and suppose that there are no sets H £ o [k]k , Hi e
! "I
[k ]k with
H X o H_ c A1 — , nor sets H e [k ] ,o H1 € [K+f with H X H_ c A„ for o 1 ~ i
any S € (1, ...,q} . We must find sets H £ [k ] o
K y H^  £ [k:"^]U with
H X H, c A .O 1 — 0
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Write K =  E [k ; r < 00} where k < K for r < go . Define r r
■ .+ £inductively sets D , B^ _ e [k ] k , A^ e [k] and e for r <
as follows:
By Lemma 4.4 and the inductive hypothesis, choose
Ko + k*D e [/c] and B e [k ] such that D X B d A o o o o ~ o
By Lemma 3.1 and the inductive hypothesis, choose
A e [k ] ' and y e B such that A X (y } c A o 0 0  o o — o
Generally, by Lemma 4.4 and the inductive hypothesis, choose
KrD e [A 1] and B e [B - f y n}] such that D X B d A r r-1 r r-1 r-1 r r — o
By Lemma 3.1 and the inductive hypothesis, choose
A e [A , ] and y e B such that A X (y } c A r r-1 r r r r — o
Put H = U{D ; r < go} and H = [y ; r < go] . Then |H | = o r I r o
and IH. I = go . Note that if r g s , then D X {y } d D X B c D X B  1 1 1 r s - r s — r r
And if r > s , then D X {y } d A X {y } d A . Hence H X H a  A ,r s — s s — o o 1 — o
and the induction step is complete. This proves Theorem 4.5.
4.6 COROLLARY(*) . If Cf(/c) = go , then for any p,q < go and any A
,+
K ( A
4- \ -j- .K x K / p
1 , 1
K
d A~ o
< K  ,
go y q
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Perusal of the proofs of the preceding results shows that the 
GCH is not required for the special case K = 0) . Thus we obtain
4.7 COROLLARY For any p < oo ,
4.8 LEMMA(*) Let k ^ co and p < go . Take any partition
K X k = A u u{A ; i < p} .
X/
If there are no sets H ,H e [k ] with H X H c: A , then for some
o 1 o 1 ~
£
Ü < p there are H e [/<] and a e K such that either H x {a} c A
Xj
or else {a) X H c A .
Ju
PROOF: By an obvious induction. The case p = 1 comes as a special
case of Theorem 38(*) of [6].
4.9 THEOREM^) Suppose k is singular; let A < K and p < oo . Then
PROOF: By induction on p . The case p = 1 is trivial, so suppose
the result is true for some q with 1 ^ q < oo .
We may suppose that Cf(/c) < A < K , and that A is regular. Put 
p = Cf(/c) . Choose cardinals k for er < p such that k = E {K ; cr < p}
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and A < K < K < K when cr < t < p • Take any disjoint partitionCT T
(2) K X k+ = U{A^ ; i q} ,
£and suppose that whenever 1  ^Ü g q then there are no sets e [k ]
and H, e [k+]^  for which H X H c A . We must find H e [k ]v and1 o 1 — i o
H. e [k+]A such that H X H cz A1 o 1 — o
Suppose that i is regular with p < i < K . Take any 
A e [/c]; and B e [k ]^K . Then by Lemma 3.2, there are A"' cr [A]1 
with IA I ^ k and a map f from A to the subsets of B such that
(3) a e A" => a X f(a) cr Aq ; |B - U(f(a) ; a e A''}| ^ k .
Define inductively a ramification system R on /c"*~ of length
p as follows. Take cr < p and X e SEQ . Suppose that S'(X) hascr
already been defined. If |S'(X)| g k , put F(X) = S'(X) and n(X) = 0 . 
If I S'(X) I = k+ , put n(X) = k and choose R(X) g [ S' (X) ] . Then Jyy'
by applying (3) with A = k , B = S'(X) - R(X) and i = K , one can find
K
a set A V(X) cr [k ] °~ with |A"(X)| g k , and a map f from A'?(X) to
PB , which together satisfy the appropriate form of (3). Write
A*(X) = (a(Y) ; Y = X and Y(<j) < k ) . For Y e  SEQ t1 such that Y = XCJTI
and Y(cr) < K , put S(Y) = f^CaCY)). Define
F(X) = R(X) u (S'(X) - U[ S(Y) ; Y = X and Y(cr) < k}) .
This defines R . Further
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IFI = IRI +c I ( S '  - R) - U{ S(Y) ; Y = X and Y(or) <  k ) \
= |R |  + c |B - U { f ( a)  ; a € A*}I ,
an d  so  |F |  = k , by  ( 3 ) .  Hence Lemma l . l ( i i i )  a p p l i e s  t o  R , so c h o o s e
a s e q u e n c e  X e N n SEQ s u c h  t h a t  S ' ( X) 0 . Then f o r  e a c h  cr <  p ,
P
i t  mus t  be  t h a t  | S ' (X f cr) | = /c+  , and so a l w a y s  R(X f  cr) i s  d e f i n e d .
K K cr
Choose  a b i j e c t i o n  g s f r om  [/c] o n to  [R(X f  cr) ] • P u tXI cr
g(o-) = gx ['(jCa(x U + D )  ;
K
t h e n  a l w a y s  g(cr) e [R(X f  cr) ] . P u t  A = U{a(X cr +  1) ; cr <  p) and
B = U(g(cr) ; cr <  p] • Then A c [ k ] K an d  B e [ k + ] K . M o r e o v e r ,  i f
cr < t  < p t h e n
g ( t ) c  R(X Is T) c  S ' ( X  f  t )  c  S(X U +  1) .
H ow ever , a( X  f ff +  1 ) x S ( X  ^ + 1 ) c A o by (3)  , and so
( 4) cr < t  <  P => a(X cr + 1) X g ( r )  c  Aq .
The p a r t i t i o n  ( 2 )  r e s t r i c t s  t o  a p a r t i t i o n  o f  A X B .
K K q.
Hence by
Lemma 4 . 3 , t h e r e  a r e  s e t s  A e [A] , B e [B] and numbers
cr cr
h ( c r ,  t )  ^ q
s u c h  t h a t i f  cr < t  < P t h e n  A n A  = B n B = 0 ,  an d  a l s o
cr t  cr t
( 3 ) ff*T <  p  => A ^ X  BT C A h ( a j T )  .
For  H g q  , p u t  A^ = ( ( ct, t )  e p  X p  ; h ( c r , T )  = i )  • Thus
p X p = UfA', ; £ g q) . A pp ly  Lemma 4 . 8  t o  t h i s  p a r t i t i o n  o f
Ju
p X p .
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T h e r e  a r e  t h r e e  c a s e s  t o  c o n s i d e r .
Case  1 : T h e r e  a r e  H e [ p ] P , t <  p and Si w i t h 1 ^ & % q s u c h t h a t
h(c r ,T )  = & f o r  a l l  cr e H . P u t A' = U{A j cr £ H] i cr t h e n  |A 1 | = K >
an d  A' X B
i . c  A by ( 5 ) .Xj S i n c e A < K , t h i s  c o n t r a d i c t s  t h e  i T
c h o i c e o f
t h e  p a r t i t i o n  ( 2 ) .
Case  2 : T h e r e  a r e  H e [ p ] p , cr <  p and i  w i t h 1 ^ i  % q s u c h t h a t
h ( a , t ) = i f o r  a l l  t e H P u t B' = U{B ; t £ H} ; 
T
t h e n  | B 1 1 = K ,>
an d  A X B'
cr
c  Ai  by ( 5 ) . Choose a  £ A . Then ( a )  
cr
X B' c  AXj F u r t h e r ,
t h e r e  i s  cr^  < p s u c h  t h a t  a  £ a(X f  cr^  + 1 )  • Hence i t  f o l l o w s  f r om  (4 )  
t h a t  B' c  U [ g( t ) ; t ^ cr^} . However ,  t h i s  y i e l d s  t h e  c o n t r a d i c t  i o n
K = IB' I g Z { | g ( T ) | ; T ^ c r 1 } =  Z [ k ^ ; t  ^ cr^} <  K
Case  3:  T h i s  c a s e  mus t  p r e v a i l .  T h e r e  a r e  K ,K,  € [ p i ' 3 s u c h  t h a to 1
h(<T,ir) = 0 f o r  er e K an d  t £ K, . P u t  H = u{A ; er e K } ando I o cr o
H = U{B ; t e K l  . Then H e [k ]K , H. e [k +]K , and H X H cz A 
1 t 1 o 1 o 1 — o
by ( 3 ) .  S i n c e  A < K , t h e  i n d u c t i o n  s t e p  i s  c o m p l e t e .  T h i s  p r o v e s  
Theo rem 4 . 9 .
4 . 1 0  LEMMA(*) L e t  k be  u n c o u n t a b l e  w i t h  C f ( k) = go . Take p , q  <  go
with,  q ^ 1 . S u p p o s e  f o r  a l l  i < K t h a t
Then f o r  a l l  A <  K ,
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( 2 )
P+1
K
A 2q- 1
PROOF: Let A < K be given. Choose cardinals k  <  K for r < wr
such that k  = Z {K r ; r < go} and A < Kq <  <  ■ . • • Take any partition
(3) k X k+ = U{A^ ; ^ < p + l } u U { r k ; k < q - 1 } ,
K “h /Cand suppose that for all £ < p there are no sets H e [k ] , H. e [k ]o I
with H X H, c: A„ , and also that for all k < q - 1 there are no sets o 1 ~ Z
H. e [k ]K , H e with H X H c T, . To establish (2) we must findo 1 o 1 “ k
sets H e [k ]K , H e [k+]K such that H x H. c Ao 1 o 1 — p
From the relation (1), it follows that
and so by Lemma 4.4, we obtain, for any i <  K ,
(4)
r-\~ K / P K
K
A Aq- 1
U
K +Take any r < go and any sets A e [k ] ' and B e [/c ] . By
(4) and the choice of the partition (3), there are A 1 , B' such that
K +
(5) A' e [A] r , B' € [B]K , A' X B' c A  .“ P
Since k  <  K , by (1) and the choice of the partition (3), there are
A" , B" such that
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(6) A" e [A]* , B" g [B] r A" X B" d A .- p
/”Use induction over r < to to define the sets A e [k ] ' ,r
0* r +,K+B G L/C ]r A and B as follows. Put A = k and B = k . Suppose r r o o
V? /G /V _l  ^ ^
g [/c] and B^_ g [/g"^] have already been defined for some r < go . By
(5), choose A and B“.. so that r r+1
A € [ A * Y  , B* € [bY  r r r+1 r
+
A X B ,. d A . r r+1 — p
By (6), choose A" ,, and B so that r+1 r
-t -J-. is  K- r /V
A . i € ^  > B g [B ] , A x B d Ar+1 r r r+1 r+1 r p
Then for all r < go , the following hold:
Ax d A" , B* . c b' , I A* I = k , |b'V| = k+ , IA I = k , |B I = K .r+1 — r r+1 — r ' r 1 1 r1 1 r1 r ' r 1 r
Put A = U(A^ ; r < go} and B = u{B^ ; r < go} • Then A e [/G] 
and B g [k ] ■ Thus to prove the lemma, it suffices to show
(7) A X B d A
Take r,s < g o. We must show that A X B d A . However, if r ^ s thenr s — p
B c B'' d b" , . , and so A X B d A X B" ,, d A . If r > s then s ~ s+1 — r+1 r s — r r+1 — p
/V +A d A d A ,. , and so A X B  d A ,. X B d A  . This establishes (7) , r — r — s+1 r s — s+1 s — p
and completes the proof.
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4.11 THEOREM(*) Suppose Cf(/c) = go . Then for any p < go
PROOF: The case K = go is a consequence of Corollary 4.7, so suppose
K > co . Then by Theorem 4.9, for all A < K ,
Repeated applications of Lemma 4.10 now yield the result.
The result of Theorem 4.11 is clearly the best possible, for if 
Cf(/c) = go then it is easy to see that
There is the following corollary to Theorem 4.11. (Compare with 
Corollary 3.5.)
4.12 COROLLARY(* ) Suppose Cf(/c) =  go . Then K+ -* 2 (/<)p for anY P <  oo
Thus for partitions of K+ X  /c+  , the most simple open questions 
are seen to be:
4.13 PROBLEM (*) Is K+ 2 (K)\ true if Cf ( k ) >  go ? Is /c+  —  2 (/c) 1
■i GO
true if Cf(/c) = go ?
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I cannot answer this problem even for k = oj or /c = U), .o 1
I conclude this section with a further application of the 
relation (1) of Theorem 4.11.
4.14 THEOREM(*) Suppose either one of the following conditions is
satisfied:
(1) K - (K)2V ,
Then the following relation holds.
PROOF: For the purposes of this proof, if 7 is an ordinal number, let
yk represent the ordinal sum Z {ß ; ß < 7} , with the convention that 
0* = 0 .
4-4- 2 4-4-Take any partition X = U(A ; i < V} . Define
Xj
inductively a ramification system R on /c"*"*" of length p = /c+ > together
I [
with elements x(X),y(X) e k ; the latter whenever X e SEQ for a suchcr
- ( -  ' ' f  /Vthat there is 7 < k with a = 2*7 or cr = 2*7 + 1 , respectively.
I I
Choose x(0) e k and put F(JÖ) = (x(jÖ)} . Put n(jÖ) = V and
for a < V define S({(0,a)}) = K - F(jÖ) . For X e SEQ^ , choose 
y(X) e S'(X) . Put F(X) = (y(X)} and n(X) = v . For a < V define 
S(X u {(l,a)}) = S'(X) - F(X) .
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Suppose 1 < er < K +  , take X e SEQ and suppose S'(X) hascr
already been defined. If S'(X) = 0 , put F(X) = 0 and n(X) = 0 .
Otherwise, let cr' be such that either cr = 2 • cr' or cr = 2 • cr' + 1 . Let
7 be least such that (y+l) ' > cr' • Then there is £ < 7 for which
/Vcr1 = 7 + tD . Consider two cases.
Case 1 : cr = 2 - cr'
If £ = 0 , choose x(X) e S'(X) and put F(X) = {x(X)} ; other­
wise F(X) = 0 • In either event, put n(X) = V and for Y e SEQ suchcr+1
that Y = X and Y(cr) < V , put
S(Y) = (z e S'(X) - F(X) ; ({z,x(X 2.r*)},y(X I' 2-5* + 1)> e } .
Case 2: cr = 2* cr1 + 1
If £ = 0 , choose y(X) € S'(X) and put F(X) = (y(X)} ; 
otherwise F(X) = 0 . In either event, put n(X) = V . For Y e SEQ ^
such that Y = X and Y(cr) < V , put
S(Y) = {z £ S'(X) - F(X) ; <{x(X ['2^*),x(X ^ 2 - 7*)},z) £ Ay((j)} .
Since clearly V < k , Lemma l.l(iii) applies to R . Choose
4-a sequence X e N n SEQ such that S'(X) 0 . For er < K , put
P
Vc /Vx^ _ = x(X Is 2’cr ) and y^ = y(X 2 * cr +1) , noting that x^ and y^ 
are always defined. Moreover,
(4) ^ < a < t < / < + = >  ([x(i,x(rJ,yt> £ ^ (2.(o.*^)+1) .
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(5) T < U < C X < K  => U v V ' y, ) £ V ’( ^ ) )  '
For suppose p < cr < t < /c+ . Then
y e F(X f 2-t* + 1) c S' (X Is 2• t* + 1) c= S(X f 2- (cr* + p) +2)T —
and so (4) follows. Similarly, if t < p < cr < K+ , then
x e F(X f 2• cr*) c S(X T 2- (p* + t) + 1) cr ~
and so (5) follows.
2Suppose relation (1) holds. Define a partition [k ] = U(T ; £ < V}
Xj
by, for £ < V ,
[p,(j}< e <=> X(2 • (cr* + p) +1) = £ .
Then there is H e  [k ] such that for some £ < V ,
{p,cr}^  e [H]^  => X(2*(a* + p) +1) = £ .
Put H = {x ; cr € H) and H = {y ; K  ^t < K°2) . Then by Lemma 1.1(i), o cr i t 2IHq I = |H1I = k , and it follows from (4) that [H ] X c: . Thus the
relation (3) holds.
On the other hand, suppose relation (2) is satisfied. Define a 
partition (k+ - k) X K = U{A ; £ < V} by, for £ < V ,
XJ
(p,x) e <=> X(2"(p + t)) = £
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Then there are K e [k+ - k ]K and K., e [k]K such that K X K. <z A.o 1 o 1 — i
for some i < V . Put H = {x ; \i e K } and PL = [y ; t e K.} . Theno p ’ o I t 1
2IH I = IH I = k , and it follows from (5) that [H ] X H cr A . Thus the 
o I o  I JÖ
relation (3) again holds. This completes the proof.
In the case that relation (2) holds, an alternative proof, similar 
to that of the Stepping-out Lemma, 3.4, may be given.
In view of Theorem 4.11, from Theorem 4.14 comes:
4.15 COROLLARY(*) If Cf(k) = gj , then the relation (3) of Theorem 4.14
holds for any V < go .
Since, assuming the GCH , for any V < k + the relation
,+\3/<■''— (/c holds, the method of Theorem II. 1 . 1 shows that, for V ^ k ,
(6) K 
K
2,1
Thus, for a few special cases, a better result is at hand. I do not know if
I I I +4-(6) always holds with replaced by k
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CHAPTER V. FORCING WITH A CLASS OF CONDITIONS
This chapter is devoted to a discussion of the forcing technique 
of Cohen [3], as applied to the case when the collection of forcing conditions 
is a proper class in the ground model. The present formulation was inspired 
by a construction used by Shoenfield [20] for a set of conditions. (A related 
exposition occurs in Chapter 9 of his book [19].) The resulting construction 
is rather different from that of the standard approach (for example [4]) or 
from the development through Boolean valued models. The advantages are, 
perhaps, not very great (apart from the interest of seeing that it can be 
done at all). A few minor simplifications result. The construction will be 
used to re-prove, in a common setting, theorems of Easton and Jensen.
§1. The basic construction
Let M be a countable, transitive, standard model of ZF + AC ,
(a CTM for short). By a is meant a subset X of M such that
for some formula $ (v,v.,...,v ) of ZF + AC with at most the free variables1 n
shown, and for some a,,...,a e M ,1 n
X = [a e M ; M |= <D [a, a], . . . , a j  } .
Let C be any class in M such that ft) e C  . Henceforth, the 
letters p,q,r,s will denote members of C . They are to be called £oj^Ltion£, 
and if p 3  q then we say that p extends q . Write p 0 q , and say that 
p and q are £ompatLbl^e, if there is r such that r 3 p and r 3  q .
For a condition p and an ordinal a > put
[x e p ; rk(x) < a} •
We shall assume that C is closed under the operations (°) , and thata
if rk(q) ^ a and (p) cz q then there is r e C such that p u q c: r .a ”
The following simple properties of (•) are all that will be required:
(i) P 2  (P)a >
(ii) p 2  q => (p ) 2  (q)a a
(Hi) (p) b (q) => p b (q)a a a
(iv) a ^ ß => ((P) )R = ((P)J = (P)a ß  ß a
(v) rk(p) g a => (p) = p ,a
(vi) (p ; P = (P) } e M o
The use of set inclusion to define "p extends q" and the use 
of the rank function in defining the operations (•) are both in the 
interests of simplicity. The following construction is valid for any pre­
ordered class (with greatest element) of M , provided that suitable
operations (•) are available, a
Note that although possibly C t M , for all p it is the case 
that {q e C ; p z> q) e M .
Make the definition, for each set x ,
y(x) = sup{rk(y) ; y e Rx) .
For x,y e M and p e C , define a relation by:
x e y <=> rk(p) < y(y) and Vq =3 p(rk(q) < y(y) => (x,q) e y)P
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Thus if x e^ y , then (x,p) e y . And if x e^ y and q d  p , then
provided rk(q) < y(y) also x y . Further, if y(y) g a then by
virtue of (v) above, x e y => x e. . y . Observe that if x e yP (P) Pa
then rk(x) < rk(y) , and so e is a well founded relation»P
For any non-empty set G c C (where G need not necessarily
be a class in M ), define a relation e by:G
x g y <=> 3p g G(x g y)G p
Then again e is rank decreasing, and so well founded.G
Collapse the structure (M,g ) to a transitive structure by aG
- Gcollapsing map • , defined by induction on e : for x G M ,G
- G , - Gx = (y ; y 6G X) •
Q
Put M[G] = {x ; x g M} , and consider the structure (m [G],g) .
1.1 LEMMA
(a) M[G] is transitive.
(b) If t> G G , then M c: M[G] .
(c) If jÖ G G , then M and M[G] have the same ordinals.
(d) If Vp g G Vq c p(q G G) , then G is a class in M[G] .
PROOF:
(a)
(b)
x = (y ; y e x} X {p ; rk(p)  ^y(x)} ,
By the definition of M[G] .
For x g M , define by e-induction inside M ,
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so that x e M . Use e - induction to show that x = x . (When there can
- Gbe no confusion, I write " for • .) So suppose for all y e x that
y = y . Now x = {z ; z e0 x} = [z ; 3p e G(z e x)) . But ifG p
3p e G(z x) , there is p such that (z,p) e x and so z = y for
some y e x . And if y e x , then y e Dx and so for any q , it follows
that (y,q) e x provided only that rk(q) g y(x) . In particular, y x ,
so since jö e G the condition 3p e G(y e x) is satisfied. ThusP
x = {y ; y e x} = {y ; y e x} = x . Hence x = x for all x e M , and 
thus M g M[G] .
(c) Use e -induction to show that rk(x) g rk(x) . NowG
rk(x) = sup{rk(y) ; y eG x} g sup{rk(y) ; y eG x} g rk(x) , since
if y e x then rk(y) < rk(x) . Hence if a is an ordinal in M[G] ,G
say a = x , then a ^ rk(x) and rk(x) e M , so a e M . And by (b), 
if a is an ordinal in M , then certainly a e M[G] . Thus, since 
"ordinal" is absolute for transitive sets, the ordinals of M and of 
M[G] are the same.
(d) For each ordinal a e M[G] , put G(a) = {w e G ; rk(w) < a} .
We show that each G(a) e M[G] . Given a , put
x = {(p,q) ; q =3 p and rk(q) < a} , so x € M . Thena — a
y(x ) = sup{rk(q) ; rk(q) < a} ^ a . Hence a
z x <=> 3p € G(rk(p) < a and Vq 3 p(rk(q) < a => (z,q) e x ) )G a a
<=> 3p € G(rk(p) < a and Vq g  p(rk(q) < a => 3r(q g  r and z = r))) 
<=> 3p e G(rk(p) < a and 3r(p g  r and z = r))
<=> 3r e G(rk(r) < a and z = r) .
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The last equivalence uses the condition assumed satisfied by G . Thus
x = {z ; z e x } = {r ; r e G and rk(r) < a)CL G CL
= [r ; r e G and rk(r) < a) .
Hence x = G(a) , and so G(a) € M[G] . It is now immediate that G is a
a class in M[G] , since
p € G <=> 3a( a is an ordinal and p e G(a) ) .
This completes the proof of Lemma 1.1.
1.2 DEFINITION A non-empty subset G of C is called C^ jgeneri^ 
if
(1) p z> q and p e G => q € G ,
(2) p , q e G  => 3r £ G(r 2 P and r 3 q) ,
(3) If X is a class in M such that Vp 3q zp p(q e X) , then G n X  ^(Ö .
A class X with the property Vp 3q z> p(q e X) will be called a 
jden^ e class.
It is easily seen that (3) of Definition 1.2 is equivalent to:
O')
For all classes X in M there is p e G such that 
p e X or ?q D p(q k X) .
This leads to:
1.3 THEOREM
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For any p e C , there is a class G c: C which is C-generic 
over M and has p as a member.
PROOF: Since M is countable and the language is countable, the classes
in M can be enumerated, [X^ ; n e co} say. Define a sequence of conditions
(p ; n e u) so that p = p and n * ' o
n+1 2  P. n+1 Vq “ Pn+1(q ^ X ) n
Since either 3q => p (q £ X ) or Vq zd p (q i X ) , such a p can always—  n n — n n n+1
be found. Put G = [q ; 3n e co(p => q) } . Then G is generic over M —n —
conditions (1) and (2) of the definition are immediate, and the p weren
chosen so as to make condition (3') hold. This proves 1.3.
A class X in M is called dense^ej^ow^^p , for some p e C , 
if Vq 2  P 3r 2  q(r e X) . Frequent use will later be made of:
1.4 LEMMA Let G be C-generic over M , let p e G and let X be
a class in M dense below p . Then X n G f jÖ .
PROOF: The class X' = X u (C - {q e C ; q 0 p)) is in M , and it is
easily seen that X' is dense. Hence G n X 1 /= 0 , by (3) of Definition 1.2. 
From (2) of that definition, it follows that G cz (q e C ; q d p} , and so 
G n X ^ 0 , as asserted.
§2 . The forcing relation defined
The forcing language ^ over M consists of:2.1 DEFINITION
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the usual language of set theory (using, say, the logical symbols £ , ,
3 , e , = for and , not , there exists , belongs to , equals) together with 
constants © for each m e M and bounded quantifiers 3 *g m for each 
m e M .
Let C be a class of conditions in M , and let G c= C . Form
an interpretation of ^ in M[G] as follows: e is interpreted as € ,
= as = , m as m and 3v e m as 3x(x g m and •) . If 0 is a
sentence of ^ , write M[G] |- 0 if 0 is true in M[G] under this
interpretation. If 0 is a sentence of set theory, M[G] |= 0 is to
mean that 0 is true in the structure (M[G],e) .
For $ a formula of ^  , write O' for that formula of set theory
which results from 0 by carrying out this interpretation in M[G] . Then
if 0 (v) is a formula of with one free variable,M
M[G] |= O' [ä] <=> M[G] |= (0(a))' . Hence M[G] b 3v(0(v)) <=>
3i(M[G] b <E>' [a ]) <=> 3a e M(M [G] b (0(a))') <=> 3a g M(M [G] |- 0(a)) , 
and likewise M[G] ^ 3v £ a(0(v)) <=> M[G] h Bv e ä(0'(v)) <=>
3x G i(M[G] b [x]) <=> 3x G a(M[G] |- 0(x)) .
Henceforth, the letters a , b , c will be used to range over M .
A formula 0 of ^  will be called bjounded if it contains no 
occurrences of the unbounded quantifiers 3 or V .
2.2 DEFINITION If 0 is a bounded sentence of , define 0d(0) ,
the or^der_jnJi_jO , by
20d(0) = oo *a + w ß  + 7 , where
7 is the number of occurrences of “i , £ and the bounded quantifiers
3*g a in 0 ,
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a is max((rk(a) + 1 ; a occurs as a constant in 0 }
o (rk(a) ; 3*e a occurs in $ }) ,
ß is
if subformulae a e b  or a = b or b = a occur in 0 with 
a = rk(a) + 1 ,
otherwise .
(All logical symbols in 0 are to be considered as defined in terms of “» ,
d( , and 3*e a for a e M . Both e and = are to be taken as primitive. 
2Here w is ordinal exponentiation.)
2.3 DEFINITION For a condition p , define Od(p) , the »
to be
0d( p) = (jj^*rk(p) .
2.4 DEFINITION If 0 is a bounded sentence of and p e C ,M
define p \- $ , P__f££ces^£ , by induction on max{Od(p), 0d($) ) + 0d($) ,
in the following manner:
(1) P f a e b  <=> p ||- 3v e b(v = a) ,
(2) p ||- a = b <=> p |[- (Vv e a(v e b) ^ Vv e b(v e a)) ,
(3) p |[- 3v e a($(v)) <=> 3b 3q c  p(b e^ a and p ||- $(b)) ,
(4) p \- -i$ <=> Vq <t> p(Od(q) g Od(O) => not(q ||- 0)) ,
(5) p ||- 0 4, T <=> p ||- 0 and p ||- T .
9 4 .
Göde l  number  t h e  l a n g u a g e  i n  some r e a s o n a b l e  m an n e r .  Then
t h e  s e t  o f  ( G ö d e l  num ber s  o f )  c o n s t a n t s  o f  £ ,  i s  a c l a s s  i n  M , t h e  s e tM
o f  ( G ö d e l  numbers  o f )  f o r m u l a e  o f  £ ,  i s  a c l a s s  i n  M , and so on .  ThenM
f o r  bo unded  s e n t e n c e s  $ o f  ^  , t h e  r e l a t i o n  0 d ( $ )  = 6 c a n  be  e x p r e s s e d
i n s i d e  M . F u r t h e r ,  { ( p , Q )  ; m a x { O d ( p ) , 0 d ( $ ) ) +  0 d ( $ )  <  5} i s  a s e t  i n
M . Thus  t h e  w h o l e  D e f i n i t i o n  2 . 4  c a n  be  g i v e n  i n s i d e  M . Hence t h e r e  i s
a f o r m u l a  H(v , v_)  o f  s e t  t h e o r y  s u c h  t h a t ,  f o r  bounded  s e n t e n c e s  $ o f  
o 1
£  and  p e C ,
M
p  |[- o <=> n ( p , $ )  <=> n M(p,<&) .
F o r  a more d e t a i l e d  d i s c u s s i o n  on t h i s  p o i n t ,  s e e  f o r  e x a m p le  [ 8 ] .
2 . 5  LEMMA I f  0 i s  a bo u n d ed  s e n t e n c e  o f  £. ,  , t h e nM
p ||- $ an d  q =) p => q ||- $ .
PROOF: By i n d u c t i o n  on m a x { O d ( p ) , 0 d ( $ ) } + 0 d ( $ )  , a s  i n  D e f i n i t i o n  2 . 4 .
A l l  c a s e s  a r e  c l e a r .
2
2 . 6  LEMMA I f  0 i s  a  b o unded  s e n t e n c e  o f  ^  w i t h  0 d ( § )  <  go - ( a + 1 )  ,
t h e n
p lh $ <=> ( p ) \[ 0 •1 a  1
PROOF: By i n d u c t i o n ,  a s  i n  D e f i n i t i o n  2 . 4 .  C a s e s  ( 1 ) ,  ( 2 )  an d  ( 5 )
2
a r e  i m m e d i a t e .  C as e  (4 )  i s  a l s o  s i m p l e :  i f  Od(—»<I> ) <  go - (a + 1 )  t h e n
2
a l s o  0 d ( $ )  <  go - ( a + 1 )  • Thus  i f  Od(q)  ^  0 d ( $ )  , t h e n  r k ( q )  ^  a  and so
i n  v i ew  o f  p r o p e r t i e s  ( i ) ,  ( i i i )  an d  ( v )  o f  ( • )  , i t  f o l l o w s  t h a t
a
q 0 p <=> q $ (p )  . C as e  (4 )  i s  now o b v i o u s .
a
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S uppose  0 i s  3v  e a ( T ( v ) )  . Then go * r k ( a )  ^  0 d ( $ )  <  go * (a + 1 )  ,
so t h a t  r k ( a )  ^ a  and h e n c e  7 ( a )  ^ a Thus  i f  b e  a , a l s oq
b e
(q),
T o g e t h e r  w i t h  p r o p e r t i e s  ( i )  and ( i i )  o f  ( • )  an d  t h e
i n d u c t i v e  h y p o t h e s i s ,  t h i s  y i e l d s  t h e  e q u i v a l e n c e s :
p II- $ <=> 3b 3 q ( p  3  q an d  b e  a an d  p II- T ( b ) )
q
<=> 3b 3 q ( ( p )  =3 (q )  an d  b e  a and (p )  ||- T ( b ) )
a  -  a  (q)a  a
<=> (P) I M  •a
T h i s  c o m p l e t e s  t h e  p r o o f  o f  2 . 6 .
2 . 7  LEMMA I f  0 i s  a b o u nded  s e n t e n c e  o f  , t h e nM
p \ [  —1 § <=> Vq p ( n o t ( q  |(- $>)) .
PROOF: Suppose  f i r s t  t h a t  Vq p  p ( n o t ( q  ||- 0 ) )  . Take an y  q c o m p a t i b l e
w i t h  p , so t h e r e  i s  r  w h i c h  e x t e n d s  b o t h  p an d  q . S i n c e  r  e x t e n d s  
p , t h e n  r  d o e s  n o t  f o r c e  0 . However ,  i f  q |- $ t h e n  by Lemma 2 . 5 ,  
a l s o  r  ||- 0 . Thus  no q c o m p a t i b l e  w i t h  p c a n  f o r c e  0 . Hence ,  i t  
f o l l o w s  t h a t  p ||- -» $ .
2
On t h e  o t h e r  h a n d ,  l e t  0 d ( $ )  = go *a +  go* ß +  7 , and s u p p o s e
2
p If- -1 0 . S i n c e  0d ( ( q )  ) ^  go *a ^ 0 d ( $ )  , i t  f o l l o w s  f r o m  (4 )  o f  
1 a
D e f i n i t i o n  2 . 4  t h a t  Vq b p ( n o t ( ( q )  ||- 0 ) )  . Then Lemma 2 , 6  y i e l d s
a
t h a t  Vq b p ( n o t ( q  ||- 0 ) )  , an d  so i n  p a r t i c u l a r ,  Vq 3  p ( n o t ( q  ||- 0 ) )  .
T h i s  p r o v e s  2 . 7 .
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The definition of forcing has now to be extended to cover also 
unbounded sentences 0 of ^  . A finite number of applications of the 
following rules reduce p |(- 0 to q ||- T where T is a bounded formula:
(31) p ||- Bv e a($(v)) <=> 3b 3q c: p(b a and p ||- 0(b)) ,
(4') P ||- "■ $ <=> Vq D  p(not(q \ [ 0)) ,
(5') p ||- 6L 02 <=> p ||- 0] and p ||- $2 ,
(6') p ||- 3v(0(v)) <=> 3b(p II- 0(b)) .
Take p ||- 0 to be that formula which results after the successive
reductions have been carried out. Then for any fixed unbounded sentence 0 
of £  , there is a formula IT (v ) of set theory such that, for p e C ,
p lb * <=> V p) <=> (V p))m '
2.8 LEMMA For all sentences 0 of ,M
p ||- 0 and q zp p => q ||- 0 .
PROOF: It is clear that the lemma holds over the reductions in rules
(3')-(6') . Once a bounded formula is reached, Lemma 2.5 applies to give 
the result.
2.9 LEMMA For all p and 0 , not both p ||- 0 and p ||- 0 hold.
PROOF: Immediate from rule (4') and Lemma 2.7.
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2.10 LEMMA Let 0 be a sentence of £  , and let G be C-genericM
over M . Then there is p e G such that either p ||- 0 or p |[- -i 5> .
PROOF: By property (3) of Definition 1.2, it suffices to show that
D = [p € C ; p ||- $ or p ||- -» $} is a dense class in M . Certainly D
is a class in M . And if q e C , then by whichever of Lemma 2.7 or
rule (4') applies, either q |[- —t 0 or there is p =) q such that p ||- $ .
In either case, there is p 3 q with p e D , so that D is dense.
Lemma 2.10 follows.
The forcing relation may be used to discover properties of the 
set M[G] . The following theorem, the Cohen Truth Lemma, shows how.
Let M be a CTM , let C be a class of forcing condi- 
be C-generic over M . Then, for all sentences 0 of
M[G] f- $ <=> 3p £ G(p ||- $) .
PROOF: By induction on 0d($) if $ is bounded, and if 0 is unbounded
by induction on the number of applications of rules (3')-(6') required to 
reach a bounded formula. Cases 3 and 6 below depend on remarks made at the 
beginning of this section.
Case 1 : M[G] j- a £ b <=> M[G] |= a £ b <=> M[G] (= 3x € b(x = ä)
(since M[G] is transitive), <=> M[G] f- 3v £ b(v = §)
<=> 3p e G(p ||- 3v £ b(v = a)) (by the inductive hypothesis),
<=> 3p £ G(p ||- a £ b) .
2.11 THEOREM 
tions and let G
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Case 2 ; M[G] \- a = b <=> 3p e G(p ||- a = b) , s i m i l a r l y »
Case  3:  M[G] |- 3v e a ( $ ( v ) )  <=> 3x a(M[G] 1- $ ( x ) )
~  Cj
<=> 3x 3q e G 3 r  e G(x a and r  ||- $ ( x ) )  (by t h e  i n d u c t i v e  h y p o t h e s i s ) ,
<=> 3p e G 3x 3q (p  d  q and x a and p ||- $ ( x ) )  ( u s i n g  (1) and (2)  o f  
D e f i n i t i o n  1.2 and Lemma 2 . 8 ) ,  <=> 3p e G(p ||- 3v e a ( $ ( v ) ) )  .
Case 4 : M[G] |- n  0 <=> not(M[G] |- 0) <=> Vp e G ( n o t (p  |(- $ ) )  (by t h e
i n d u c t i v e  h y p o t h e s i s ) .  However , i f  Vp e G ( n o t (p  |j- 0 ) )  t h e n
3q e G(q |[- -i 0) by Lemma 2 . 1 0 .  And i f  3q e G(q \\- ~t 0) t h e n
Vp e G ( n o t (p  ||- $ ) )  , f o r  o t h e r w i s e ,  i n  view o f  Lemma 2 . 8  and D e f i n i t i o n  1 . 2 ( 2 ) ,
t h e r e  i s  r  e G such  t h a t  r  ||- $ and r  |j- 0 , i n  c o n t r a d i c t i o n  t o
Lemma 2 . 9 .  Thus M[G] |- n  $ <=> 3q e G(q |(- ~i 0) , as  r e q u i r e d .
Case  5 ; M[G] b $ £ ¥ <=> M[G] |- $ and M[G] b ¥
<=> 3p e G(p |b 0) and 3q e G(q |b T) <=> 3 r  e G(r |b $ and r  |b T)
( u s i n g  Lemma 2 . 8  and D e f i n i t i o n  1 . 2 ( 2 ) )  , <=> 3 r  e G(r |b $ T) .
Case 6 : M[G] |- 3 v ( 0 ( v ) )  <=> 3b(M[G] b ^ >(b)) <=> 3b 3p e G(p |b 0 ( b ) )
<=> 3p e G(p ||- 3 v ( 0 ( v ) ) )  .
T h i s  c o m p le te s  t h e  p r o o f  o f  Theorem 2 . 1 1 .
§3. The axioms o f  s e t  t h e o r y  i n  M[G]
I n  t h i s  s e c t i o n ,  i t  w i l l  be  shown t h a t ,  unde r  c e r t a i n  h y p o t h e s e s ,  
t h e  s e t  M[G] f o r  a g e n e r i c  c l a s s  G forms a model o f  ZF + AC „ T h i s
c a n n o t  be shown i n  g e n e r a l ,  bu t  c e r t a i n  f u r t h e r  r e s t r i c t i o n s  have  t o  be 
imposed on t h e  c l a s s  o f  c o n d i t i o n s .  A l i t t l e  f u r t h e r  p r o g r e s s  can  be made 
b e f o r e  t h i s  becomes n e c e s s a r y ,  however .
9 9 ,
So l e t  M be a CTM , l e t  C be a c l a s s  o f  f o r c i n g  c o n d i t i o n s  
as  i n  §1 , and l e t  G be C - g e n e r i c  o v e r  M . For  t h i s  s e c t i o n ,  l e t  a l s o  
x , y , z as  w e l l  as  a , b , c , . . . r a n g e  o v e r  M . Then x , a , . . .  
r a n g e  ove r  M[G] .
S ince  M[G] i s  t r a n s i t i v e ,  t h e  axiom o f  e x t e n s i o n a l i t y  i s  
s a t i s f i e d  i n  M[G] . S inc e  M[G] i s  a s e t ,  i t  i s  w e l l  founded  and so 
t h e  axiom o f  r e g u l a r i t y  i s  t r u e  i n  M[G] . The axiom o f  i n f i n i t y  h o l d s  
s i n c e  go e M[G] , f o r  u e M and M c: M[G] .
3 .1  THEOREM I f  $ ( v )  i s  a bounded fo rm u la  o f  £.. , t h e n  t h e  s u b s e tM
axiom c o r r e s p o n d i n g  t o  $ ' ( v )  i s  v a l i d  i n  M[G] .
PROOF: We need t o  show:
Vä 3z Vx(x e z <=> x e a and M[G] |= O' [x])  .
Given  a , l e t  5 be l e a s t  such t h a t
2 2
go • 5 — max[oo «7 ( a ) ,  s u p ( O d ( $ ( x ) ) ; x e Da}} .
Then 5 e M , s i n c e  bo th  a and Da a r e  i n  M . Put
z = { ( x , p )  ; 3q c  p ( x  a ) and r k ( p )  g 5 and p ||- 0>(x) } .
Then z e M . I t  s u f f i c e s  t o  show t h a t  z i s  t h e  r e q u i r e d  s e t .
Suppose x e z ; t o  show x e a and M[G] |= O' [x] . I t  i s  
s u f f i c i e n t  t o  show t h a t  i f  x e z , t h e n  x e a and M[G] |- 0 ( x )  .
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I f  X e G Z ’
t h e r e i s  p e G s u ch t h a t  x e z 
P
, so i n  p a r t i c u l a r
( x , p ) e z . Thus P II“ and x e  a f o r
q
some q c; p . But t h e n
a l s o q e G ,. Hence x e  a G an d , i n  v i r t u e  o f Theorem 2 . 1 1 ,  a l s o
M[G] 1- ®(x) •
Now l e t  x e ä  and M[G] |= O' [x] , so we may s u p p o s e  t h a t
x e a an d  M[G] |- 0 ( x )  . Thus  t h e r e  i s  p € G s u c h  t h a t  x € a
G ~ p
a n d ,  a g a i n  by Theo rem  2 . 1 1 ,  t h e r e  i s  q e G s u c h  t h a t  q |(- 0 ( x )  . Take
r  e G s u c h  t h a t  r  e x t e n d s  b o t h  p and q , and c o n s i d e r  r '  = ( r )  .
o
By Lemma 2 . 8 ,  r  |[- 0 ( x )  . Now s i n c e  x e a i t  f o l l o w s  t h a t  x € Da ,
2
and  so 0 d ( 0 ( x ) )  <  go « (6+1 )  . Hence  r '  |(- $ ( x )  , by Lemma 2 . 6 .  More ­
o v e r ,  r k ( p )  <  5 s i n c e  x  a and y ( a )  g 5 . S i n c e  r  id p , i t  f o l l o w s
t h a t  r '  = ( r )  E  ( p ) ^  = P * Thus  r '  |[- 0 ( x )  , r k ( r ' )  ^  5 and
3p  c  r ' ( x  e a)  ; i n  o t h e r  w o r d s ,  ( x , r ' ) e z .
F u r t h e r ,  i f  s 3  r '  w i t h  r k ( s )  <  y ( z )  t h e n  a l s o  s z> p and 
s (I* 0 ( x )  . S i n c e  y ( z )  ^  5+1 , a l s o  r k ( s )  ^  5  , so t h a t  ( x , s )  e z .
Hence  x e , z . S i n c e  r  e G and r  z> r 1 , a l s o  r '  e G . Thus  
r  ~
x € z , so  x e z a s  r e q u i r e d .  T h i s  c o m p l e t e s  t h e  p r o o f .
G
3 . 2  THEOREM The ax iom s  o f  p a i r  s e t  and u n i o n  s e t  h o l d  i n  M[G] .
PROOF: To e s t a b l i s h  t h e  p a i r  s e t  ax iom,  l e t  x  and y be  g i v e n .  We
m u s t  show t h a t  {x ,y}  e M[G] . D e f i n e
a = [ x , y }  X {0} ,
so  a e M . However ,  a = {x ,y }  , f o r
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z e a <=> z e a <=> 3p e G(z e a)  <=> z e {x ,y}  ,
G p
u s i n g  t h a t  0  e G . Hence {x ,y}  e M[G] .
F o r  t h e  u n i o n  s e t  ax iom ,  i n  v i ew  o f  Theorem 3 . 1 ,  i t  s u f f i c e s  t o
s h o w :
Vä 3b Vx(3y e a ( x e  y) => x e b) .
G i v e n  a , s u p p o s e  x i s  s u c h  t h a t  3y  e a ( x  e y) . Then  we may a s  w e l l
s u p p o s e  3y e a ( x  e y)  , an d  so 3y 3p e G 3q e G(x e y and y e  a)  .G G p cj
Hence x eD(UDa).  Put
b = D(UDa) X {10} ;
t h e n  b e M . M o r e o v e r ,  b h a s  t h e  r e q u i r e d  p r o p e r t y ,  f o r
x e b <=> x  e D (UDa) .
T h i s  c o m p l e t e s  t h e  p r o o f .
3 . 3  THEOREM S uppose  t h a t  t h e  r e p l a c e m e n t  schema h o l d s  i n  M[G] . Then
a l s o  t h e  ax iom  o f  c h o i c e  i s  v a l i d  i n  M[G] .
PROOF: I t  was shown i n  Lemma 1.1 t h a t  G i s  a c l a s s  i n  M[G] . T h u s ,
u s i n g  t h e  r e p l a c e m e n t  sche ma ,  a 7 may be  d e f i n e d  i n s i d e  M[G] much a s  
b e f o r e :
i f  u , v  e M[G] and p e C , d e f i n e  i n  M[G]
v
u Gp v  <=> r k ( p )  <  y( j i )  an d  Vq ^  p ( r k ( q )  <  y ( v )  => ( u , q )  e v )  ,
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u e v <=> 3p € G(u € v) ,G p
_ G  f - G  ,v = {u ; u €g v ] .
Then if v e M , this gives the same result as before, since if v e M 
and u e v then u e Dv , so that u e M .
Cj
Now take a e M[G] . Every member of a is x for some 
x e Da . However, Da is well ordered in M because the axiom of 
choice holds in M . Since M c M[G] , this well ordering in fact lies
in M[G] , so Da is well ordered in M[G] . Thus a can be well ordered
- G - Gin M[G] , since a is contained in the image of Da under • , and
can be defined in M[G] . This establishes Theorem 3.3.
In order to establish the truth of the power set axiom and the 
replacement schema in M[G] , further restrictions have to be imposed on 
the class C of conditions. The remainder of this chapter owes much to 
lectures by C.C. Chang [2].
Henceforth, let C have the following properties (a)-(d) .
(a) For all ordinals V  in M , there are operations • "j V  and
* on C which are M definable, and satisfy
(i) P = P sj V  ^P 1  V  ; p j v n p " | v  = 0 ,
(ii) P = U{p. ; i € 1} => p 1 v = u(p. 1v ; i e 1} and
P >1 v = U{p J v ; i e 1} ,
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(iü) V g T  => (PvJt) vJv = p Jv and (p 'Iv) J t = p 1 t ,
(iv) v < t => p Jv c  P v)t and P 1 t c: p J  V ,
(v) if (p ; t < cr) is a sequence from C such that.
V < t < cr => p => p, "1V , then U{ p , 1 v  ; V < a} e C T v  V
(vi) 3q (q  1 V D p »  .
(b) For all a e M , {p Ja ; p € C} e M .
(c) There is a function class F definable in M which maps the 
ordinals of M into the infinite cardinals of M , and has the properties:
(i) a ^ F(a) ; a < ß => F(a) < F(ß) ;
a = Ua > 0 => F(a) = Z (F(ß) ; ß < a} ,
(ii) if b e  [p'la ; p e C} is a pairwise ir^ompatible set having,
in M , power at most F(a) , then Ub e C ,
(iii) if a is not a limit ordinal greater than 0 , then
(p Ja ; p € C) satisfies, in M , the F(a)+-chain
in
condition, i.e. every set of pairwise compatible ele­
ments from {p Ja ; p e C) has cardinality strictly
less than F(a) + .
(d) If two conditions p and q are compatible, or if p = p Ja
and q = q  ^3 where a < 3 , then p u q (: C .
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The p^|v and p j v  divide each condition p into disjoint 
sections, the "part above V" and the "part below v" . Property (a) 
is of local nature. It provides that the sections should fit together 
smoothly. Property (c), on the other hand, imposes global restrictions 
on the sections.
The result of imposing these added properties on the class C 
of conditions must now be investigated, unfortunately at some length.
The following definitions are needed.
3.4 DEFINITION For p e C and 0 a sentence of ^  , say p
d^ eci^ des 0 , and write p | $ , if either p |[- $ or p |— —i 0 -
3.5 DEFINITION For any condition p , any subset A of C and
any set Ü of sentences of , say p and A predecide ti , and
write p:A ||= Ü , if
Vq d  p e ft 3r e A(r 0 q and r u p | 0) .
Thus for any 0 e ft , if for some q^ ip p it is the case that
q^ I 0 then there is rA e A such that r^ u p decides $ in the'I $  0
same way as q^ . Note that since r $ q and q ip p , also r <t> p so 
that by (d) above, r o p e C .
For any B c C , put B N| a = { p >] a ; p e B }  and 
B 1 a = (p1 a ;  p e B }  .
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The n e x t  t h r e e  lemmas t a k e  p l a c e  i n s i d e  M .
3 . 6  LEMMA For a  n o t  an i n f i n i t e  l i m i t  o r d i n a l ,  p a c o n d i t i o n  and 
0 a s e n t e n c e  o f  ^  , t h e r e  a r e  q d  p and a c: C J a  such t h a t
I a I ^ F (a ) ; q j a  = p J a  ; q : a  |J= {$} .
PROOF: Take b c  C maximal w i t h  r e s p e c t  t o  t h e  p r o p e r t i e s :
(1 )  r  e b => r  || 0
2
(2)  { r , s }  e [b] => ( r  V D s ^ a  o r  s ^ a D  r ^ a )  and n o t ( r  J a  6 s J a )
S i n c e  C J a  s a t i s f i e s  t h e  F ( a ) +- c h a i n  c o n d i t i o n ,  i t  f o l l o w s  from (2) 
t h a t  I b I ^ F (a )  . S in c e  B J a  i s  p a i r w i s e  c o m p a t i b l e ,  U(b J a )  € C 
by p r o p e r t y  ( c , i i ) .  Take e C J a  such  t h a t  3  U(b J a )  , a s  g iv e n
by ( a , v i ) .  Put  q = p u q^ , so q J a  = p J a  • The r e s u l t  w i l l  f o l l o w
i f  i t  can  be shown t h a t  q:  b J a  |f= {0} .
Take any r  3  q and s e ek  s e b J a  such t h a t  s 6 r  and
s u q || $ . We may assume r  |] $ , f o r  a lways t h e r e  i s  r '  3  r  such t h a t
r 1 || <E> , and i f  s '  € b J a  i s  such t h a t  s '  6 r ' and s 1 u  q || $> , a l s o  
s ' 6 r  . Note t h a t  r j a ^ b j a ,  s i n c e  r j a 3 q j a 3 q ^  and q^ was 
c h o s e n  so t h a t  q^ 3  q '  f o r  a l l  q '  e b J a  .
I f  r  J a  e b J a  t h e n  p u t t i n g  s = r  J a  g i v e s  t h e  r e s u l t .  For  
t h e n  c e r t a i n l y  s 6 r  . And t h e r e  i s  q '  e b such t h a t  r  J a  = q '  J a  ,
so s i n c e  q J a  3  q '  J a  i t  f o l l o w s  t h a t  s u q 3  q '  ; y e t  s i n c e  q '  e b
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t h e n  q ' || 0 i n  v i r t u e  o f  ( 1 ) .  Thus s u q jj 0 , a s  r e q u i r e d .
On t h e  o t h e r  hand ,  suppose  r  J a  i  b J a  . As above ,
r  " la  t  "]a f o r  any t  e b . S in c e  r  £. b , by t h e  maxima Li t y  o f  b
t h e r e  must  be s '  e b f o r  which  r  J a  <t> s ! J a  » Then r  6 s '  J a  . 
F u r t h e r ,  s " || <3? b e c a u s e  s '  e b , and so s i n c e
s '  J a  u q ^  s '  J a  u q^ 3  s ' ? i n  f a c t  ( s '  J a  u q) || $ . Hence t a k i n g
s = s '  ^ a  s a t i s f i e s  t h e  r e q u i r e m e n t s .  T h i s  c o m p le te s  t h e  p r o o f .
3 . 7  LEMMA For a  n o t  an  i n f i n i t e  l i m i t  o r d i n a l ,  p a c o n d i t i o n  and 
ft a s e t  o f  power a t  most  F (a )  o f  s e n t e n c e s  o f  *£ , t h e r e  a r e  q d  P
and a c: C J a  such t h a t
|a|gF(a) ; q j a  = p j a  ; q : a  ||= ft .
PROOF: Well  o r d e r  ft a s  {$>v ; V < F (a )}  . Use t r a n s f i n i t e
i n d u c t i o n  t o  f i n d  f o r  each  V < F (a )  a c o n d i t i o n  q^ 3  p and a s e t  
a-v c: C J a  w i t h  I a^ I ^ F (a )  , wh ich  t o g e t h e r  s a t i s f y
q v J a  = P J a  ; q v : a v |(= (®v ) ; T S v => q y =  .
To f i n d qo and a Q j a p p l y  Lemma 3 .6 t o  p and $ o
Suppose q and
T
a
T
have been  s u i t a b l y  d e f i n e d o Apply Lemma 3 . 6  t o
q and
T
$ „ t o
T+l
f i n d q ' id q and a '  c  C J aT
w i t h  | a ' |  ^ F (a )
such t h a t  q ' J a  = q J a  = p J a  and q ' : a '  |[= {0 ) . Thus t a k e
T T » I
T+l
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I f  T = Ut > 0 where  q and a have a l r e a d y  been  d e f i n e dcr cr
f o r  a l l  a < t , Pu t  r  -  U(qff1 a  ; a < t} . By p r o p e r t y  (c,ii) o f  C , 
i t  f o l l o w s  t h a t  r  e C . Apply Lemma 3 . 6  to  p J a  u r  and $ , t o
T
p r o d u c e q ‘ -D p J a  u r  and a ! c  C J a w i t h  | a ! | ^  F(a )  such t h a t
q '  J a  = (p  J a  u r )  J a  = p J a and q ’ ; a 11= {0 } . Moreover ,  i f  cr < t 1 T
t h e n  q ! 2  P J a  u r D  p j a  u q J a  = qcr cr and so we may t a k e  q = q ’
and a = a ’ . Th i s  c o m p le te s  t h e  d e f i n i t i o n ,
T
Now p u t  s = U{qv '1a  I V <  F ( a ) ) , so a g a i n  by ( c , i i ) ,  s e C . 
D e f i n e  q = p J a  u s and a  = U(a^ ; V < F(<x)} | t h e n  q and a have  
t h e  r e q u i r e d  p r o p e r t i e s .  C l e a r l y  a c  C J a  9 and a l s o  | a |  ^ F(a )  . I f
V < F ( a )  9 t h e n  q 3 P J a M v 1 a M v 2 P  » and q J a  = P J a  . And i f
r  3  q t h e n  f o r  any <D , V 5 s i n c e  a l s o  r  z> q , t h e r e  i s s ’ e av such
t h a t  r b s and s ’ u q || • B u t  s ’ u q 2  s '  u q v and so a l s o
s ' u q || $ . Thus t h e r e i s  s ’ e a such t h a t  r  <J> s ' and s ' u q II ®v •
Hence q sa  ||= ft . T h i s  c o n c l u d e s  t h e  p r o o f  o f  Lemma 3 . 7 .
3 . 8  LEMMA For a  a n o n - z e r o  l i m i t  o r d i n a l ,  p a c o n d i t i o n  and ft
a s e t  o f  power a t  most  F (a )  o f  s e n t e n c e s  o f  ^  , t h e r e  a r e  q d  P
and a  c  C J a  such t h a t
I a I ^ F (a )  ; q : a  \\= ft .
PROOFS By v i r t u e  o f  p r o p e r t y  ( c , i )  o f  F , w r i t e  ft = U{ft.v ; V < a}
where  |ft | ^ F(v )  f o r  each  V < a  . T r a n s f i n i t e  i n d u c t i o n  w i l l  be 
used  t o  f i n d  f o r  each  V < a  a c o n d i t i o n  q^ and a s e t  a v c  Cjv+1 
w i t h  q^ t  p and | a ^ |  ^ F(v+1) , which  s a t i s f y
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£ pj0 u U(q,1l 5 T < V} ,
T < V => qv £  qr 1 T ,
q :a ||= ft Hv v 1 V
To find q^ and a , apply Lemma 3.7 to p and ft^ . Suppose
q and aT have already been suitably defined. Apply Lemma 3.7 to q.T TT T
and $1 to obtain q! 3 q and a’ c= C J t+1 with |a' | ^ F(t+1) suchT+l ~  T ~
that q1 J t+1 = q J t+1 and q':a’ ||= ft . . But now by properties (a,i,iii),T Tt I
q '  si T+1 = ( q r J t) J t +1 u q J t £ pj0ull{qCT1cr;(T< t+1} .
And if cr < t+1 then q ' 2  +  PT q 1a j  using (a9i) when cr = t . Hence
it suffices to define _ — „ •- qT+1 q and a ,„ = a! .T+1
If T = UT > 0 where q and a have already been definedcr cr
for all cr < t , put
JL
q = p J 0 u U { q  J cr \ ct< t} .T cr
Then q € C , by properties (a.,v) and (d). Apply Lemma 3.7 to q 
and ft j  noting that |ft | ^ F(t) < F(t+1) . This yields q" =5 q*
T T — T
and a £  C J t+1 with |a| ^ F(t+1) , such that q! J t+1 = q ' J t+1 and
‘faq1 S a ! ||= ft^ . But then q" J  t =  q J t £  q =  pj0 u  Ufq^ J c r  ; cj< t} .
fa ^And if ct < t then q'z)q'z)q J cr , by the definition of q . Thus- T -  CT T
q = q! and a = a* is a suitable definition.T T
By another application of (a,v); if
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= P J o  U U(q.v 1 v ; V < a} ,
then q e C . Also q d  p Jo u q '"j0gpj0upj0 = p. Further, 
if V < a then q g  qv , since
qv = qv 1 v u %  J v “  p J 0 u  U(q 1 t ; T ^ v) g  q* .
Define a* = U(av ; V < a] , so it' a c C Ja and
|a*| Z {F(V+l) ; V < a} =; F(a) . Finally, we show q :a' j|= ft .
Take r g q ? and $ € ft , and seek s e a  such that s 0 r
and s u q’? | 0 . There is V < a with $ e ft^ . Since r g q , also
r g qv . Because q :a ||= ftV 3 there is s e a  such that r <t> sV and
s u qv | 0 . But then also s
itu q |j 0 . Thus the choice q = q'c and
a = ita suffices to establish Lemma 3.8.
These lemmas combine to yield:
3»9 THEOREM Let G be Ogeneric over M for a class C satisfying 
the conditions (a)-(d). For any set ft e M of power (in M) at most 
F(a) of sentences of ^ , there are p e G and a g C Ja with
| a|  ^F(a) such that p:a ||= ft .
PROOF: Lemmas 3.7 and 3.8 imply that
(q ; 3a g C Ja( | a| i F(a) and q;a |)= ft}
is a dense class. It is definable in M , so the theorem follows from 
property (3) of a generic class.
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T h i s  t heo rem  i s  fu n d am e n ta l  t o  t h e  n e x t  two lemmas, which a r e  
a imed d i r e c t l y  tow a rds  e s t a b l i s h i n g  t h e  r e p l a c e m e n t  schema.
3 .1 0  LEMMA. Le t  G be C - g e n e r i c  ove r  M f o r  a c l a s s  G s a t i s f y i n g  
t h e  p r o p e r t i e s  ( a ) - ( d ) .  For any formula. 0 ( v , , . . . , v^)  o f  and any
a e M , t h e r e  i s  b e M such t h a t
M[G] l- Vv , . . . , v e a ( 3 v ( 0 ( v , v  , . . . , v ) )  <=> 3v £ b ( $ ( v , v  , . . . , v ) ) )  .I n ~ I n  i n
PROOF: Only t h e  i m p l i c a t i o n  from l e f t  t o  r i g h t  need be e s t a b l i s h e d .  Le t
a and 0 be g i v e n .  Put
ft = { " 3 v ( 0 ( v , x  , . . .  , x  ) ) "  *s x , . . . , x  g Da} ,I n I n
where  "Y" i s  ( t h e  Gödel number o f )  t h e  fo rm u la  Y , c o n s i d e r e d  a s  an
o b j e c t  i n  M . Then Cl £ M , so by Theorem 3 .9  t h e r e  a r e  p e G and
A c  C , w i t h  A g M , such t h a t  p:A |j= Cl .
For  x „ , . . . , x  g Da and r  g A , make t h e  d e f i n i t i o n :
1 n
F ^ ( x , , . . . , x  , r )  i s  t h e  l e a s t  R f o r  which  t h e r e  $ r  n
i s  x w i t h  r k ( x )  = R such  t h a t  r  u  p if- 0 ( x , x  , . . . , x  ) ,ii ~ ~ I ~n
p r o v i d e d  r  u p e C and r  u p |(- 3 v ( 0 ( v , x  , . . . , x ^ ) )  ;
o t h e r w i s e  F f x , , . . . , x  , r )  = 0 
0 1 n
S in c e  i f  q \\- 3 v ( 0 ( v ) )  , t h e n  q |(- 0 ( b )  f o r  some b , i t
f o l l o w s  t h a t  F(j i s  w e l l  d e f i n e d .  Put
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& = s u p ( F ^ ( X j , . . . , x ^ ,  r )  ; x ^ . . . , x ^  e Da. and r  e A} ;
t h e n  i t  f o l l o w s  t h a t  5 e M . D e f i n e  a l s o
b = { x  ; r k ( x )  <  &} X { 0 }  .
Then b e M . I f  f o r  some x , , . . . , x  e Da and some r  e A ,
1 n
r  u p I f -  3 v ( 0 ( v , x  , . « . , x  ) )  t h e n  r  u p I I -  0 ( x , x .  , . . . , x  ) f o r  some 
11 ~ 1 ~n 1 ~ ~ 1 ~n
x  e Db . M o r e o v e r ,  i f  x  e Db t h e n  x  b , and r  u p 3  0 so t h a t
i n  t h i s  ca se  r  u p ||- 3 v  e b ( $ ( v , x . j , . . . , x ^ ) ) . Thus b has  t h e  p r o p e r t y :
f o r  a l l  x  , .  . . , x  e Da and a l l  r  e A ,
1 n
r u p e C  and r  u p |(- 3 v ( 0 ( v , x  , . . . , x ^ )  )
=>  r  u p ||- 3v  e b (< D (v ,x  , . . . , x n ) )  .
Suppose x _ , . . . , x  e a a r e  such  t h a t  3 x ( M [ G ]  1= $>' [ x ,  x .  , . . . , x  ] )
I n  I n
w h e r e  we may as w e l l  assume t h a t  x ^ , . . . , x n e Da . By T he or em 2 . 1 1 ,  t h e r e  
i s  q e G f o r  w h i c h  q |[- 3 v ( $ ( v , x ^  , . . . , x ^ )  ) , and we may s u p p o s e  t h a t  
q 3  p . I t  i s  s u f f i c i e n t  t o  show
( 1 )  V r  3  q [ n o t ( r  ||- - i ( 3 v  e b ( 0 ( v , 5^  , . . . , x ^ )  ) ) ) ]  ,
f o r  t h e n  t h e r e  m u s t  be r  e G w i t h  r  3  q such  t h a t
r  |f- 3 v  e b ( $ ( v , x 1 , .  . . , x n >)  . B u t  t h e n  3 x  e b ( M [ G ]  \= $ '  [ x , x ] , . . . , 5 ^ ] )  ,
and t h i s  l e a d s  t o  t h e  d e s i r e d  r e s u l t .
To show ( 1 ) ,  t a k e  r  3  q . Then  r  3  p , so s i n c e  p : A  ||= ft
and " 3 v ( $ ( v , x  , . . - , x  ) ) "  i s  i n  ft , t h e r e  i s  s e A such  t h a t  r  0  s
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and s u p I I  3v($(v,x-t , . . . ,x )) . Nov? q 0 s since r <t> s and r ^  q ,1 ~ 1 ~n
and so q d (s u p) . However, q ||- 3v(0(v,x , . . . ,x )) , and so by 
Lemmas 2.8 and 2.9, it cannot be the case that
s u p ||- -i(3v(®(v,x , . . . ,£n>) ) J hence s u p ||- 3v(Q(v,x , . . . ,x^)) . By
virtue of the property enjoyed by b , this means that
s u p ||- 3v g b($(v,x ,...,x^)) . Since also r <J> (s o p) it follows
that it cannot be the case that r ||- --i(3v € b($(v,x,,. . . ,x )) . Thisii ~ ~ I ~n
proves (1), and completes the proof of Lemma 3°10.
3.11 LEMMA Let C have the properties (a)-(d); let G be C-generic
over M . For any formula $ (v^,...,v^) of ^  and any a G M there
is a bounded formula 0 (v,,...,v ) such thato 1 n
M [G] I- Vv a(0(Vl V <=> V vi
PROOF: By induction on the complexity of 0 . Only the case when $
is 3v(T) requires comment. However, given a e M , use Lemma 3.10 to 
find b e M such that
M[G] I- VV] , . v g a(0(v_,...,v ) <=> 3v € b(T(v,v_,n ~ 1 n v ))) . n
Choose c G M such 
to T(v3v 1,.o.,vn)
M[G] I- Vv.v,,.
that, c = a u b . By the inductive hypothesis applied
there is a bounded formula ¥ (v,v,,...,v ) such thato I n
•,v g c(Y(v,v,,...,v ) <=> T (v,v.,.o.,v ))n ~ 1 n o 1 n
g aIn particular, for all x
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M[G] |= 0 ' [x^,. . . ,x^ ] <=> 3x e: b(M[G] |= ¥ 1 [x,x. , „ . .,x^])
<=> 3x € b(M[GJ h [x,x_,...,x J) .o 1 n
Hence 3v e b(¥Q( v , ,...,v^)) is a formula with the desired property.
This proves 3.11.
3.12 THEOREM Let C rejoice in the properties (a)-(d) ; let G be 
C-generic over M . Then the replacement schema holds in MfGj .
PROOF; Let $(u,v) be any formula of set theory. It suffices to show;
Va[Vx e a 3c vy($M ^  (x, y) => Y e c)
=> 3b Vy(3x e a($M ^(x,y)) <=> y e b)] .
Let a be given, and suppose 0(u,v) is such that
Vx e a 3c Vy($M ^j (x,y) => y e c) . By Lemma 3.10, choose z with the
property
Vx e ä[3c ¥y(°M [G](x,y) => y € c) <=> 3c e z Vy($M (x,y) => y e c) ] .
Thus we have Vx e a 3c e z Vy($ r ,(x,y) => y e c) . In view of Theorem 3.2,M LG J
there is b' e M such that b' = l)z . Hence for all y , it follows that 
3x e ä(§M G^j(x,y)) => y e b' .
By Lemma 3.11, there is a bounded formula T(v) for which 
Vy e b'(3x e a($M [G](x,y)) <=> ^M [G](y)) • APPly the bounded subset
schema, Theorem 3.1, to T(v) and the set b' to obtain a set b such
that
1 1 4 ,
Vy(y e b <=> y e b '  and \ j Q j C y ) )  •
T h i s  b i s  t h e  s e t  r e q u i r e d ,  f o r  i f  y e b t h e n  T ^ ^ j C y )  and y e b '  ,
so t h a t  3x e a(<E>M[G] ( x , y ) )  ; on t h e  o t h e r  hand,  i f  3x e ^ ^  (x ,  y ) )
t h e n  y e b 1 , and so ’ w i t h  t h e  r e s u l t  t h a t  y e b . Th is
c o m p le te s  t h e  p r o o f  o f  Theorem 3 .1 2 .
3 .1 3  THEOREM Let  C e n jo y  t h e  p r o p e r t i e s  ( a ) - ( d ) ;  l e t  G be C - g e n e r i c  
o v e r  M . Then t h e  power s e t  axiom i s  t r u e  i n  M[G] .
PROOF: Le t  a be g i v e n .  We must f i n d  b f o r  which
x c  i  => x e b .
Put  w = {y e M ; r k ( y )  < r k ( a ) )  , so w e M and hence  a l s o  w e M[G] .
For  each x , p u t  Cl = {"z e x" ; z e w} , so a lw ays  Cl e M . By
X X
Theorem 3 . 9 ,  t h e r e  a r e  p e G and A e M f o r  which  p : A |f= Clx x x x 1 x
F u r t h e r ,  t h e r e  i s  ß e M such t h a t  a lw ays  c  C ß . Pu t  A = C >J ß ; 
by v i r t u e  o f  p r o p e r t y  (b)  o f  C , t h e n  A e M . Moreover ,  p : A |f= Cl 
f o r  a l l  x .
Make t h e  d e f i n i t i o n
K ( u ,x )  <=> 3p e G(p |f- x cz a and p : A ||= and
u = { ( r , z )  e A x w  ; r o  p ||- z e x } )  .
Then i f  x c  a , t h e r e  i s  u e M such t h a t  K (u ,x )  . For i f  x c  a , 
by Theorem 2.11 t h e r e  i s  q e G such t h a t  q ||- x c. § , and q may be 
chosen  so t h a t  q d  p . Pu t  u = { ( r , z )  6 A X w ; r  u q |f
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t h e n  u e M and K (u ,x )  .
A l s o ,  i f  K (u ,x )  and K (u ,y )  t h e n  x c: a and x = y . For 
i f  K (u ,x )  and K (u ,y )  , t h e r e  a r e  p , q  e G w i t h  t h e  a p p r o p r i a t e  p r o p ­
e r t i e s  f o r  x and y , r e s p e c t i v e l y .  Then p |j- x c  a , and so x c= a . 
Take z e x . Then z e ä ; hence  z e Da and so r k ( z )  < r k ( a ) .  Choose 
r  e G such t h a t
r  □  P>q ; r  ||- z € x ; r  || z € y .
S in c e  r  zp p and p : A ||= , t h e r e  i s  s e A such t h a t  s $ r  and
s u p I z e x . Hence s u  p |  z e x , and so ( s , z )  e u . But s i n c e
K (u ,y )  , i t  f o l l o w s  t h a t  s u q |j- z e y . Now r  || z e y , so s i n c e
r  $ s o q i t  must  be t h e  c a s e  t h a t  r  ||- z e y . Thus z e y , and so
x c: y . S i m i l a r l y ,  y c: x . Hence x = y as  c l a im e d .
Le t  k be d e f i n e d  by
k = {x ; 3 u ( u  e x  an<  ^ K(u ?x ) )}  •
S inc e  G i s  a c l a s s  i n  M[G] , i t  f o l l o w s  t h a t  K (u ,x )  can  be d e f i n e d  i n  
M[G] . F u r t h e r ,  X w) e Me:  M[G] ; (P^ i s  t h e  power s e t  o p e r a t i o n
i n  M). Hence,  i t  f o l l o w s  from t h e  r e p l a c e m e n t  schema i n  M[G] t h a t  
k € M[G] . However, f rom t h e  rem arks  above ,  we have t h a t  i f  x c  a t h e n
x e k . Hence t h e  power s e t  axiom h o l d s  i n  M[G] .
Thus,  whenever  t h e  c l a s s  o f  f o r c i n g  c o n d i t i o n s  s a t i s f i e s  t h e  
p r o p e r t i e s  ( a ) - ( d ) ,  M[G] f o r  any C - g e n e r i c  c l a s s  G o v e r  M i s  a 
model  o f  ZF + AC . The a s s u m p t io n s  ( a ) - ( d )  have  f u r t h e r  c o n seque nc e s  
i n  such a g e n e r i c  model ,  as  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  two lemmas show.
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3.14 LEMMA Let C have the properties (a)-(d); let G be C-generic 
over M . For all limit ordinals cj e M , if (Cf((j)) > F(a) then also
(Cf(cl))M[G] > F(a) *
PROOF: Suppose (Cf(cr))M > F(a) , and let f be a function in M[G]
mapping F(a) into cr . We must show that URf ^ cr .
Let f e M be such that f = f . By Theorem 2.11, there is 
p' e G such that p' |j- (f is a function mapping F(a) into a ) .
(Of course, here and henceforth, this means p! ||- T , where T is the 
appropriate formal sentence of £ .) Put
fl = {"3v e o-(f(i) = v)" ; t g F(a)} ,
so 0, e M and M |= (|fi| = F(a))« Hence by Theorem 3.9, there is
and a c C with |a| ^ F(a) in M , such that psa |f= .
For r e a and t g F(a) , define a function g by
p e G
g(r,T)
least V < cr such that r u p f -  J(^) = $ , if there is 
such a V ;
0 otherwise .
Then g e M . Since M |= (|a X F(a) | = F(a) and Cf(cr) > F(a)) , if
5 is defined by
ö = U{g(r,T) ; r € a and t g F(a)} ,
then 5 e M and in fact 5 < cr . We shall show
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(1) Vi e F(a) Vv(5 g V < a => M[G] |= f(x)  ^v) ;
from this it follows that M[G] |= URf  ^<7 , and the lemma will be proved.
Suppose there is i € F(a) and V with ö ^ V < cr such that 
M[G] |= f(i) = V . Then there must be q e G for which q j(- f(i) = £ , 
and we may suppose that q d  p',p . Thus also q |- (f is a function).
Since psa |(= 0, , there is r e a such that r b q and
r u p I 3v € (T(f(i) = v) . Now q ||- f(i) = V , and ^ cr , so that
q j— 3v € o-(f(i) = v) . However, q is compatible with r u p , and so 
r u p ||- 3v e a(f(i) = v) . Thus by Definition 2.4, r u p ||- f(i) = $
for some V < cr . Hence by the definition of 5 , there is 7 < & such
that r u p |f- f(i) = 2 . But now, r u q |f (f(1) = $ and f(i) = 2
and f is a function), since q p . Hence if H is any generic class
with r u q e H ,
tH -H ,H
M[H] |= (f(i) = V and f(i) = 7 and f is a function) .
Thus V = 7 . This is impossible, however, since 7 < 5 and & ^ V < cr . 
Thus (1) must hold; and the proof is complete.
3.15 LEMMA Let C rejoice in properties (a)-(d) , let G be C-generic 
over M . Then ( | PF(a) I )M [G] ^ ( I c J a X F(a) | )M •
PROOF? Given a , put w = (x e M ; rk(x) ^ rk(C J a X F(a) X F(a))} ,
so w e M by virtue of property (b) of C . Thus also w € M[G] .
For p e C and u c: C , for each x define
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g ( P ,u )  = ( ( r , t ) e u X F(a)  ; r  u p e C and r  u p \\- x e x} ,
so i f  u e M t h e n  a lw ays  g ^ ( p , u )  e M <> Put  a l s o
=  €  » T  G  F ( c 0 ]  >
so ü e M and M |= | = F (a )  • D e f in e
X X
K ( x ,y )  <=> 3p G G B u c  C J a  (u  g w and p : u  ||= Q and y = gx ( p , u )
and 3 f  G w ( f  i s  an i n j e c t i o n  from u t o  F ( a ) ) )  .
Then i f  x c  F (a )  , t h e r e  i s  y e w  w i t h  y c  C J a  X F(a)  
such  t h a t  K (x ,y )  and M j= |y |  ^ F (a )  . Fo r ,  by Theorem 3 . 9 ,  t h e r e  
i s  p g G and a c; C J  a  w i t h  | a |  ^ F(a)  i n  M f o r  which  p : a  j|= .
But t h e n  i f  y = gx ( p , a )  , i t  f o l l o w s  t h a t  K (x ,y )  and y has  t h e  o t h e r  
p r o p e r t i e s  m en t io n e d .
F u r t h e r ,  i f  x , x '  c  F (a )  a r e  such t h a t  K (x ,y )  and K ( x ' , y )  ,
t h e n  x = x '  . For suppose K ( x ,y ) and K ( x ' , y )  , so t h e r e  a r e  a p p r o p r i a t e
p , p '  e G and u, u '  c  C a f o r  x and x '  , r e s p e c t i v e l y .  Le t  r e x .
Choose q e G such t h a t
q 2  P>p' ; q ||- I  e x ; q ] t e x '  .
S in c e  q d  p and p : u  |[= 0,^ , t h e r e  i s  r  e u such t h a t  q 4» r  and 
p u r  || T e x . Because q b p u r  and q \\- j  g x , i t  must  be t h a t  
p u r  II“ i e x ,  and so ( r , i )  e y . But t h e n  r  u p ! |{- r e x '  , s i n c e
a l s o  y = g ^ i C p ' j U 1) . However,  q <t> r  u p ! and q was chosen  so t h a t
q || t e x ! . Hence q ||- r e x ’ , and so t e x ! . Thus x c: x '  , and
s i m i l a r l y  x '  c. x .
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Now define
k = { (x,v) i X c F(a) and v c C j a  X F(a) and K(x,v)
and 3f e w(f is an injection from v to F(a))} .
Since w e M[G] and G is a class in M[G] , it follows that
defined in M[G] . Since M[G] |= k c PF(a) X P(C Ja , X F(a))
k e M[G] o Moreover, Dk = PT,r^ iF(a) . Also k is a onesoneM[G]
by the one:one property of K(x,y) established above» Since 
S k c  ( ( y c C j a  X F(a) ; |y| S F(a)})M ,
k can be 
, in fact 
relation,
M[G] 1= I PF(a) I S K l y c C j o  X F(a) ; |y| SF(a)})M l .
Hence ( | PF(a) I )M , i (|Cja X F(a)|F a^ • This proves Lemma 3.15.
The results of this section are summarized by the theorem?
3» 16 THEOREM Let M be a CTM . Let C be a class in M with 
(x e p ; rk(x) < a} e C whenever p e C , and assume C enjoys the 
properties (a)-(d) . Let G be a C-generic class over M . Then M[G] 
is a CTM , extending M and having the same ordinals as M , such that 
the following further properties hold;
(1) (Cf (cr) )M > F(a) => (Cf (cr))M [qj > F(a) » for all limit ordinals er c M , 
(lPF(a)|)M[G] S (ICsJcl X F(a)|F(a))M .(2)
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§4. Applications
The machinery developed in the earlier sections of this chapter 
will now be used to establish the theorems of Easton and Jensen, mentioned 
above.
4.1 THEOREM (Easton [4]) Let M be a CTM in which the GCH is
true. Let K be a function class in M , mapping the ordinals into the 
ordinals, with the properties (in M) :
(1) a < ß => K(a) < K(ß) ,
(2) a ^ ß => Cf(w ) < Cf(w , . ) .a K(ß)
Then there is a CTM , N , which is an extension of M and has the same 
ordinals and cardinals as M , such that
co
(3) N |= ¥a(co is regular => 2 a = m )a K(a)
Note^ Jß Easton proved this theorem for M a model of Gödel-Bernays
set theory. In his context, K could be any class in the Gödel sense, 
rather than only a definable class, as is the meaning of the word in ZF 
set theory.
Note_2 Provided that the definition of K is of the appropriate form,
Theorem 4.1 leads to a relative consistency result. If K is absolute 
from M to N (in particular, if K is absolute for all transitive 
models of ZF) then, in view of the well known results of Cohen [3] ,
it follows that:
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If the theory ZF is consistent
ZF + AC + V<x(oo is regular =>a
then so is the theory
GO
K(a) ) •
Theorem 4.1 will be proved by constructing a suitable set of 
forcing conditions, and considering the generic extension which results. 
So let M be a CTM in which the GCH is true.
Define, in M , a class C by:
p e C if and only if the following four conditions are met.
(a) p is a set of quadruples (i,f*,a»T)) where i e 2 , a is an
ordinal, f < go and q < GJTr/ N , a 1 K(a)
(ß) (i,l,a,T]) e p => <l-i,|,a,T]> i p ,
(7) go^  is regular => |p n (2 X Goa X {a} X go^ ^ )  | < go^  ,
(5) go is singular => p  ^(2 X gj X [a} X gow  xa a K(a)
Thus if p € C , then {x e p ; rk(x) < a} e C for all a .
If p,q e C and p,q are compatible, then certainly p u q e C .
For each p e C and each ordinal V , define
Psj v  = {(i,|,<XjT]) e p ; a ^ v] , 
P 1v = ((i, I ,a,r| > e p ; a > v} . 
Define a function class F in M , by
F(a) = goa
Then all the properties (a)-(d) are satisfied. Only property 
(c,iii) requires comment. So suppose V is not a non-zero limit ordinal,
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and take B e  Cjv such that B is pairwise incompatible. We seek to show 
that IBI ^ wv in M . The following proof takes place in M .
Define a mapping f into B as follows: for each p e C >J V , 
if there is p' e B with p1 z> p , let f(p) be such a p' ; otherwise 
p i Df . For p e C , put
Ep = [<i,a,T]> e p ; 3| ( (i, £ ,a,q) € p) ) .
Define a sequence B^  for ß < go^  by:
B0 = 0
Bß+1 = Bß ü ; ep £ u(Ep' i p' e BßH >
ß = Uß > o => B = U{B ; 7 < ß} . ß 7
Then the equality B = U{B ; ß < go^ } holds. Clearly
U{Bp ; ß < c B , so take p e B and try to show that
p c U{Bp ; ß < wv) . Define
PX = {(i»l»7»Ti) g P ; e U[Ep' ; p' e U{Bß ; ß < w v)}} .
Note that
(4) p e C 4v => < w.
for if p e C JO , then |p| < go0 ; otherwise |p| ^ Z ( go ; a < V) < go ,u cc ^
since here V is a non-limit ordinal. Thus, in particular, |Ep | < go^  . 
Hence there is ß < gov  such that Ep c= l)(Ep' ; p' e B ^ }  , since go^  is
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r e g u l a r .  Because p z> p and p e B , i t  f o l l o w s  t h a t  p e Df and h e n c e
f ( p ' ' )  € B . But t h e n  
P+ I
f (pX) 2  p ' 2  e P ; e E f (p * )}  ,
s i n c e  f ( p ' f) e B .j * hence  
d e f i n e d ,  and so f ( p  ) u p e C
and P , so t h a t  f ( p x ) and
and P a r e  i n  B , and B
and so p e UfB^ ; ß < cy} .
f ( p  ) and p a g r e e  where  t h e y  a r e  bo th  
. F u r t h e r ,  f ( p ^ )  u p e x t e n d s  b o th  f ( p ' c) 
p a r e  c o m p a t i b l e .  However, b o t h  f ( p  ) 
p a i r w i s e  i n c o m p a t i b l e .  Hence f ( p  ) = p , 
Thus i n d e e d ,  B = U{B^ ; ß < go^ } .
By employing t h e  GCH , i n d u c t i o n  w i l l  be used  to  show:
ß < uv => IBp I S wv .
The s u c c e s s o r  c a s e  a l o n e  i s  n o n - t r i v i a l ,  so t a k e  y < go^  and suppose
| B | ^ go . I t  f o l l o w s  from (4)  t h a t  |(J{Ep' ; p ' € B } | g oo^  , and he nc e
^  go ^
I {Ep ; Ep c  U{Ep' ; p ’ e B }} I S u - *  = w . Puty v V
D2 p = ( I  ; 3 i , a , T ) ( ( i , | , a , T ) >  e p ) ) , t h e n  D2p c  wv f o r  p e C J  V . Hence
GO
I [D2P 5 P e c J v )  I ^ oovwV = G0v • Thus
I(P e C J v  ; E p c  U{Ep' ; p '  e B }} | g cycy  = cy  . Hence | B ^  | i  u v , 
T h i s  c o m p l e t e s  t h e  i n d u c t i v e  a rgum e n t .
I t  now f o l l o w s  t h a t  j B | g Z { | b | ; ß <  go }  ^  go . Th i s
r
e s t a b l i s h e s  t h a t  C „J V s a t i s f i e s  t h e  go^ "**-c h a i n  c o n d i t i o n .
Take a C - g e n e r i c  c l a s s  G o v e r  M . Then Theorem 3 .1 6  a p p l i e s ,
and so M[G] i s  a CTM e x t e n d i n g  M , w i t h  t h e  same o r d i n a l s  as  M , and
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such that the properties (1) and (2) of Theorem 3.16 hold, Use induction 
to show that the cardinals of M and M[GJ are the same, i,e. for all a ,
(“a)M = (V m [G] *
Certainly go is the first cardinal of both. The induction step for a  
a limit ordinal is clear. So suppose (gop)m  = * N°W
(cf((Wß+1)M))M > (Up)M = F(ß) , and so
(Cf((“ß+1)M))M [G] > F(P) = <“ß>M = (V m [G] ’ Fr°m thlS ^  lS lmmediate
that (co„ ,)„ = (gj_ , ,)wr .^ o Thus the cardinals of M and M[G] are ß+1 M ß+1 M[GJ
the same.
Theorem 4.1 will thus be proved if (3) can be verified for M[G]
So let go be regular in M[G] . (No ambiguity results from using go toa cc
denote the a-th cardinal of either M or M[G] „) By (2) of Theorem 3.16,
GO
(5) S ( | C J - X “a I a)M •
However, |C Ja| can be estimated in M . Since clearly if p e C 4 cg 
then I p I ^ go , it follows in view of property (2) of K and the GCH
OL
that, in M ,
ICjal S |P2 X [caa ]S“a x [a+1]^ a  X [UK(a)r “a| = ^ K C a )  '
However, from property (2) it follows that a+1 ^ K(a) 
Again using (2) and the GCH , this gives
so |Cja|ScoK(a)
GO
(|C Ja x ^  I a)M s (u)K(a))M '(6)
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Hence, combining (5) and (6), ^^cJ^M[G] ~ ^k (a) °
Final ly, to obtain the equality ( | Poo I )m I G j = ^KC ) demanded
by (3), we must show (lPwa D M [G] ^ ^(a) However, the choice of C
causes there to be at least oo,., N subsets of go in M[G] » ForMa) a
T) <  coK(a) define
a^  = (I ; Jp e G( <1 ,£,a,T)> e p)}
Then for all -n , it follows that a e M[G] and a a  go » Moreover,1 t) t] “ a
£  t T] => a £ a 1 £ T]
for given £ < q < wK^  , put
D = {p € C ; 3|((0,|,a,O e p and (l,|,a,q) e p)}
Then D is a dense class in M » (Given q e C , since 
|{<|,q) ; 3i( (i, I ,a,r) ) € q)} | < go^  there is ß < go^  such that for 
i = 0,1 s
( i, ß>cc, £ ) k q l (i,ß,a,T)> k q «
But then if p = q u {(0,ß,a,£) , {l»ß5a,q>3 then p D  q and p e D .)
Thus D r\ G f 0 , and hence a„ £ a » This establishes that£ T)
('Pua l)M [G] * wK(a) "
Thus (3) has been shown to hold in M[G] , and the proof of
Theorem 4»1 is complete»
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4.2 THEOREM (Jensen [9]) Let M be a CTM . There is a CTM , N ,
which is an extension of M , which has the same ordinals as M and in 
which the GCH is true, such that every measurable cardinal of M is still 
a measurable cardinal in N .
Note This leads to the following relative consistency result?
If the theory ZF + AC + 3k (k is a measurable cardinal) is consistent, 
then so is the theory ZF + AC + GCH ■+• 3k (k is a measurable cardinal) .
Let M be a CTM . The extension N of Theorem 4.2 will again 
be constructed as a generic extension for a suitable class of conditions.
Let the class C be defined in M by?
p e C if and only if the following three requirements are satisfied.
(a) p is a set of triples (4Pa,r)) where a is an ordinal,
I < 2+ and r, < 2a+1 ,
(ß) Ip n (2+ X [a] X 2 ) | £ 2a a+1 “a
(7) (|,a,T)) € p and (|,a,q!) e p => r) = r\!
For each p e C and each ordinal V , define
P J V = { >  e P ; a < v] ,
P 1 v = { ,a,T)) e p ; a ^ v}
Define a function class F in M by
F(a) = 2“a
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Then the conditions (a)-(d) are fulfilled by C and F »
Again, only property (c,iii) deserves mention» This is established in 
the same manner as it was for the forcing conditions of Theorem 4.1» In 
fact, if co is replaced by 2 throughout, the various definitions phrased 
for triples rather than for quadruples, and the exponentiation of beths 
appealed to in place of the GCH , then the earlier proof requires no 
further change»
Take a C-generic class G over M . Then Theorem 3»16 applies, 
and so M[G] is a CTM , extending M and with the same ordinals as M .
Furthermore, the GCH is true in M[G] » For the course of this
verification, 2 , 2 , 2 « , » . .  is the sequence of beths in M , and 
— o ~ l  “ 2
go , go. , co0 , o » » is the sequence of infinite cardinals in M[G] » Trans- o 1 2
finite induction will be used to show
(7) ( ~ a l)M[G] GOa
Again, only the successor case requires comment» 
Now (2+)M s 2p+] , so certainly ( I <lp>M l >M[G] S
('8> ( l (2g )Ml ) M[G] -  ( I 2 ß+i I ) M[g]
So suppose (|2p l)M[G] = u.g
( ^ ß + i ' W i  • In fact
for ((13 T]) % 3p € G({^,ß,r]) e p)} is a surjection in M[G] from (_2_)
onto 2ß+1 it is a function by property (7) of C
ß M
because any two
elements of G are compatible; it has domain 2^ and range
since both {p e C 5 3q((|sß,r]> e p)} for fixed | e (_2^ )M and
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[p G C ; ((| , ß, t] ) G p)} for fixed t] g 2 are dense classes in M ,P I
and so meet G .
Now (Cf((2;)M))M > 2, = F(ß) , and so by (1) of Theorem 3.16,
(Cf((2p)M))M[G] > Ip • Hence (I (2j)M D M[G, “ < '^p‘+)M[G) ' But in vlew
of the inductive hypothesis, (|2 |‘)M ^  = (Wß)M [G] = Wß+1 * Thus
( 1 i  I) = coni, > using (8) . This completes the inductive step.“ p+1 M[GJ p+1
Thus (7) is established»
It is now easy to show that always 2 a = go ,, in M[G] .a+1
Observe that
%2
(|Cja|)M S (|[2a J| aX [a] a X [ 2 ^  ] a |) - a + 1  *
By Theorem 3.16(2) ,
< I « J )M [G] S (lCJ - x 2 j a)M
Hence ( I ^ |  )M[G] S < I>M[G, = “a+l • * * *  80 (2 a>M[G] S ^
00~
Thus M[G] )= 2 = oj ; and the GCH is indeed true in M[G] .a+1
Only the fate of a measurable cardinal remains to be discussed.
So let k be a measurable cardinal in M . Thus there is, in M , a non­
principal, /c-complete ultrafilter D on Pk: , and D may be chosen to be 
normal (see, for example, [10, §1])° (That D is /c-complete means if
^  ISX e [P/c] and IJX e D then some x e X is in D . To say that D is
normal means for any f mapping k to k such that
{a e k ; f(a) < a} e D , there is V < k such that (a g k ; f(a) = V] e D .)
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Since k measurable implies that, k is a limit beth (in fact,
K is inaccessible), it follows that k is still a cardinal in M[G] .
Define in M[G] s
D* = (u c k ; 3x e D(x er u) } „
We shall show that D is a non-principal /c-complete ultrafilter in 
M[G] . This will prove Theorem 4,2,
Clearly is a filter, with D c D" and 0 i D'f . Suppose
D has been shown to be /c-complete, i.e.
(9) a < K and k = ll{z(v) ; V < er] => 3V < cr(z(v) e D*) ,
Since 0 D , it follows from (9) that D is prime. It is now immediate 
that D" is non-principal, i.e. that flD* i D'c , for k - PID c K - HD* , 
and so k - flD'v e D* since k - HD e D . Thus only the verification of (9) 
remains.
Suppose there is a < K such that M[G] |= (/c = U{z(V) ; V < cr})
for some function z g M[G] which maps a into P/c . Let z g M be such 
that z = z . Then, in particular, M[G] |= not(not(Vx e K 3y e cr(x g z(y)))) 
By Theorem 2.11, there must be p e G such that
(10) p |f- ”i “»Vu e k 3v e cr(u e z(v)) .
Apply Definition 2.4 and Lemma 2.7 to (10). For any p , observe that 
3q c p(b G^ a) if and only if b = c for some c e a . Thus it follows 
that (10) is equivalent tos
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(11) Vp! D p Va e /( 3V e a 3p" 3 p '(p" IF “»“«(a e £($))) .
Take any q 3 p „ We shaLl seek r 3 q such that
(12) 3v e a 3x e D Va e x(r ||- -i”t(a € z(v)))
For (12) is equivalent to
r |[- 3u e <T 3v e D(v <3 z(u)) ,
and so (r ; r |[- 3u e ff 3v e D(v e: z(u))} is dense below p . Hence, 
in view of Lemmas 1.4 and 2.11,
M[G] j= 3V e a 3x £ D(xc z(v)) ,
and so it follows from the definition of D that
3v € 0"( Z (V) € D*) .
This will justify (9).
The remainder of the argument takes place in M .
Use induction to construct a sequence (q ; a < k ) of conditions 
and a sequence (v % a < k ) of ordinals less than cr such that
qa 2  q » ß < a = > q a 2 q ß 1 ß  % qa lb “ »“ »(S e K n )  .
Suppose 7 < K is given such that q and
F
for all ß < 7 . By properties (a,v) and (d) 
q u U(qp "1 ß ; ß < 7} is a condition. SinceF
Vp have already been defined 
of C , it follows that 
q 3 p , (11) may be applied
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with p' = q u U{q,2 ”1 ß  I 3 < 7} and a = 7
and V7
This yields suitable q7
f (a, ß)
Define f mapping k X K into k as follows:
, 0 , if there is no V ^ a, ß such that q „J V = q J V ;cc p
 ^ greatest V ^ a, ß such that q J V = q J V , otherwise .
Note that when V is a limit ordinal, if p J t = p ’ J t for all t < V , 
then p J v  = p' J v  . Thus f(a9ß) is well defined»
From the fact that D is normal, it follows (non-trivially) 
that there is x e D such that either
(13) 3p < k Va,3 G x(f(a,ß) = p) , or
(14) Va,ß g x(f(a,3) = min{a,ß)) .
Suppose (13) holds, so whenever p < a < ß < K and a,ß g x then 
q J P+1 h qQ J p+1 • Thus |C Jp+1| ^ K , since if x £ D then |x| = K . 
However, as calculated earlier, | C J p+1 | ^ — p+2 ° Since K is inaccessible 
and p < k , it follows that ^ 2 < K , so |G 4 P+1 I < K • This contra­
diction shows that (14) must hold»
Thus if a, ß G x then a < ß => q^ Ja ~ Hp >Ja 0 From this it 
follows that U(q Ja % a g x } is a condition» Furthermore, by the choice 
of the conditions q also U(q Ja I a G x] is a condition» Hence if
r = U (q Ja ; a G x] u U{q 1a ; a g x] = U{q ; a G x} , a a a
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then r e C . Moreover, if a e x then r id q and so” a
r lb (a e z(V )) . Define, for V < cr ,ii ~
a(v) = (a € x ; r ||- - n  (a e z(v))} .
Then certainly x = U{a(v) 5 V < cr} . Now x e D , er < K and D is
^-complete. Hence there is V1 < c such that a(V!) e D . Since r ^  q ,
it follows that the choice V = v' and x = a(v') suffices to satisfy 
(12). This completes the proof of Theorem 4.2.
“faHote_[ The weak forcing relation p [(- $ , defined by
p |f $ <=> p \[ -1-1$ ,
(which was in fact used in the last section of the proof above) has the
desirable property that if 0 <=> Y , then p |f 0 <=> p |f Y , for all p .
In particular, p j j -  3 >  <=> p j|- ~ n $  . This not true in general for the 
relation p ||- 0 .
Note_2 Jensen has established the following further properties of the
model M[G] constructed during the proof of Theorem 4.2:
(1) If k is a Ramsey cardinal in M , then k is still a Ramsey 
cardinal in M[G] .
(2) If q is a limit ordinal and
(A
RftG] H (K is the least cardinal such that k — ( q ^ 03) > then 
also M [G] I= K - (q)^ ^  •
Note_3 Silver has obtained the relative consistency result which stems
from Theorem 4.2 by a completely different method. He shows that if D is
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a normalp K-completenon-principal ultrafilter for a cardinal k , 
L(D) , the universe of sets constructible from D , is a model of 
ZF + AC + GCH in which k remains measurable.
then
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p 16 . D e f in i t io n  2 . 2 .
The re q u ire m e n t | U{H_^  ; i  < m} | > m does n o t  ach iev e  
i t s  s ta t e d  aim . I t  shou ld  be r e p la c e d  b y :
V ie  { l , . . . , m >  3 a .€ H .( |{ a  , . . . , a  }| = m) .
i  l  1 1 m 1
A s im i la r  change should  be made to  D e f in it io n  3 .5  on p 24.
p 51. P roo f o f  Theorem 1 . 5 .
The e lem en t x^ o c c u rr in g  on p 52 , Z  8 has n o t been 
d e f in e d .  C le a r ly ,  one m ust choose x ^ G S ’ (X) . However, 
th e re  i s  th e n  no g u a ra n te e  t h a t  x^ _ < x^ f o r  t < p . T h is 
can be en su red  by m od ify ing  th e  d e f in i t i o n  o f  F(X) when 
c o n s tru c t in g  th e  r a m i f ic a t io n  system  R . C o n seq u en tly , th e  
d e f in i t i o n  on p 51 shou ld  be changed to  r e a d :
I f  S T (X) = 4> , p u t F(X) = <J) and n(X) = 0 .
O th e rw ise , choose x ( X ) £ S ' ( X )  and pu t  F(X) = ( x 6 S ' ( X )  ; x 5 x(X)} 
P lace  G(X) = { x( x f i )  ; r  < a} .
2 .
p 121. P roo f o f  Theorem 4 .1 .
The c la s s  C o f  c o n d i t io n s  d e f in e d  h e re  f a i l s  to  
s a t i s f y  p ro p e r ty  ( a ,v )  o f  p 103 i f  i s  in a c c e s s ib le .
T his may be overcome as  fo llo w s .
N o tice  t h a t  Theorems 3 .12  and 3 .13  may be proved 
on th e  s t r e n g th  o f Lemma 3 . 7 ,  w ith o u t a p p e a l to  Lemma 3 . 8 .  
Hence i f  a c l a s s  C o f  f o r c in g  c o n d i t io n s  s a t i s f i e s  th e  
p r o p e r t i e s  (a )  -  ( d ) ,  w ith  th e  e x c e p tio n  o f  ( a , v )  , and 
i f  G i s  C -g en eric  over M , th e n  M[G] i s  s t i l l  a model 
o f  ZF + AC . F u rth e rm o re , Theorems 3 .14  and 3 .1 5  may be 
proved f o r  a l l  a to  which Lemma 3 .7  a p p l i e s .  Hence fo r  
t h i s  p a r t i c u l a r  ch o ice  o f  C , Theorem 3 .1 6  i s  v a l id  when 
th e  p r o p e r t i e s  (1 ) and (2 ) a re  r e s t r i c t e d  to  h o ld  o n ly  when 
ay i s  r e g u la r  and a c c e s s ib le .  T his s u f f i c e s  to  prove (3 ) 
o f  Theorem 4 .1  whenever oo i s  r e g u la r  and a c c e s s ib le .
To o b ta in  Theorem 4 .1  a s  s t a t e d ,  a d i f f e r e n t  ch o ice  
o f  C i s  r e q u i r e d .  Modify th e  d e f i n i t i o n  by r e p la c in g  
c la u s e  (y ) by
( y T ) to i s  r e g u la r  => Ip n (2 x w x (a + 1 ) x m ) | < w a a K(a)  1 a
P ro p e r ty  ( a , v )  s t i l l  f a i l s ;  however now C.Ja s a t i s f i e s
th e  F (a )+-c h a in  c o n d i t io n  w henever w i s  r e g u la r .  T h isa
3 .
means th a t  Lemma 3 .7  h o ld s  w henever i s  r e g u l a r ,  and
a s  above, t h i s  y ie ld s  Theorem 4 .1 .
